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Fonnal Opinion regarding the Unsolidted Receipt of Privileged or Confidential 
Materials. The Conunittee states: 
A lawyer who receives on an unauthorized basis materials of 
an adverse party that she knows to be privileged or 
confidential should upon recognizing the privileged or 
confidential nature of the materials, either refrain from 
reviewing such materials or review them only to the extent 
required to detennine how appropriately to proceed~ she 
should notify her adversary's lawyer that she has such 
materials and should either follow instructions of the 
adversary's lawyer with respect to the disposition of the 
materials, or refrain from using the materials until a definitive 
resolution of the proper disposition of the materials is 
obtained from a court. 
Evidentiary Hearing Exhibit Oths -2, p. I. 
With all of the foregoing legal authorities and principles as guides, the Court has 
reviewed the evidence contained in the record and enters the following Findings of Facts 
and Conclusions of Law. 
III. 
FINDINGS OF FACT 
Having carefully considered the testimony of the witnesses called at the evidentiary 
hearing conducted by this Cowt, having thoroughly reviewed the exhibits admitted into 
evidence, and having considered controlling legal authority and arguments of counsel, the 
, 
Court makes the fonowing Findings of Fact and Conc1usions of Law pursuant to Federal 
Rule of Civil Procedure 52(a). 
To the extent the Court has concluded that the evidence in the record does not 
support certain assertions, allegations or claims made by Plaintiffs, they will not be 
included in the Court's Findings of Fact or otherwise referenced herein. In the event 
those allegations of professional misconduct which were raised at the hearing are not 
FINDINGS OF FACT, CONCLUSIONS OF LAW, MEMORANDUM DECISION 
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contained in these Findings of Fact, it is not an oversight or unintentional omission. 
Rather, the failure to mention an act, event Of series of events in these Findings is an 
indication that the evidence does not support a finding and conclusion in favor of 
Plaintiffs' Motion for Sanctions. The Court's Findings of Fact are as follows: 
I. In February 1997, Altig was lead counsel for the Idaho Department of 
Correction (IOOC) in this instant action. Although McNeese was also 
assisned to the litigation group and acted as co-counsel, he also acted as 
Altig's supervising attorney. 
2. On February 17, 1997, Altig received from an IOOC employee a copy of a 
December 26, 1996 letter Pevar had sent to nine inmates housed at 100C 
facilities which a prison employee found lying face-up on the law library 
desk of an inmate law librarian. While there is a dispute as to whether 
Pevar represented alI of the addressees on that letter, this is the first of 
Pevar's correspondence to inmates received by Altig. Altig read the 
correspondence which contained a summary of Pevar's analysis of the 
strengths of some of Plaintiffs' claims, settlement prospects and prospects 
for recovery at trial. At the time Altig read Pevar's correspondence, this 
instant action was pending and the parties were 1::onducting ongoing 
settlement negotiations. Altig felt the lettef may have some significance to 
this litigation at some point in the future and placed it in her desk in-box 
where it remained for approximately eight months without notifying 
opposing counselor the Court. 
3. On June 4, 1997, an lOoe employee contacted Altig to inform her that he 
had reviewed or scanned letters sent by Pevar to inmates housed at lDOC 
facilities which contained statements which lead him to believe that Pevar 
had made fraudulent representations to this Court during the December 10, 
FINDINGS OF FAcr, CONCLUSIONS OF LAW, MEMORANDUM DECISION 
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1996 bearing. The statements in the correspondence related to the issue of 
actual injuries resulting from IOOC's alleged failure to provide 
constitutionally required access to the courts. The imlployee became aware 
of the existence of two three-ring binders and their contents when an inmate 
law clerk employed in the prison law library requested permission from the 
IOOC supervisor to take the binders to his «11 for review. 
4. Until January 1998, the 100C operated prison law libraries staffed with 
inmate law clerks. Pevar relied upon inmate law clerks to assist him in 
communicating with other members of the class of inmate plaintiffs, as well 
as to provide assistance in gathering factual information in -support of the 
allegations raised in Plaintiffs' Complaint. Turnover of inmate law clerks 
was high and in order for the inmate law clerks to provide Pevar with the 
assistance he sought, outgoing irunate law clerks informed incoming law 
clerks of the current status and history of the litigation. In order to ensure 
that incoming law clerks were informed of the status and history of the 
instant action, the three-ring binders were compiled and filled with 
applicable orders, memoranda submitted by the respective parties, and the 
correspondence from inmates' counsel, which is at issue here. 
5. Altig instructed the IOOC employee to photocopy Pevar's letters and on 
June S, 1997, he delivered copies ofPevar's correspondence to Altig. Altig 
read the letters and, after reading the correspondence, informed her 
supervisor McNeese of the letters and he also read portions of the letters. 
After reading Pevar's correspondence, Altig and McNeese reported these 
events and provided the documents to their supervisors in the Idaho 
Attorney General's Office. 
6. Neither Altig nor McNeese ever instructed 100C employees to search for 
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these types of communications and bring them to their attention. On the 
other hand, neither Attig nor McNeese discouraged or directed IDOC 
employees to refrain from examining the three-ring binders to review 
additional correspondence from Pevar to the inmates. Similarly, McNeese 
did not direct Attig to refrain from receiving or reading any additional 
correspondence in the event that such documents wer~ provided to her in 
the future. 
7. Thereafter, between June 6, 1997 and October 29, 1997, Altig received 
from IDOC employees a total of ten (10) additional copies of Pevar's 
correspondence and/or documents. As had been done previously. these 
documents were copied by an IDOC employee and given to Altig 
whereupon she read them. 
8. Although the three-ring binders which contained the documents in question 
were placed on a shelf in the prison law library, the inmates could not have 
done anything more to secure the confidentiality of these documents 
because there are no areas in the prison that are accessible only to inmates. 
Every place in the prison is, and must be, subject to search at any time for 
security purposes. The only protection of the attomey-client privilege in 
the prison context is that the IDOC guards and prison employees exercise 
integrity and refrain from reading any confidential letters from inmates and 
their respective legal counsel. 
9. Despite the unique circumstances presented in the prison context, 
reasonable prison policies providing precautions were in place at the time in 
question and were intended to protect and preserve the attomey-client 
privilege and the confidential nature of correspondence between inmates 
and their legal counsel. 
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10. Neither Pevar nor the irunates to whom the letters were addressed were 
aware of or were informed that IDOC employees had examined, read, 
copied and delivered the correspondence to opposing counsel. 
II. Other than the correspondence delivered on February 17, 1997, the majority 
of documents in question were received in early June 1997, however, Altig 
and McNeese did not submit the documents to this Court for review until 
October 29, 1997. During that several month period, the documents were 
reviewed by not only Altig and McNeese, but also by IDOe representatives 
and an unknown number of senior supervising attorneys at the Idaho 
Attorney General's Office. 
12. Unnecessary litigation was created by the series of events of secretly 
acquiring. reading, retaining, sharing information with representatives of 
their client (the IDOC), and using the information for potential tactical 
advantage instead of promptly notifying opposing counsel and/or submitting 
the documents to the Court so the Court could determine whether the 
documents were confidential communications and, if so, whether the 
documents had lost their element of confidentiality as a result of waiver, 
neglect or purposeful conduct. 
IV. 
CONCLUSIONS OF LAW 
To the extent any fmdings of fact are deemed to be conclusions of law, they are 
incorporated by reference into these conclusions of law. After reviewing the record and 
applying controlling legal standards as well as the fmdings of fact made after the 
consideration of the evidence, the Court makes the following conclusions of law: 
1. The documents delivered to Altig by !DOC personnel were not only 
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confidential, but were also protected by the attomey-client privilege. 
2. Altig and McNeese's review of the correspondence breaclled the attorney-
client privilege which applied to the correspondence and compromised the 
confidential nature of the commun.i<:ations. 
3. Altig and McNeese's actions in breaching the attorney-client privilege and 
confidential nature of the documents prior to submitting the documents to 
the Court for independent review constituted a complete disregard of the 
attorney-client privilege and the confidential relationships that arise as a 
result of legal representation. 
4. Altig and McNeese each had an individual ethi<:al and professional duty to 
immediately seal and submit to the Court both the initial correspondence 
and the correspondence subsequently received from [OOC personnel as 
soon as they became aware that the correspondence involved i:onfidential 
communications between Pevar and the inmate plaintiffs. By failing to do 
so, both Altig and McNeese violated their individual ethical and 
professional obligations imposed upon them as attorneys admitted to · 
practice before this Court. 
5. Altig and McNeese's reporting of the documents to their superiors did not 
absolve their individual ethical and professional Fesponsibility to 
immediately seal and submit the documents to the Court, nor did it absolve 
their individual ethical and professional obligation to refrain from 
subsequently receiving and reviewing any additional confidential 
communications from IDOC personnel. 
6. McNeese failed to properly supervise his subordinate attorney Altig when 
he failed to instruct her to refrain from receiving or reading any further 
documents in the future. McNeese's failure to warn or caution Altig against 
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reading any additional submissions of inmate legal mail from -counsel prior 
to seeking a determination by the Court constituted an improper 
abandonment and neglect ofhis duties as Altig's supervising attorney. 
7. By failing to instruct moc personnel to refrain from searching for, reading, 
copying or delivering additional confidential attorney-client correspondence 
or documents, Altig and McNeese implicitly authorized and encouraged 
moc personnel to secretly search for, inspect, examine, read, copy and 
then deliver additional confidential attomey-client corrt:spondence or 
documents to Altig over a period of several months. 
8. While the receipt and r~view by Altig of the initial letters from Pevar might 
be justified as an honest one-time mistake, the on-going continuous receipt 
and review of additional confidential attorney-client correspondence by 
Altig and McNeese manifests an attitude of complete disregard for the 
judicial process. Altig and McNeese's implicit encouragement of lDOC 
personnel to continue to examine. copy and deliver fu~ confidential 
communications by continuing to receive the documents' over a period of 
several months constitutes a violation of Altig and McNeese's ethical and 
professional obligations imposed upon them as attorneys admitted to 
practice before this Court. 
9. The several month delay in notifying opposing cOWlsel and presenting the 
documents to the Court to determine whether the privilege remained intact 
or whether confidentiality had been waived constitutes an additional failure 
to comply with professional obligations imposed upon Altig and McNeese. 
10. The attorney-client privilege which attached to the docwnents in question 
was not waived. either expressly or by implication, simply by the fact that 
the docwnents were contained in two separate three-ring binders located on 
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a shelf in the prison law library. The inmate plaintiffs took the only 
reasonable means possible to preserve the confidentiality of the documents 
in question. Whether the documents were stored in a locked storage room 
as suggested by Altig and McNeese, or on the shelf ofthe prison law 
library, IDOC employees would have ultimately discovered them in the 
same manner as they were originally discovered when an inmate asked 
permission to take the binders to his cell to review. That event initiated the 
IDOC employee's review of the binders. The IDOC employee's review of 
the binders would have occurred irrespective of whether the binders were 
stored on the shelf in the prison law library or in a locked storage room 
which would appropriately be subject to search by prison authorities at all 
times. 
11. The crime-fraud exception to the attorney-client privilege does not apply to 
the instant circumstances. The crime-fraud exception only applies to 
communications made for the purpose of obtaining advice on an ongoing or 
intended future criminal activity. United States v. Chen, 99 F.3d 1495, 
1500, 1503 (9th Cir. 1996). As the Court ruled in its January 12, 1998 
Memorandum Decision and Order, Pevar's argument and communications 
in question at the December 10, 1996 hearing do not constitute intentional 
fraudulent misrepresentations of fact or a fraud upon the Court. 
12. As explained in the January 12, 1998 Memorandum Decision and Order, in 
light of the procedural context in which Pevar's comments to his clients 
were made, the Court concluded then, and is of the same opinion now, that 
the comments made were little more than an optimistic characterization and 
argument of what Pevar had learned from the depositions and interviews he 
had conducted. Because the communications in question do not relate to 
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any ongoing or intended future criminal activity, the-<;rime.fraud exception 
is inapplicable here. 
13. The case of Farr v. Mischler, )29 Idaho 20), 923 P.2d 446 (1996), relied 
upon by the Defendants, is not applicable. Farr involved a letter written to 
plaintiff's attorney by plaintiff that was stored in 'Corporate files. The 
corporate files were sold to the defendants as an asset of the corporation 
prior to the litigation which commenced between the parties. The Court in 
Farr concluded that the letter Was not privileged communication because, 
by transferring the letter along with the corporate files, plaintiff "did not act 
in a manner indicating that the communication was to be confidential." 129 
Idaho at 206, 923 P .2d at 451. 
14. The circumstances in Farr are not at all similar to and are clearly 
distinguishable from the circumstances in the present case. Unlike the 
plaintiff in Farr, Pevar's letters were on his office letterhead and were sent 
to the inmate plaintiffs with the clear intention that they would be 
confidential and would not be disclosed to third persons. The letters 
contained discussions about litigation strategies, Pevar's mental impressions 
and opinions about the legal theories in the case and, in one letter 
specifically, Pevar infonned the inmate recipient that the letter was "for 
your eyes only." 
15. As explained with regard to the issue of waiver, the fact that the 
correspondence in question was contained in three-ring binders on the shelf 
of the prison law library does not lead the Court to conclude that the inmate 
plaintiffs acted in a manner indicating that the ~ommunications were not 
meant to be confidential. As a practical matter, there was no place in the 
prison the inmates could store the documents to secure their confidentiality. 
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The only way to preserve their confidentiality. and thus protect the 
attorney-client privilege which attached to the documents. was for IDOC 
persolUlel to respect the attorney-client privilege and exercise integrity by 
refraining from reading any 1:orrespondence between inmates and their legal 
counsel as provided in prison policies. Because control over whether such 
documents would be kept confidential rests solely with IDOC personnel, it 
can hardly be said that the inmate plaintiffs acted in a manner which failed 
to preserve the confidentiality of the documents. 
16. The attorney work product doctrine is also inapplicable to the present 
action. The attorney work product doctrine only provides prote<:tion against 
discovery requests and discovery requests are not at issue in this matter. 
17. Altig and McNeese's conduct in breaching the attorney-client privilege. as 
well as compromising the confidential communications flowing from the 
legal representatives in this instant action, constituted bad faith conduct and 
warrants imposition of sanctions. 
18. As a result of the unnecessary litigation created by these events. Plaintiffs 
shall be awarded a reasonable attorneys fee incurred as a result of bringing 
their Motion for Sanctions. 
v. 
CONCLUSION 
This Court has been asked to sanction attorneys for misconduct o<:curring during 
the course of this instant action. The request bas not been taken lightly. lUther. the 
Court has viewed the accusation of improper conduct as a serious concern meriting 
thoughtful and careful judicial deliberation. In making its decision, the Court recognizes 
that the fundamental, time-honored principle that communications made between an 
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attorney and his or her client in the course of litigation are to be carefully guarded and 
protected. This principle is among the oldest and most important of our common law 
principles and may only be breached or waived under certain conditions. The Court 
concludes that Altig and McNeese breached the time-honored principle established in the 
attomey-client privilege and, as a result, sanctions must be imposed. While the Court has 
reached its decision to impose sanctions cautiously, it is important to make it clear that it 
has done so in order to preserve fundamental principles of our legal system. and to 
maintain public confidence in the legal profession. 
The Court is mindful of the tension existing between the compelling need for 
security in the prison which allows inmate mail to be reviewed. and the competing need 
to preserve the attorney-client privilege in correspondence between counsel and inmates. 
Notwithstanding this tension, the Court believes both needs could have been 
accomplished by the prison employees exercising integrity when they carne across an 
attomey-client communication by simply complying with prison policies that were in 
place at the time these documents were discovered. 
Further, if the justification for receiving and retaining possession of the 
correspondence by Altig and McNeese for many months after accepting delivery of the 
documents was to advise the Court ofPevar's alleged fraud in the December 10, 1996 
bearing. that pwpose could have been accomplished by counsel not reading the materials 
upon delivery or, if the documents were read. by immediately notifying opposing counsel 
of their receipt and by promptly delivering the documents in question to the Court for an 
in camera review. In this manner, the continuous receipt of these confidential items of 
correspondence over a period of several months could have heen avoided. 
While granting Plaintiffs' Motion for Sanctions is warranted under the 
circumstances, the Court does not feel it is necessary or appropriate, nor is it the role of 
the Court under these circumstances, to refer this matter to the Idaho State Bar or to 
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declare that the irunates' and their cOWlsel's First Amendment rights have been violated. 
In light of the circumstances presented here, the Court concludes that it is not necessary 
to take any further action beyond that provided in order to preserve the time-honored 
principles involved or to maintain public trust and confidence in the legal profession. 
Important to the Court is that this matter arose during the course of this litigation and <:an 




Based on the foregoing, IT IS HEREBY ORDERED: 
1. To the extent set forth herein, Plaintiffs' Motion for Sanctions (Docket No. 
594) is GRANTED and Plaintiffs are entitled to an award of attorney fees in the amoWlt 
ofS3,500.00, and costs and expenses in the amoWlt ofS I ,000.00. for a total sanction 
award ofS4,500.00. 
2. Plaintiffs' motion is DENIED to the extent Plaintiffs seek an order referring 
this matter to the Idaho State Bar or a determination that First Amendment rights have 
been violated. 
SO ORDERED this l.lilay of September. 1999. 
LARRY M. BOYLE 
UNITED STATES MAGISTRATE JUDGE 
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United States CoUrt of Appeals,Ninth Circuit. 
Noel Puente GOMEZ; Lee Mazur Hays; Bob 
Jones; Alfredo Roman; Patrick Hall; Marq 
Bardett; Gregory Joseph Nelson. 
Plaintiffs-Appellees, 
v. 
Richard A. VERNON, Director,Idaho Department 
Of Correctioas; Dave PaskeU. Warden, Idabo State 
Correctional InstitUtion; James C. Spaldin8, 
Director, IDCX:; Joe Klausa', Warden,ISCI; 
Defeodants-AppeUants, 
Alan Lee Bnndt, Defendaot-Intervenor-Appellant, . 
v. 
Eugene Starr; Richard Carl; Bobby Rowell; 
Alfredo Esparza. Plaintiffs-Intervenors-Appellees. 
No. 99·35930. 
Argued and Submitted Feb. 14.2001 
Filed July 10, 2001 
Inmates brouglat actioa against prison officials 
alleging retaliatioa far exercise of their right of 
access to COUIU. TIle UniKd States District Court 
for the District of Idaho, Larry M. Boyle, United 
States Magistrate Judse, fowad in favor of inmates, 
granted injunctive relief, and imposed sanctions. 
Officials appealed. The Court of Appeals, 
McKeown, Circuit Judge, held that: (I) wardea 
consented to proceed before magistrate judJC; (2) 
offICials had policy or custom of retaliating against 
inmates who exercised, or assisted others in 
exercise of, their right of access to courts; (3) order 
granting relief was appropriately tailored; and (4) 
imposition of sanctions was warranted. 
Affumed. 
Gould, Circuit Judge, concurred in result, and flied 
opinion. 
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[24] Federal Civil Procedure 170A ~74(1) 
170A Federal Civil Proced~ 
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·1121 Timothy D. Wilson.OfflCe of Attorney 
General, State of Idaho, Boise. Idaho for the 
defendants-appellants. 
Stephen L. Pevar (argued). American Civil 
Liberties Union. Denver. Colorado; Margaret 
Winter, Donna H. Lee, and Eric Balaban. National 
Prison Project of the ACLU Foundation Inc., 
Washington. D.C.; Howard Belodoff. Boise, 
Idaho, for the plaintiffs-appellees. 
Appeal from the United States District Court for the 
District of Idaho; Larry M. Boyle, Magistrate, 
Presiding. D.C. No. CV-91-OO299-LMB. 
Before: M. Margam McKeown. Kim McLane 
Wardlaw, and Goukl, Circuit Judces. 
McKEOWN, Circuit Judge: 
This case exemplifies antagonism toward prisooc:z 
litigation at the cost of constitutional rights and 
legal ethics. While all may be fair in war, FNI 
such is not the case in the judicial arena-the 
. courtroom is not a battlefield. Afta" a nineteen-day 
trial. the district court, Magisuatc Judge Boyle 
presiding, found that the Idaho Department of 
Corrections, two of its penal institutions, and 
several officials (collectively the .. Department") 
retaliated against inmates who filed lawsuits or 
availed themselves of grievance procedures. The 
conclusion that the Department violated the inmates' 
constitutional rights is not challenged on appeal. 
Rather, we are called upon to addR:ss whether, for 
purposes of jurisdiction. the parties consented to 
. appear before the magistrate judge; whether the 
gra,nt of injunctive relief was an appropriate remedy 
for the retaliation; and whether a court may impose 
sanctions under its inherent power and 28 U.S.C. f 
1927 when counsel FN2 for the state improperly 
acquired and used privileged and confadential 
litigation materials belonging to inmate litigants. 
We answer these questions in the affmnative. and 
we affirm. 
FNI. "All', fair in love and war." Francis 
Smedly, Frank: Fairleigh (1850); "The 
rules of fair play do not apply in love and 
war." John Lyly, Euphues (1S78). 
FN2. Counsel representing the Department 
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on appeal was not involved in the 
misconduct or sanctions at issue in this 
appeal. 
Background 
Factual Background. FN3 
FN3. This factual summary is drawn from 
the district court's extensive fmdings of 
fact, which are not challenged on appeal. 
and which accompany the Memorandum 
Decision and Order and the Memorandum 
Decision and Order Relating to Plaintiffs' 
Motion for Sanctions. 
[l) The Department, like many prison systems, 
employs inmates as law clerks in its prison libraries 
to help · other inmates file legal papers. such as 
habeas corpus petitions or civil rights claims. and to 
prepare grievances or other administrative 
complaints. Inmates enjoy access to the law 
libraries. and the assistance of the inmate law 
clerks. as a guarantee of their due process right to 
access to the courts. See Bountb v. Smith, 430 
U.s. 817. 828. 97 S.Ct. 1491,52 L.Ed.2d 72 (1977) 
(holding that .. 'the fundamental constitutional right 
of access to the courts requires prison authorities to 
assist inmates in the preparation and filing of 
meaningful legal papers by providing prisoners with 
adequate law libraries or adequate assistance from 
persons trained in the law' tt). 
In the Idaho prison system, however. access to the 
assistance of law clerks and the libraries was not 
necessarily a risk-free proposition. · For example. 
inmate preparation of legal documents and 
prosecution of legal activities became a basis for 
retaliation against inmate clerks. In 1985. Lee 
Hays worked as an inmate law cleric at the Idaho 
Correctional Institute-Orofmo (lCI-O). In that 
role, he assisted fellow male inmates in filing 
habeas corpus petitions and civil rights claims 
against the prison and various prison personnel. 
This attracted the attention of the prison staff, who. 
in the presence of the warden. instructed Hays to 
stop. After Hays filed more suits. the warden 
arranged for him to be transf~ to the Idaho State 
Correctional Institution (lSCI) in Boise. Although 
Hays was supposedly transferred for a rule 
infraction-interacting with female inmates-that 
reason was pretextual. He trained female law 
clerks as part of his law clerk duties and did so only 
on instructions-1W and undel' supervision of a 
corrections lieutenanL 
Similar consequences befell other inmates who took 
legal action. In 1987, inmate Patrick Hall filed 
multiple civil rights claims against the Department 
on behalf of other inmates. Hall subsequendy lost 
his job in the ISCI law library. purportedly because 
he only offered legal help in exchange for a share of 
any damages award-a charF that was 
unsubstantiated. In 1993. an ISCI Disciplinary 
Hearing Officer threateoed to confIDe and discipline 
another inmate. Wayne Olds. if in line with his 
standard duties as a law clerk. he helped an inmate 
prepare for a disciplinary bearing. Olds was lata" 
transferred from ISCI to ICI-O in retaliation for the 
number of "concern forms" and grievances he filed. 
together with his persistence in prosecuting a 
federal civil rights case. Two years later. inmates 
Thomas Sangel' and Carl Shively were f)fed from 
their janitorial jobs in retaliatiou for signiug 
affidavits used in litigation against the DepartmenL 
And Idaho Maximum Security Institution (IMSI) 
offICials intimidated inmate Michael McDonald for 
filing a grievance against an officer. forcing him to 
withdraw his grievance and to plead guilty to a 
disciplinary infraction. This series of retaliatory 
acts all stemmed from the inmates' constitutionally 
protected efforts to access the courts and the 
§ievaace process. 
The operation and condition of the inmate law 
libraries and related complaints also became an 
issue in the Idaho prison system. Inmate Alfredo 
Roman, who worked as a law clerk in the IMSI 
library. kept a logbook documenting what he 
perceived as operational problems. One such 
problem was a corrections offlCel"s habit of reading 
the inmates' legal documents. Roman took his 
concerns and his Iosbook to the law library 
supervisor. Corrections OffICer Michelle Nelson. 
Ms. Nelson responded by removing Roman from 
his library job and placing him under investigation 
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for keeping his logbook (which she considered .. 
non-legal materials") in the law Jibrary. He 
eventually received two disciplinary citations. 
Similarly. in 1997. inmate Bob Jones. a law clerk at 
the ISCI law Jibrary. confronted Nelson with his 
concerns about management of the Jaw library. As 
a result, Nelson repeatedly attempted to have Jones 
transferred. first to ICI-O. and then to a prison 
facility in Louisiana. Finally, Jones resigned his 
job at the law library to avoid a transfer. 
Deputy Warden George Miller took over 
supervision of the ISCI law library in November 
1998. Although he was aware that the library 
needed at least six inmate Jaw clerks to facilitate 
minimal access to the court system, he reduced the 
staff to four and at times allowed it to drop to two. 
Miller knew that the number of law clerks working 
in the library feU below what was minimally 
adequate. The district court . found that the 
reduction in law clerks "was substantially motivated 
by a desire to prevent inmates' access to the court 
system." 
No offlCa' or employee of the Department was ever 
investigated or disciplined for retaliatory action. 
despite the wardens' knowledge of the complaints. 
Plaintiff-appellees, inmates in the Idaho corrections 
system, brought this suit for damages and injunctive 
relief as a class action on behalf of themselves and 
other inmates. They worked on the case 
themselves, and were represented by outside 
counsel, with whom they corresponded in writing. 
As it turned out. the confidentiality of that 
correspondence was somewhat illusory. The 
inmates kept their written materials, including 
notes. research, ~ correspondence with their 
attorney, in two three-ring binders marked "Gomez .. 
-the name of this lawsuit In order to protect ·1124 
those materials and to maintain their confIdentiality, 
the inmates stored the binders in a restricted-access 
section of the ISCI law library. If an inmate who 
worked on the case needed to read or use the ftIe. a 
request would be made to the librarian, who would 
retrieve the ftIe and check it out to that individual. 
The district court found that "the inmates could not 
have done anything more to secure the 
confidentiality of these documents because there are 
no areas in the prison that· are accessible only to 
inmates." 
The clearly-marked ftIe, · at some point, attracted the 
attention of a prison employee, who in February 
1997 made a copy of a letter from the inmates' 
counsel to nine inmates. The employee, who found 
the letter lying face-up on the law library desk of an 
inmate law librarian. gave the copy to the 
Department's lead counsel in this case, a Deputy 
Attorney General for the State of Idaho. The letter 
contained a summary of the strengths of the inmates' 
claims. Department's lead counsel kept the letter, 
and did not notify OPPOSinc counsel. the court, or 
her superiors that it was ia bel' possessioa. It 
remained in bet desk "in-bo&" for the next eight 
months. 
That was only the beginninc of the trail of 
documents from the prison library to Department's 
lead counsel's office. Four months later, another 
ISCI employee who worked in the law library 
noticed, as be checked the Gomez binders out to an 
inmate. that the biDden contained documents 
related to this litigation. He understood the 
significance of the case because he had previously 
worked on this very lawsuit as a paralegal for the 
Department, and recognized documents in the 
binder he had worked on in that capacity. The 
official contacted the Department's lead counsel and 
told bet that some documents indicated that the 
inmates' outside counsel may have misled the 
magistrate judge during an earlier hearing with 
regard to whether inmates had suffered physical 
injury ill retaliation for IitigatioaL The 
Department's lead counsel told the prison official to 
copy the documents and deliver them to beI', whicb 
he did. Counsel did not inform the court, the 
inmates. or their attorney about the document 
disclosure. 
The Department's lead counsel reviewed the 
materials, dividing them into four categories, one of 
which consisted of documents she suspected were 
privileged. FN4 The next day she contacted her 
co-counsel, who was also bet supervisor, and they 
read several of the documents. In their view, some 
of the letters demonstrated that the inmates' lawyer 
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was defrauding the court. Believing that they had 
come across evidence of fraud or contempt of court. 
lead counsel continued to acquire other documents 
from the inmates' Gomez me. Neither she nor her 
co-counsel informed opposing counsel that they had 
seen the correspondence or other documents. Over 
the course of the next five months. Department 
counsel received ten additional copies of documents 
from prison employees. 
FN4. Despite her recognition that privilege 
might apply. she reasoned that any 
privilege was waived by virtue of the 
documents' location-a section of the law 
library easily accessible to prison 
employees. 
Some four months after speaking to lead counsel 
about the letters. and eight months after lead 
counsel bad flfSt acquired documents. co-counsel 
decided to seek advice. He consulted with his 
supervisor. who in tum approached an offICial at the 
Idaho State Bar. The bar official and the supervisor 
advised co-counsel DOt to read any more documents 
and to tum over to the court those documents that 
were in his possession. Nonetheless. both the lead 
counsel and her co-counsel. Idaho Deputy 
Attorneys General. continued to receive ·1125 and 
read case-related documents given to them by the 
prison employee. justifyine the continued receipt of 
documents on the ground that the materials were .. 
similar to what had already been given to [themJ." 
Subsequently. the Department filed a motion for an 
order to show cause wby inmates' counsel should 
not be held in contempt of court. based on copies of 
the correspondence between the inmates and their 
lawyer. The documents purportedly showed that 
physical injury to inmates was not as extensive as 
inmates' counsel bad represented to the court in an 
earlier bearing. The court denied that motion. 
concluding that the representations of inmates' 
counsel were we)) within the realm of acceptable 
argument and did not constitute a fraud. 
Trial and Findings. 
After a nineteen-day bench trial. foUowecl by a 
lengthy series of evidentiary rulinIs. beariJJcs. and 
various motions over the next several months. the 
district cotut issued rlDdings of fact and conclusions 
of law in the underlying case. The -court found the 
facts summarized above. including repeated 
instances of retaliatory conduct. Significantly. the 
court found that 
an investigation to determine whether illegal 
retaliation bad occurred was not conducted eYCD 
though prison administrators weft faced with 
allegations clearly indicatins that correctional 
officers bad violated IDOC [Idaho Department of 
Corrections] policy and conducted reprisals acainst 
an inmate who attempted to seek relief through 
established ... procedun:s. 
The court granted a declanlory judgment that the 
inmates were subjected to instances of unlawful 
retaliation but denied class-wide prospective 
injunctive relief. The cotut granted individual 
injunctive relief to six specified inmates. 
Sanctioos Order. 
The inmates moved fOl' an order to sbow cause why 
Department counsel should DOt be sanctioned for 
their conduct in reading. usinl. and failine to 
disclose their access to the Gomez files. After a 
tbree-day bearing. the court awarded sanctions of 
$4,500 ($3,500 in attorneys' fees and $1.000 for 
costs and expenses) under the cotut's inherent 
power and 28 U.S.C. § 1927. The court found that 
Department counsel had acquired materials that are 
confidential aad protcctecI by the attomey-clieot 
privilege. In addition., the court fOUDd that counsel 
had implicitly authorized and encouraged prison 
employees "to secretly search for. inspect, examine. 
read, copy and then deliver ... confidential 
attomey-client correspondence 01' documentS" over 
a nine-month period. The court held that 
Department counsel completely disregarded the 
attorney-client privilege aad ignoml their 
individual ethical duty to submit the materials to the 
court. The court found. as a factual mauer, that 
counsel's actions in acquirinc and usin! the 
materiak and in moving for contempt created 
unnecessary litigation. Finally. the court concluded 
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that the state attorneys' "breach[ ][ot] the 
attomey-client privilege, as well as compromising 
the confidential communications flowing from the 
legal representatives ... constituted bad faith 
conduct and warrants the imposition of sanctions." 
Analysis 
L Consent to Appear Before the Magistrate 
Judge 
We first address the threshold jurisdictional 
question of whether all parties consented to trial 
bef~ the magistrate judse. Specifically. the 
Department argues that the magistrate judge was 
without authority to order judgment because IMSI 
Warden Dave Paskett had not consented. in his 
-1126 offICial capacity. to appear before the 
magistrate. 
A magistrate judge may conduct civil proc«dings 
and order the enb)' of judgment only if the 
magistrate judge has been "specially designated to 
exercise such jurisdiction by the district court." 28 
U.S.C. § 636(c)(I). and all parties clearly and 
unambiguously consent. Fed.R.Civ.P. 73(b); Hajek 
v. Burlington N. R.R., 186 F.3d 1105. 1108 (9th 
Cir.I999). Because the district court designated 
the magistrate judge to hear this case. the issue we 
must resolve is whether Warden Paskett consented. 
The consent of the other parties is not at issue. 
[2](3) Section 636(c) "does not specify the precise 
form or timing of the parties' consent" Kofoed v. 
Int'I Bhd. of £lee. Workers. Local 48, 237 F.3d 
1001. 1004 (9th Cir.2(01). It is well settled that 
written consent authorizes a magistrate judse to 
enter judgment. See Binder v. Gillespie, 184 F.3d 
1059. 1063 (9th Cir.I999). Absent such consent. 
however. the magistrate judge lacks jurisdiction. 
and any judgment entered is a nullity. which we 
have no jurisdiction to review. See Aldrich v. 
Bowen. 130 F.3d 1364. 1365 (9th Cir.I997) (noting 
that the "record contain(ed) no written evidence"); 
Estate of Conners v. O'Connor. 6 F.3d 656. 658 
(9th Cir.l993) (holding that a magistrate judge's 
judgment without consent is a nullity). 
[4) Review of the record before us leaves little 
doubt that all parties consented to proceed before 
the . magistrate judge. The original complaint 
named not only the Department but Paskett in his 
capacity as warden of · ISCL AU counsel filed a 
written "Consent to Proceed Before a United States 
Magistrate." Owing the course of the litigation, 
Paskett became warden of IMSI and Joe Klauser 
succeeded him as warden of ISCL Before trial. the 
inmates' counsel sought to amend their complaint 
to. among other things. substitute the appropriate 
defendants. In a pretrial statement. counsel for the 
Department declared that the DepartmeDl did not 
object to the substitution: "Defendants do stipulate 
to cbarging the named Defendants." In that same 
document. the DepartmeDt stated: "[the] parties 
have already agreed to trial of this case before 
United States Magistrate Judie LaITy M. Boyle." 
Read together. these clear and unambiguous 
stipulations in the pretrial statement constitute 
consent to proceed before the magistrate judge. 
See, e.g., General Tradu., Inc. v. Yale Materials . 
Handling Corp., 119 F.3d 1485. 1495 (lIth 
Cir.I997) (consent to trial before magistrate was 
clearly expressed. even though the stipulation did 
not list all defendants. but all defendants were 
present at the status conference and their attorney 
signed the stipulation). Accordingly. the 
magistrate judge had jurisdiction to enter judgment. 
and we have jurisdiction to entertain this appeal. 
ll. Retaliatioa 
A. Causal NeDII 
The district court's 3~page order. which includes 
extensive fIndings of fact. is a model of clarity and 
detail. The Department does not challenge the 
factual (mdings; nor. with the exception of Jones. 
infra section U.B. does it dispute the district court's 
legal conclusion that the inmates suffered retaliation 
for the exercise of their FIrSt Amendment rights. 
Rather. the Department argues. as a matter of law. 
that the (mdings do not establish a causal link 
between the offICial policy or custom of the prison 
administrators and the retaliatory acts of the 
individual prison offICials. 
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[5] A suit, like this one, against a governmental 
officer in his offICial capacity is equivalent to a suit 
against the governmental entity itself. McRorie v. 
ShimodtJ, 795 F.2d 780, 783 (9th Cir.1986). Thus, 
·1127 the Department administrators are liable in 
their offICial capacities only if policy or custom 
played a part in the violation of federal law. lAre: 
v. City of Los Angeles, 946 F.2d 630, 646 (9th 
Cir.I 99l); McRorie, 795 F.2d at 783. 
A policy or custom may be found either in an 
affmnative proclamation of policy or in the failure 
of an official "to take any remedial steps after the 
violations." lArez. 946 F.2d at 647; see also 
McRorie, 795 F.2d at 784 (custom infemd from 
failure to reprimand or discharge); GrandstoJ! v. 
City of Borger, Texos, 767 F.2d 161, 171 (5th 
Cir.I985) ("[S]ubsequent acceptaDCe of dangerous 
recklessness by poIicymakcr tends to prove his 
preexisting disposition and policy."). For example, 
in lArez. we held that the Chief of Police would be 
liable if "it was almost impossible for a police 
officer to suffer discipline as a result of a complaint 
lodged by a citizen." lArez. 946 F.2d at 647 
(internal citation omitted). 
[6) [7] The Department argues that the 
policy-making official is liable only if he directly 
ordered the retaliation in question. Where the 
retaliatory acts are traceable to a custom or policy, 
however. it is unnecessary to demonstrate that the 
decision-making offICial directly ordered each act 
carried out under his edict. A custom or policy 
establishes a general rule of behavior, which is · to be 
followed in a variety of circumstances, and even in 
the absence of the policy-maker. See lArez. 946 
F.2d at 647. Moreover, a policy-maker's 
pronouncement that be has not or will not discipline 
officers that retaliated against prison litigators is 
sufficient evidence of a policy or custom: those 
statements can "be[ ] considered to represent [the 
prison's] policy or custom of condonation of, and 
acquiescence in, [retaliation] by its offic(ials]." Ill. 
[8] The fmdings of fact detail the top administrators' 
failure to investigate the retaliation complaints, the 
lack of reprimand or discipline for the officers 
involved even when their supervisors were aware of 
the complaints, and the delegation of investigation 
to officers involved in the grievances. This turn 
a-blind-eye approach does not insulate the 
Department. On the contrary, the fmdings are 
more than sufficient to support the conclusion that 
the retaliatory acts were condoned by the ()fficials, 
suffICient to "markle clear to offioets that ... they 
could get away with anything." Ill. The 
Department's failure to investigate or correct 
constitutional violations supports the district court's 
fmding that there was a policy or custom that led to 
violation of the inmates' rigIds. 
B. Harm to Bob JODeS 
[9][ 10) The Department also conteDdl that the 
repeated but ultimately unsuccessful attempts to 
transfer inmate J()nes are DOt retaliatory as a matter 
of law because the transfers never took place. The 
reality is that in the face of repeated threats of 
transfer because of his complaints about the 
administration of the library, Jones eventually quit 
his law library job. AccordiDa to the fmdings, 
Jones' complaints-protected by the FtrSt 
Amendment-related to "bow (the law library1 was 
affecting the inmates' right to access the 'COUrts." 
As we observed in Hines v. GOnu!l. 108 F.3d 265 
(9th Cir.I997), a retaliation claim may assert an 
injury no more tangible than a chilling effect on 
FtrSt Amendment rights. Ill. at 269 (ootins that .. 
this court has reatrmned that prisoners may still 
base retaliation claims on harms that would not 
raise due process concerns"); if. Resiaick v. Hayes, 
213 F.3d 443, 449 (9th Cir.2000) (without alleging 
a chilling effect. a retaliation claim without 
allegation of other harm is not actionable). It is the 
chilling effect that forced Jones to quit his job~ not a 
generalized harassment claim. Therefore, the 
district court did not err in finding, as a matter of 
law, that the Department retaliated·llZ8 against 
Jones, in violation of his First Amendment rights. 
m. JnjUDdive Relief 
The injunctive relief entered in this case was very 
narrow and targeted at six speciflC individuals. 
Class-wide prospective injunctive relief was denied. 
The district court went to great lengths to discuss 
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the legal parameters for injunctive relief. the 
constitutional limitations on court decrees directed 
to prison administrators. the requirements of the 
Prison Litigation Reform Act. and the importance of 
remedying unconstitutional conduct. As the court 
explained. 
in determining the appropriateness of relief in the 
instant action. the Court has considered when relief 
is appropriate. bow relief must be tailored when 
conditions of prison confmement are challenged 
and the Court's role in protecting and preserving 
federally guaranteed rights. 
Despite this careful tailoring. the Department argues 
that the injunctive relief was granted in error 
because the district court misapplied the standard 
for irreparable injury and failed to properly limit the 
injunction's scope. 
In general. injunctive relief is "to be used sparingly. 
and only in a clear and plain case." See Rizzo v. 
Goode, 423 U.S. 362. 378. 96 S.Ct. 598. 46 
L.Ed.2d 561 (1976) (internal quotation omitted) ... 
A district court's grant of permanent injunctive 
relief is reviewed for an abuse of discretion or 
application of erroneous legal standards." Planned 
Parenthood of S. Ariz. v. Lawall. 180 F.3d 1022. 
1027 (9th Cir.l999) (citing Easyridert Freedom 
F.I.G.H.T. v. Hannigan, 92 F.3d 1486. 1493 (9th 
Cir.I996». When a government agency is 
involved, we must. in addition, observe the 
requirement that the government be granted the .. 
widest latitude in the dispatch of its own internal 
affairs." Riup, 423 U.S. at 378-79. 96 S.Ct. 598 
(citations omitted); see also Lewis v. Casey, 518 
U.s. 343. 349. 116 S.Ct. 2174. 135 L.Ed.2d 606 
(1996) ("[I}t is not the role of courts. but that of the 
political branches. to shape the institutions of 
government in such fashion as to comply with the 
laws and the Constitution. "). When a state agency 
is involved. these considerations are, if anything, 
strengthened because of federalism concerns. See 
O'Shea v. Liukton, 414 U.S. 488. 499. 94 S.Ct. 
669. 38 L.Ed.2d 674 (1974) ("proper balance in the 
concurrent operation of federal and state courts 
counsels restraint against the issuance of injunctions 
against state officers"). Accordingly. injunctive 
relief is appropriate only when "irreparable injury" 
is threatened, City of Los Angeles v. Lyons. 461 
U.S. 95. 111. 103 S.Ct. 1660. 7S L.Ed.2d 675 
(1983). and any injunctive relief awarded must 
avoid unnecessary disruption to the state agency's .. 
normal course of proceeding." O'Shea, 414 U.S. at 
SOl. 94 S.Ct. 669. . 
This well-established standard for injunctive relief 
must also be viewed in conjunction with the 
requirements of the Prison Litigation Reform Act. 
18 U.S.C. § 3626 ("PLRA").FNS Under the PLRA, 
the ·1129 court must find that the prospective relief 
is "narrowly drawn. extends no furtbeI' than 
necessary to com:ct the violation of the Federal 
right. and is the least intrusive means necessary to 
com:ct the violation of the Federal right." before 
granting injunctive relief. 18 U.s.C. I 3626(a)(I). 
Accordingly. "before granting prospective 
injunctive relief, the trial court must make the 
fmdings mandated by the PLRA (and must] give • 
substantial weight to any adverse impact on public 
safety or the operation of a criminal justice system 
caused by the relief.' " See Oluwa v. Gomez. 133 
F.3d 1237, 1239 (9th Cir.I993) (quoting 18 U.S.C. 
, 3626(a)(l» (bolding that Congress explicitly 
prescribed section 3626's reach to include pending 
cases). 
fN5. The PLRA provides. in relevant part: 
Prospective relief in any civil action with 
respect to prison conditions shall ~xtend no 
further than necessary to rom:ct the 
violation of the Federal right of a 
particular plaintiff or plaintiffs. The court 
shall not grant or approve any prospective 
relief unless the court finds that such ~lief 
is narrowly drawn, extends no further than 
necessary to com:ct tbe violation of the 
Federal right. and is the least inuusive 
means necessary to com:ct the violation of 
the Federal right The court shall give 
substantial weight to any adverse impact 
on public safety or the operation of a 
criminal justice system caused by the relief. 
18 U.S.C. f 3626(a)(1)(A). Because this 
is a "civil proceeding arising under Federal 
law with respect to ••• the effects of actions 
by government offICialS on the lives of 
persons confmed in prison." it is a prison 
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conditions case for purposes of the PLRA. 
18 U.S.C. § 3626(g)(2). 
[11] Although the PLRA significantly affects the 
type of prospective injunctive relief that may be 
awarded. it has not substantia))y changed the 
threshold fmdings and standards required to justify 
an injunction. To this extent, we agree with the 
Sixth Circuit that "the [pLRA] merely codifIeS 
existing law and does not change the standards for 
determining whether to grant an injunction." Smith 
v. Ark. Dep't of Corr., 103 F.3d 637. 647 (8th 
Cir.I996). 
A. Irreparable InjUl')' 
To satisfy the requirement of irreparable injury. a 
plaintiff must demonstrate I '"real or immediate 
threat that the{y) will be wronged again-a ' 
likelihood of substantial and immediate irreparable 
injury.' " Lyons. 461 U.s. at 111. 103 S.Ct. 1660 
(quoting O'SMa, 414 U.s. at 502, 94 S.Ct. 669); 
see also Lewis. 518 U.S. at 349, 116 S.Ct. 2174 
(courts limited to "providling) relief to claimants. in 
individual or class actions. who have suffered, or 
wi)) imminently suffer. actual harm"). "A state law 
enforcement agency may be enjoined from 
committing constitutional violations where there is 
proof that officers within the agency have engaged 
in a persistent pattern of misconduct." Thonuu v. 
County of Los Angeles, 978 F.2d 504. 508 (9th 
Cir.I992). See also Walters v. Reno. 145 F.3d 
1032, 1048 (9th Cir.I998) ( "Injunctive relief is 
appropriate in cases involving challenges to 
government policies resultina in a pattern of 
constitutional violations."). 
[12] The record demonstrates that continued 
retaliation for inmates' exercise of their 
constitutional rights is a real threat. As found by 
the district court, the inmates have proven that the 
Department retaliated against them for exercising 
their right to access the courts on a number of 
occasions spanning a decade, and that the retaliation 
was pursuant to a custom or policy. Despite 
supervisors' knowledge of this pattern. no 
investigation. no discipline, and no corrective action 
followed. Now the Department claims that its 
employees will not retaliate again. The disuict 
court, however, found little comfort in that 
proclamation because no policy or mechanism is in 
place to back up that promise.FN6 Cf. United 
States v. Odessa Union Warehouse Co-op. 833 F.2d 
172, 176 (9th Cir.1987) ("Courts must beware of 
attempts to forestall injunctions through remedial 
efforts and promises of reform that seem timed to 
anticipate legal action. especially when there is the 
likelihood of recurrence.i. 1be court concluded 
that some relief is necessary to prevent· future 
retaliatory transfers and to expunge the records of 
*1130 references based OIl retaliatory action. 
Implicit in these rulings is a determination . that, 
absent the injunction. the likely harm would be 
irreparable. 
FN6. The district court noted "that 
[Department] officials testified at trial that 
they have not created a rule wbicb 
prohibits individual otTlCa'S from 
improperly asserting influence upon a 
transfer coordinator in order to include a 
burdensome and litigious inmate on the list 
of inmates that are to be transferred." 
B. Scope ofInjunctioa . 
[13] Havin& concluded that the ciR;umstances 
justify injunctive relief, we must next determine 
whether the relief granted was properly tailored. 
See Lewis. 518 U.s. at 360, 116 S.Ct. 2174 ('"1be 
scope of injunctive relief is dictated by the extent of 
the violation established") (internal quotation 
omitted). Accordingly. we must consider whether 
the court's "exercise of equitable discretion ... 
heel{s] close to the identified violatioo and 
respect[s) the interests of state and local authorities 
in managing their own affairs. consistent with the 
Constitution," Gilmore v. People of the State oj 
California. 220 F.3d 987, 1005 (9th Cir.2(00) 
(citation and internal quotation marks omitted). and, 
in the language of the PLRA. whether it "extends no 
further than necessary to correct the violation of the 
Federal right, and is the least intrusi~ means 
necessary to correct the violation of the Federal 
right." 18 U.S.C. § 3626(a)(I). We hold that the 
relief was appropriately tailored, and is the least 
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intrusive means to correct the violation. Thus. the 
district court did not abuse its discretion. 
The district court properly limited its injunction to a 
combination of prospective and retrospective relief 
granted to just six inmates, denying class-wide 
injunctive relief. Three inmates received 
retrospective relief-certain references were 
expunged from Roman's Disciplinary Offense 
Report; and Sanger and Shively were restored to 
janitorial employment at their pre-retaliation pay 
level, and all retaliatory disciplinary references 
were cleared from their institutional fIles. Because 
the retrospective relief does not raise the same 
federalism concerns as a court's ongoing 
supervision in a prison's affairs, and because it was 
limited to remedying the prison's retaliatory acts, 
such relief passes constitutional muster. See Lewis. 
518 U.s. at 357, 116 S.Ct. 2174. 
Five inmates received prospective relief. The 
district court enjoined the Department from 
adversely affecting Sanger's and Shively's pay level 
and employment because of this lawsuit The 
judge also required the Department to ensure that 
any decision to transfer inmates Hays, Jones, and 
Olds satisfIed objective criteria, was not influenced 
by individual offlCaS who might be the subject of a 
lawsuit or grievance, and was not taken as a result 
of the inmates' exercise of their federally guaranteed 
rights. None of these remedies requires the 
continuous supervision of the court, nor do they 
require judicial interference in the running of the 
prison system. Cf. Rirt.o, 423 U.S. at 369, 96 S.Ct. 
598; O'Shea, 414 U.s. at 493, 94 S.Ct. 669 
(reversing injunction requiring district court to 
scrutinize county's criminal justice system to ensure 
state court officials did not deprive the plaintiff 
class of their constitutional rights); Lyons, 461 U.S. 
at 100, 103 S.Ct. 1660 (reversing city-wide 
injunction preventing police use of choke-holds, 
and requiring regular officer training and record 
keeping). Indeed, the magistrate judge declared 
that he had "no intention of overseeing prison 
inmate transfer operations to the extent requested by 
Plaintiffs." And, as required by the PLRA. the 
prospective relief focused specifIcally on those few 
actions necessary to correct violations of individual 
inmates'rights. 
In sum, the relief granted addressed only the harm 
caused each individual inmate. It did not apply to 
the prison system as a whole, or even to classes of 
prisoners. At . most, the injunction affects a few 
isolated decisions over the course of these inmates' 
sentences. In the face of *1131 page after page of 
fmdings with regard to violation of the inmates' 
constitutional rights, the narrow injunction can only 
be characterlud as minimal and virtually 
non-intrusive. Accordingly, the court did not abuse 
its · discretion in granting such narrowly drawn 
injunctive relief. 
IV. Sanc:tioas 
This case presents the remarkable circumstance 
where counsel for the state received, read, and used 
bootlegged copies of legal correspondence between 
inmates and their lawyer. The district court 
imposed sanctions against defense counsel-under 
both its inherent power and its statutory authority 
pursuant to 28 U.S.C. § 1927-for this misconduct. 
At issue are, as the court put . it, sanctions for 
counsel's "secretly acquiring, reading, retaining, 
sha.ring [privileged) information ... and using 
information for potentia) tactical advantage .... " 
Although . this is strong language, the record amply 
supports the court's fmelings and conclusions that 
the documents were privileged, that counsel 
violated the privilege and their ethical duty, and that 
sanctions were justified. 
We address flfSt the question of privilege, and next 
whether sanctions were warranted under the court's 
inherent power and 28 U.S.C. § 1927. 
A. Attorney·Client PriviJece 
[14] Federal common law recognizes a privilege for 
communications between client and attorney for the 
purpose of obtaining legal advice, provided such 
communications were intended to be confidential. 
See generally Weinstein's Federal Evidence, Chp. 
503. The attorney-client privilege has been 
recognized as "the oldest of the privileges for 
confIdential communications known to the common 
law." Upjohn Co. v. United States. 449 U.S. 383, 
02006 ThomsonIWest No Claim to Orig. U.S. Govt Works. 
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389. 101 S.Ct. 6TI. 66 L.Ed.2d 584 (1981). 
Practicing attorneys recognize the importance of the 
privilege and the safe harbor that it provides to 
encourage "full and frank communication between 
attorneys and their clients and thereby promote 
broader public interest in the observance of law and 
administration of justice." Ill. 
[15] Both the Supreme Court and this court have 
underscored the importance of the privilege, even 
where an attorney seeks to invoke the crime-fraud 
exception: FN7 
FN7. The attorney-client privilege does not 
extend to communications in furtherance 
of a crime or fraud. See UniJed States v. 
Zolin, 491 U.s. 5S4. 562-63. 109 S.Ct 
2619. lOS L..Ed.2d 469 (1989). The 
district court explicitly rejected the 
argument and the Department does not 
argue before this court. as it did before the 
district court. that the materials fall under 
this exception. Rather. they rely on their 
argument that the privilege was waived. 
[U]oder United Statu v. Zolin, 491 U.s. 554. 109 
S.Ct 2619, lOS L.Ed.2d 469 (1989). the district 
court could not consider the contents of a privileged 
letter in assessing the government's prima facie case 
until the government had, as a threshold mauer, 
presented nonprivileged evidence "sufficient to 
support a reasonable belief that in camera review 
may yield evidence that establishes the exception's 
applicability." 
United States v. tk ltr Jara, 973 F.2d 746, 748 (9th 
Cir.l992). 
[16][17) The priVilege, however, is not absolute. 
The privilege may be waived by the client either 
implicitly, by placing privileged matters in 
controversy, or explicitly. by turning over 
privileged documents. Inadvertent disclosure can 
also result in a waiver of the priVilege. See Weil v. 
lnvestmentlIndicators, 647 F.2d 18, 24 n. 11 (9th 
Cir.l981). But, as we have held. when there bas 
been an involuntary disclosure. the privilege will be 
"preserved if the privilege holder has made efforts ' 
reasonably *1132 designed' to protect the privilege. 
. .. Conversely ... the privilege [will be deemed) to 
be waived if the privilege holder fails to pursue all . 
reasonable means of prescning the confidentiality 
of the privileged maUer." de la Jara, 973 F.2d at 
750 (internal citation omiued).See also Moore's 
Federal Practice 3d § 26.47[5]. 
The pitfalls of inadvertent disclosure and the 
dilemma posed for counsel who are in receipt of 
such materials has prompted the American Bar 
Association Standing Committee on . Ethics and 
Professional Responsibility to issue two formal 
opinions on the subject. 1'bese opinions reflect 
some of the same principles articulated in Zolin. In 
November 1992. the Committee issued an opinion, 
based upon the Model Rules of Professioaal 
Conduct, relating to the inadvertent disclosure of 
confidential materials. The opinion providea: 
A lawyer who receives materials that on their f.ce 
appear to be subject to the attorney-client privilege 
or otherwise confidential, under cireumstaoces 
where it is clear that they were not intended for the 
receiving lawyer. should refrain from examining the 
materials, notify the sendin& lawyer and · abide the 
instructions of the lawyer who sent them. 
ABA Comm.. on Ethics and ProM Responsibility, 
Formal Op. 368 (1992). Two yean later. the 
Committee issued another formal opinion. this one 
regarding the unsolicited receipt of priviqed or 
confidential materials. 1be committee stated:A 
lawyer who receives on an unauthorized basis 
materials of an adverse party that she knows to be 
privileged or confidential should, upon recognizing 
the privileged or confidential nature of the 
materials, either refrain from reviewinc such 
materials or review them only to the extent required 
to determine how appropriately to proceed; she 
should notify her adversary's lawyer that she bas 
such materials and should either follow instructions 
of the adversary's lawya- with respect . to the 
disposition of the materials. or refrain from using 
the materials until a defmitive resolution of the 
proper disposition of the materials is obtained from 
a court. 
ABA Comm. on Ethics and ProM Responsibility. 
Formal Op. 382 (1994). 
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In the present case. the district court found that 
counsel implicitly authorized and encouraged 
department employees to search for and photocopy 
letters from opposing counsel that were kept in the 
inmates' legal files related to this case. This 
happened not once. or twice. but several times over 
the course of over nine months. 1be confidential 
status of the letters was facially evident-they were 
on legal letterhead easily identifiable as that of 
opposing counsel. One lettet to an inmate even 
specified that it was "for your eyes only." But if 
that was not enough. the contents of the letters 
remove all doubt. They contained. in the words of 
the district court. a "summary of [plaintiffs' 
counsel's] analysis of the strengths of some of 
Plaintiffs' claims. settlemeDt prospects and 
prospects for recovery at tria)"-this at the same time 
that the parties were conducting . settlement 
negotiations. The letters reviewed litigation 
strategy. theories of the case. and other sensitive 
issues. Further correspondence discussed the 
evidence available regarding "actual injuries 
resulting from [the Department's] alleged failure to 
provide constitutionally required access to the 
courts." In short. these documents were of the 
most sensitive kind-the kind that any tria) lawyer 
would recognize as privileged, highly · valuable. very 
confidential. and · potentially devastating in the 
wrong bands. 
[18] Thus, there can be no serious question that the 
material in the present case was privileged. See 
·1133Jn re Grand Jury Investigation, 974 F.2d 
1068. 1070-71 (9th Cir.I992). In sorting the 
materials into categories. including documents that 
might be privileged. the Department', counsel 
demonstrated that they understood the legal import 
of this treasure trove of documents. In fact. the 
signifICance was explained to them more directly by 
an official from the Idaho State Bar. Eight months 
after the fIrSt documents were acquired. co-counsel 
went to his superior. who sought advice from the 
state bar. The bar official and the supervisor 
advised co-counsel not to read any more documents 
and to tum over to the court those already in their 
possession. But. even with the advice of the Bar. 
counsel for the State plowed ahead. receiving and 
reading more documents. Finally, in a remarkable 
display of chutzpab.counsel did go to the court-but 
with a motion for contempt. premised on the 
inmates' privileged documents. 
[19] Counsel for the state reasoned at the time. and 
the Department continues to argue to this court, that 
the inmates waived any applicable privilege by 
storing the "GOtMZ " bindel'S in a section of the 
library accessible to prison employees. The 
Department's argument that the privilege was 
waived is without meriL Given the signifJCaDCe of 
the documents. the inmates of course took steps to 
maintain their confidentiality. As the district court 
found, by marking the binders with the name of the 
case. placinc it on a restricted-access shelf. and 
requiring a sign-out procedure for use of the file. .. 
the inmates could not have done anythinc ~ to 
secute the confidentiality of these documents 
because there are DO areas in the prisoa that are 
accessible only to inmates." 
Thus. the inmates' actions to pn=serve the 
confidentiality of the materials were not only 
reasonable, but were found. as a question of fact. to 
be the best possible in the prison context The 
prison setting poses unique challenges to the 
privilege issue because of security and physical 
layout considerations. And the prison. of course. 
has a penological interest in curtailing the prisoner's 
privacy rights. See Hudson v. Palmer, 468 U.S. 
517. S30, 104 S.CL 3194. 82 L.Ed.2d 393 (1984) 
(inmates have no expectation of privacy in their 
living quarters); Bell v. Wolfish, 441 U:S. 520. 537. 
99 S.CL 1861, 60 LEd.2d 447 (1979) (prisoner's 
privacy rights curtailed by prison's security 
interests). The Department. however. does not 
urge us to conclude that the red~ privacy 
required by penological necessity renda's it 
impossible for inmates to keep privileged 
documents confidential. To $0 conclude would 
undermine a critical component of the right of 
access to the courts. namely, the opportunity to 
receive privileged communications from counsel. 
As · the Supreme Court has held, the inmates' FIrSt 
Amendment and oth« rights pertaininc to 
privileged correspondence are "not inconsistent 
with [their] status as ... prisoners or with the 
legitimate penological objectives of the correctional 
system." Pell v. Procunier, 417 U.s. 817. 822. 94 
S.CL 2800.41 L.Ed.2d 495 (1974). 
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The district court found that the Department had in 
place reasonable policies providing precautions that 
were intended to protect and preserve the 
confidential nature of attorney-client 
correspondence. We conclude that the distriCt 
court did not clearly err when it found that the 
inmates did aU they could to secure the documents' 
confidentiality and that they did not waive the 
privilege. 
B. Inherent Power 
[20] A court has the inherent power to sanction a 
party or its lawyers if it acts in "willful 
disobedience of a court order ... or when the losing 
party has acted in bad faith, vexatiously, wantonly, 
or for oppress ive·U34 mlSODS," as well as for " 
willful[ ] abuse [of the] judicial processes." 
Roadway Express. Inc. v. Piper, 447 U.s. 752, 766, 
100 S.a. 2455, 6S L.Ed.2d 488 (1980) (internal 
citations and quotations omitted); see abo 
Chambers v. NASCO, Inc., 501 U.S. 32,46-47, 111 
S.a. 2123, 115 L.Ed.2d 27 (199t) (where litigant" 
engaged in bad faith or willful disobedience of a 
court's order," inherent power "extends to a full 
range of litigation abuses"). We review a court's 
imposition of sanctions for abuse of discretion. See 
Chambers, 501 u.s. at 55, III S.Ct 2123 (inherent 
power). 
[21] We recently addressed the appropriate basis 
for an award of sanctions under a court's inherent 
authority in Fink v. GOIfU!1., 239 F.3d 989 (9th 
Cir.2oot). We held that Roadway and Chambers 
require that inherent-power sanctions be preceded 
by a fmding of bad faith, or conduct tantamount to 
bad faith. Id. at 993. Under this standard, although 
recklessness, of itself, does not justify the 
imposition of sanctions. sanctions are available 
when recklessness is "combined with an additional 
factor such as frivolousness, harassment, or an 
improper purpose." Id. at 994. Sanctions, then, 
are justified "when a party acts for lUI improper 
purpose-even if the act consistS of making a truthful 
statement or a non-frivolous argument or objection." 
Id. at 992 (emphasis in original). 
[221 We conclude that the district court did not 
clearly err in fmding conduct tantamount to bad 
faith here. See Pacific Harbor Capital. Inc. v. 
Carnival Air Lines, Inc., 210 F.3d 1112, 1117 (9th 
Cir.2(00) (district court's finding as to bad faith is 
reviewed for clear error). 1be notion that receipt 
of privileged communications imposes a duty on 
counsel to take some reasonable remedial action is 
hardly a novel concept It stems from common 
sense, ethical rules and the origins of the privilege. 
Of course, had Department counsel entertained any 
doubt that they possessed the materials improperly, 
the opinion of the Idaho State Bar representative 
should have dispelled it. Yet-and this is 
particularly troubling for us. as it was for the trial 
court-the attorneys continued to collect and read 
documents after beine advised by the state bar to 
send the documents to the court. As the district 
court concluded, counsel "each had an individual 
ethical and professional duty to immediately seal 
and submit to the Court both the initial 
correspondence and the correspondence 
subsequently reCeived from [Department] personnel 
as soon as they became aware · that the 
correspondence involved confidential 
communications between {inmates' counsel] and the 
inmate plainUffs." 
Department counsel's actions in this · case do not 
pass even the most lenient ethical "smell test." 
1bey knowingly disregarded advice from the bar 
counsel and bypassed questions of ethics in an 
effort to gain advantage in this litigation. Despite 
their roles as officers of the court, they failed to 
inform the court of their possession of the 
privileged materials until eight months after the ill'St 
acquisition. In view of the cUcumstances 
surrounding the acquisition and use of the 
privileged documents, we conclude that the district 
court did not abuse its discretion in flDding that the 
attorneys acted in bad faith and in imposing 
sanctions under the court's inherent power. 
c. Sectioa 1927 
[23][24] The court also based its sanctions decision 
on § 1927, which authorizes sanctions against an 
attorney who "multiplies the proceedings in any 
case unreasonably and vexatiously .... " 28 U.S.C. § 
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1927. Section 1927 requires a fmding of 
recklessness or bad faith. In re Keegan Mgmt. Co .• 
78 F.3d 431, 436 (9th Cir.I996). *1135 Sanctions 
are available under § 1927, however, only if the 
attorney "unreasonably and vexatiously" multiplies 
proceedings. 28 U.s.C. § 1927. In the present 
case, the Department's contempt motion resulted in 
a hearing on that motion plus a three-day 
evidentiary hearing on the follow-on sanctions 
motion, in effect adding an extra "trial" to the 
declaratory and injunctive relief action. The court 
found. as a question of fact, that "[u]nnecessary 
litigation was created by the series of events of 
secretly acquiring, reading. retaining, sharing 
information with representatives of {the 
Department], and using the information for 
potential tactical advantage instead of promptly 
notifying opposing counsel and/or submitting the 
documents to the Court. •.. " In the face of this 
finding, the court did not abuse its discretion in 
awarding sanctions undef' § 1927. 
In closing, the district court noted that the sanctions 
were no more than necessary Min order to preserve 
the time-honored principles involved or to maintain 
public trust in the legal profession." We agree. 
The result heR does not set up an impractical or 
insurmountable hurdle for counsel facing an ethical 
dilemma concerning privileged documents. The 
path to ethical resolution is simple: when in doubt. 
ask the court. 
AFFIRMED. 
GOULD, Circuit Judge, concurring in the judgment: 
I concur in parts L n. m. IV.A, and IV.C of the 
majority opinion and in the judgment affmning the 
district court. The sanctions properly can be 
affmned pursuant to 28 U.S.C. § 1927 because the 
conduct of counsel for the state was so unjustified 
as to be in reckless disregard of the inmates' rights. 
United States v. Blodgett, 709 F.2d 608, 610 (9th 
Cir.1983) ( Mimposition of sanctions under section 
1927 requires a fmding that counsel acted recklessly 
or in bad faith. while those imposed under the 
court's inherent power require a fmding that 
counsel's conduct constituted or was tantamount to 
bad faith") (internal quotation marks and citations 
omitted). I would. however. stop short of holding 
that counsel for the state acted in bad faith and I do 
not concur in part IV .B of the majority opinion. 
Counsel for the state made serious errors of 
judgment The record does not establish 
intentional acts of subjeCtive bad faith, however. 
because the record as a whole supports that counsel 
proceeded under the mistaken assumption that the 
attorney-client privilege was waived and advanced a 
mistaken theory that inmates' counsel was 
committing a fraud on the court. I conclude . that 
counsel for the state were seriously wrong in their 
assessment on both these issues. but I do not 
conclude that counsel acted with any intentional ill 
motive. Nor would I sustain • fmdiDg of fact that 
government counsel acted in bad faith; this 
determination rests on an issue of degree affecting 
the possible waivu of privilege that was debatable 
befOR the district court's fmding that inmates toot 
reasonable steps to protect confidential materials. 
In any event, bad judgment is not tantamount to bad 
faith. 
It is unfortunate that the important issues of inmates' 
rights and legitimate penological concerns of the 
government to a degree were obscured by 
distracting disputes between counsel about their 
professional ethics. Initially. counsel for the state 
challenged inmates' counsel asserting fraud on the 
court and askinc for a contempt determination. 
Later, inmates' counsel accused counsel for the state 
of acting in bad faith, asking for a sanctions 
determination. 1be ethics dispute necessarily 
focused attention on the lawyers and off the issues 
at stake between inmates and corrections offICials. 
·1136 Based on the district court's flOdincs, I would 
afflTDl the imposition of sanctions without finding 
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alwa,. O. For Bipolar DUorder, NoIt Ieoent Eplaode U...,.:IfIed, the,,· ,. 
filth dialt. 
In Nc:Ordins the ~ of a diapoIIa...,,1hould be lIaeedln t.ht ~ "', I. 
Bipolar I, DIaord .. , ~CClICW In the ~ dIpt (e.l" ........ El'j· ... ' 
Manic), apec:IIien coded i,n the filth dialt (e.l., MUd, Severe With Psychotic J!e, •• "" 
In Putial RernIaaIon), U lNny ~ (without c:odet) as apply to the c:urr"111 . 
IIIOIt NCel\t. eplaode (e.g., With Me1anchoUcF.aeur-, With ~ ClInRI), .11 ' ' 
as lNny I~ (without codal) as app'Y to the CCNllloI ..... (e" ., With 1(. " 
id CycUng)i b pamp1e, 296.M ,JpQlar I DIaonIer, Molt ~ ~ Depn.,,·, ,! 
Severe With Plychotic Featurel, With MellmchoUc: Featurel, With Rapid Cydinl: 
Note that II the Iinale eplaode 01 Bipolar I OIaorder II a Mixe4 Bp~, lhl· ,I,., 
IIOIia would be indic;ated as 296.Ox Bipolar I 0Ia0rder, Siqle Manic Epilode, Mi ".1 
A$soclated Features and Disorders 
~ -.crlptlve IM ...... ...-.................. C<lmp1etlJd luIdde'k"" 
In 10%-15% of indivlduail with Bipolar I DIaorder. Sulddalldeation and attemp'" ." . 
IX\()re likely to occur when the individual II In a depn!llive or II\ixed Ita". U"I., 
abuse, epoU8e abuse, or other violent behavior may occur dllrinl MVere MGti<' I I" 
lOdes or durins thole with PlYcl:II)!:k featwa. Other uaodatedproblen in<·I".I . 
IChool trUancy, achool faUwe, OCCIIpatlonal failure, diVorce, or eplaodic antllo<:iilll .. 
havlor. Bipolar OiIorder II UIOCiated with Alcohol and other Subltance Ull' 1 " 
ordenln many indivlduail. Indivlduala with earUer 0Net of Bipolar I DiIord.',. .11 . 
more likely to have a hlatory of c:umint.alcQhol or other aW>ttarlCe UN problems. (, .,. 
comitant alcohol and other .ub&tance U8e II UIOCiated with an i,ncreaIed numb.·1 ,. , 
hoIpitall.zatioN and a wone COWIe of illneu. Other UIOCiated IN!Rtal elisor.!, ·, 
Include Anorexia Nerv,*, Bulimia Nerv,*, AltentioR-DefidtIHyperactivlty I', 
order, Panic DUorder, and Sodal Phobia, . 
AIaocIIdM 1.lIo,.tof)' find'..,.. Th~!'t" !lfre!!!'!c ~c ~c !::.~c:~:o:j· !c.l:,,:w :':~ .. : .. .. 
diagnostic of Bipolar I DIaorder or that dittingulah Major Dep~ve Eplaodel ftll II , . , 
In.BipoiarI Disorder from thOle In Major Depreuive OiIorder or Bipolar U Diaor.I" 
. II"lOla, I DIsorde, 
' , ~ . ~ , 
:;;, ~ );,. . 
Io",'A ItUdieI COIRparinI IfOUPI of INlIvld_ with Bipolar I OiIoJder with 
".11,,1.,.4 Najar Oep.-ive ~ or POupil without anY Mood 'QiIOrder tend 
,,, show I,N:NNeCl ratel of riJht~pNric ~, or bilaterall~ or peri-
" ."triCUW IeIiOIIf iJ\ ~ with Bipolar IDiJ,order. 
A .. .., ... ~ ............ n ..... - ...... .....,.-........ A,'tI 
u:,' at 0NIt for a ~t t.tanJc Spllgde alter age ., ,..... 'iIbQWd alert the QinIcW\ to 
,I ... pO.IblIity that lIN ~ INY be due to a'pneral medic;al coruUUon or IUb-
' .IIG UN. Curftnt '" put h~ or w.-atory evkhNt of iNId thyroid 
Io'I~ may "" .... ted wlth"'" Cy. (Illtp. U'7').1n additioo. hyper-
,Iovroidlam may precipitate or wOllll\ JMnic IYJI'I*»N In INlIviduala with a preex-
, .. liIIS YooIi OiIOrder. However, hyperthyrolditm in bldivlduall without preexlatiJlg 
""od I)Iaorder cl~ not aypkally caua ~ lymptomI· 
,>peclflc Culture, Age, and Gender Features 
11 ... '1'1 aft no NpOI'tI 01 dlfNNNial iIIddImCe of Bipolar 1 [)Iaorder bued on race or 
"Ihnlcity. There II aome evWence that c:1i,nldaN lMy have a tendency to overdiag-
,._ SchiJqphMIia (inleead of Bipolar DiIorder) In .ome ethniC poll'" and In 
, .~lNlIviduall; 
ApproxiINte1y 1~15% 01 ad~ with NCUl'ftIlt Major Depreuive Epi-
. ~ ..... will 10 onto develoP Blpo&.r I DIaorder, MJ.xed Epiaodel appear to be more 
h~y ill ~ and yOUfti adultlltlaflin oWer adults. 
. I141c1nt epklemio~'~ in the Unlte!i Statel UUiicaIe that Bipolar 1 OiIorder 
'" ilpproximately equally CQINI\OI\ In men and w~ (\inlib Major Oepi'ellive 1M-
, ... Jer, which II snOre QOIlUIIOI\ In women). Gender appearl to be related to the num-I"., and type of Manlc: and Major DlpmtiveEpilodei. The ftrIt eplaode In maleIlI 
.UMIIe likely to be a Manic Eplaode. The first eplaode iit femalea II more likely to be a 
~ Depnuive Epilode. In men the l\UJI\I;ler of Manlc Eplaodel equala or e~ 
Ihe number of Major Oepnuive Ep\aodel, whereas in woawn Najor l)epreuive 
I:pilodelpred..olllinale. In additioo. Rapid Cydinl (_ p. 421) it more c:ommon In 
wumen than In l1\li\. Some evidenc:e Iugelts that mixed or depreuive .ymptolN 
,'urlns Manic EplaodellNY be more collUllOl\ In wOlllel\ as well, although not all 
-Iudiel aft In qreelllel\t. ThUl, WOlMl\ INY be at particular rIak for depresalve or in-
h'rm!xed moocllymplioll\l. Women with Bipolar I DiIorder have an 1,ncrea8ed. riIIk of 
.k'Veloplng .ublequent epiIodel in the iIN:Mdlale poItpartum period. Some women 
1t;lVe their firlt epilode during the poatpartum period. The .pecifier With POitpart\lm 
i lMet INY be ued to indicate that the 0Net of the eplaode II within. weeki of de-
livery (Me p. 412). The premeNtruaJ period may be U8t0ciated with wonenlng of &J\ 
"ngoinJ .... jor Oepreulve, Mank, Mixed, or Hypomanic Epillode. 
Prevalence 











Average age at onset is 20 for both men and women. Bipolar I Disorder is a n"'11I ,. 
diaorder-more than 90% of individualt who have a aingJe Manic Episode gl' ,., . . 
have future episodes. Roughly 60%-70% of Manic Episodes occvr immedlat.,J, 1 . 
fore or after a Major Depressive Episode. Manic Episodes often precede or foil .. " ' i 
Major Depressive Episodes in a characteristic pattern for a parlicuJar penon. II 
number of lifetime episodes (both Manic and Major Depressive) tends to be hi,:I .. 
for Bipolar I Disorder compared with Major Depressive Disorder, Recurrent. 511', I" 
of the COWIe of Bipolar I Disorder prior to lithium maintenance treatment SUI:;-.' 
that, on average, four episodes occur in 10 years. 'Ine interval between episodet; h"" , 
to decrel8e as the individual ages. 'Inere is lOme evidence that changes in sIeep_" .,j 
schedule such as occur during time zone changes or sleep deprivation may pm " , 
tate or exacerbate a Manic, Mixed, or Hypomanic Episode. Approximately 5'%, , . 
of individuals with Bipolar I Disorder have multiple (four or more) mood epi:;. .1. 
(Major Depressive, Manic, Mixed, or Hypomanic) that occvr wl~ a given I, ',,, 
If this pattern is present, it is noted by the specifier With Rapid Cycling (see p . . 1.' 
A rapid'1:)'clingpattern is associated with a poorer prognosis. 
Although the majority of individuals with Bipolar I Disorder experience 8i):'/I', 
cant symptom reduction between episodes, lOme (20%-30%) continue to diS/,I., 
mood lability and other residual mood symptoms. As many as 60% experience ellI, ., . 
ic interpersonal or occupational difficulties between acute episodes. Psychotic SY"'I ' 
toms may develop after days or weeks in what was previously a nonpsychotic M,II ", 
or Mixed Episode. When an individual has Manic Episodes with psychotic ieatlll" 
sUbsequent Manic Episodes are more likely to have psychotic features.l.ncomplet,. /I, 
terepisode recovery is more COmmon when the current episode is accompanied ,. , 
mood-incongruent psychotic features. 
Familial Pattern 
First-degree biological relatives of individuals with Bipolar I Disorder have e1eVill •.. 1 
rates of Bipolar I Disorder (4%-24%), Bipolar n Disorder (1 %-5%), and Major Depn .. . 
sive Disorder (4%-24"0). Those individuals with Mood Disorder in their first-de):!. " 
biological relatives are more likely to have an earlier age at onset. Twin and adopt i •• " 
studies provide strong evidence of a genetic influence for Bipolar I Disorder. 
Differential DiagnOSis 
Major Depressive, Manic, Mixed, and Hypomanic Episodes in Bipolar I Disorder mu'.' 
be distinguished from episodes of a Mood Dilorder Due to a General Medical Cond; 
tion. 'Ine diagnosis is Mood Disorder Due to a General Medical Coadition for eplao.l,-. 
that are judged to be the direct physiological consequence of a specific generaJ medk.,1 
condition (e.g., multiple sclerosis, stroke, hypothyroidism) (see p. 401). This determin.1 
tion is based on the history, laboratory findings, or physicaJ examination. 
A Substance-Induced Mood Dilorder is distinguished from Major Oepressh'" 
Manic. or MhlPd Fri4lOlipc: ~h ... "(""~'''!!' ~!r('!:::! !:".s::::!c: !;j'~": ~.:.~~ :! .... ~.:. ~ .. u,,:.. ... , 
(e.g., a drug 01 abuse, a medication, or exposure to a toxin) is judged to be etiological 






lIipol.r I Disorder 
\lixed, or Hypomanic Episode may be part of an intoxication with or withdrawal 
',,'m a drug of abuse IIId should be diagnosed as a Substance-Induced Mood Disor-
.!,·r (e.g., euphoric mood that OCCUI'II only in the context of intoxication with cocaine 
\\.tUld be diagnoaed as Cocaine-Induced Mood Disorder, With Manic Features, With 
, ~Iset During Intoxication). Symptoms like those seen in a Manic or Mixed Episode 
"',Iy also be precipitated by antidepressant treatment such as medication, electrocon-
\ 1IIIIve therapy, or light therapy. Such episodes may be diagnosed as a Substance- . 
IlI.luced Mood Disorder (e.g., AmItriptyli.ne-Induced Mood Diaorder, With Manic 
"'al:wai Electroconvulsive Therapy-Induced Mood Disorder, With Manic Features) 
.",d would not count toward a diagnosis of Bipolar I Disorder. However, when the 
·.lIbst8nce use or medication is judged not to fully account lor the episode (e.g., the 
.'pisode continues for a considerable period autonomously after the substance is dis-
. untinued), the episode would count toward a diagnosis 01 Bipolar I Disorder. 
Bipolar 1 Disorder is distinguished from Major Oepraelve Oisorder and I;)ysthy-
Inic Ditolder by the Uletime history 01 at least one Manic or Mixed Episode. Bipolar 1 
llisorder is distinguished from Bipolar n Disorder by the presence of one or more 
Manic or Mixed Episodes. When an individual previously diagnosed with Bipolar 11 
I liaorder develops a Manic or Mixed Episode, the diagnosis is changed to Bipolar I 
llisorder. 
In Cyclothymic Dilorder, there are numerous periods of hypomanic symptoms 
'hat do nQt meet criteria for a Manic Episode and periods 01 depressive symptoms 
Ihat do not meet symptom or duration criteria for a Major Depressive Episode. Bipo-
1,1t I Disorder is distinguished from Cyclothymic Disorder by the presence of one or 
more Manic or Mixed Episodes. If a Manic or Mixed Episode occurs after the first 
, ~ yean 01 Cyclothymic Disorder, then Cyclothymic Disorder and Bipolar 1 Disorder 
may both be diagnosed. 
'Ine differential diagnosis between Psychotic DiIorden (e.g., SchizoaIfective DIsor-
.Ier, Schizophrenia, and Delusional Disorder) and Bipolar 1 Disorder may be difficult 
(<.'Specially in adolescents) because theee disorden may share a number of presenting 
symptoms (e.g., grandiose and persecutory delusions, irritability, agitation, and cata-
Ionic symptoms), particularly cn:JeHeCtionally and early in their course. In contrast 
In Bipolar 1 Disorder, Schizophrenia, Schizoaffective Diaorder, and Delusional Disor-
.ter are all characterized by periods of psychotic symptoms that occur in the absence 
lit prominent mood symptoms. Other helpful considerations include the accompany-
ing symptoms, previous coune, and family history. Manic and depressive symptoms 
may be present during Schizophrenia, Delusional Disorder, and Psychotic Disorder 
Not Otherwise Specified, but rarely with sufficient number, duration, and pervasive-
neSs to meet criteria for a Manic Episode or a Major Depressive Episode. However, 
when full criteria are met (or the symptoms are 01 particular clinical significance), a 
diagnosis of Bipolar Dleorder Not Otherwise Spedfled may be made in addition to 
the diagnosis of Schizophrenia, Delusional Disorder, or Psychotic Disorder Not Oth-
L'fWise Specified. 
If there is a very rapid alternation (over days) between manic symptoms and de-
pressive .ymptoms (e.g., leVeral day. of purely manic symptoms 10Uowed by leVeral 
,illYC of runoly d~ressive svmptoms) that do not meet minimal duration criteria for 










L . Mood 0150111"0 ' 
Diagnostic criteria for 
296.0x Bipolar I Disorder, Single Manic Episode 
A. Pr_nce of only one Manic Episode (see p. 362) and no put Major Depressive' I " 
sodes. 
NOte: Recurrence is defined as .ither a change In polarity from depression 1;>1 ... 
Interval of at least 2 months without manic symptoms. 
8. The Manic Episode Is not better I«ounted for by Schlzoaffectlve Disorder and i~ II' .' 
superimposed on Schizophrenia, Schlzophrenlform Disorder, Delusional Disordel, ' " 
Psychotic Disorder Not Otherwise Specified. 
5p«Ify It: 
MIxed: It symptoms meet aiterla for a Mixed Episode (see p. 365) 
If the full alten. are currently met for a Manic, Mixed, or Major Depressive EpiSlM'. 
specify its currtnt clinical status andfor features: 
MIld. Modera., Severe WIthout PsJChotk FeatunlllSevere WIth Pqchotil 
FeatuNs (see p. 410) 
With catatonic,.... (see p. 417) 
With Postpartum Onset (see p. 422) 
If the full criteria are not curr.ntly met for a Manic. Mix.d, or Major Depressive I,,, 
sode, specify the current clinical status of the Bipolar I Disord.r or features of the ",I ,'.1 
rectnt episode: 
In Partlaillemiulon. In Fulillemiulon (see p. 410) 
With catatonic FeatuNs (see p. 417) 
With Postpartum Onset (see p. 422) 
Diagnostic criteria for 
296.40 Bipolar I Disorder, Most Recent Episode Hypomanic 
A. Currently (or most recently) In a Hypomanic Episode (see p. 368). 
B. There has previously been at least one Manic Episode (see p. 362) or Mixed EplsOt'" 
(see p. 365). 
C. The mood symptoms cause clinically significant distress or Impairment In social, OCIIO 
pational, or other Important areas of functioning. 
D. The mood episodes In Criteria A and B are not better accounted for by Schlzoaffectill. · 
Disorder and are not superimposed on SchizoPhrenia. 5chlzophreniform Disordt'l. 
Delusional Disorder, or Psychotic Disorder Not Otherwise Spedfted. 
Specify: 
LongItudinal Course Spedflera (With and ,WIthout lntItrepIsode Iilecoveryl 
(see p. 424) 
With 5easonal 'attern :-Pi'::oii u .. :, lQ th.t p41uern or Major Depressrve Episod .. ·.' 
(seep. 425) 
With .... Id Cycling (see p. 427) 
L~ 
,~:,'r:· :: : 
lIipolar I Disorder 
. _ .. ~_~ ___ ~-...--...-----.::r..n.~ • .-...~ .. :."'1-D" """""=- -~~:""~" '::':'~'" 
Diagnostk criteria for 
296Ax Bipolar I Disorder, Most Recent Episode Manic 
A.. Currently (or most recently) in a Manic Episode (see p. 362). 
B. There has previOUsly been at least one Major Otprmivt Episode (see p. 356), Manic 
Episode (see p. 362), or Mixed Episode (see p. 365). 
C. The mood .plsodes in Criteria A and • are not better I«ounted for by Schizoaffectivt 
Disorder and are not superimposed on Schizophrenia, 5chlzophreniform Disorder, 
Deiuslonal Disorder. or Psychotic Disorder Not Otherwise Specified. 
If the full alterle .re currently met for • Manic Episode, JpeCIIy its current clinic.1 status 
,,"dior futures: 
Mild. Moderate. SeveN WIthoUt Psychotic Featunll/S4tvert WIth PsychotIc 
Features (see p, 413) 
WIth catatonic Features (see p. 417) 
WIth Postpartum onset (see p. 422) 
If the full criteria .re not currently met for a Mank Episode, ",ec/ly the current clinical 
,titus of the Bipol.r I Disorder an~or features of the most recent Manic Episode: 
In P..-tlallefnllllon. In fullllemlMlon (see p. 414) 
WIth catatonk fHtUNII (see p. 417) 
WIth ,ottpartum Onset (see p. 422) 
Specify. 
LongItudInal CouI'H SpecIfIers (WIth and W!u-rt InterePlsode lIecovtII'1) 
(see p. 424) 
WIth s.e-aaI pM\em (applies only to the pattern of M.jor Depressive Episodes) 
(see p. 425) 
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Mood Disoll'. ·,· 
''' '' ~~'''''-~~'~'''~_J .' .' ...• _._'~_~._~. _________ _ 
Dlagnost'c criteria for 
296.6x Bipolar I Disorder, Most Recent Episode Mixed 
A. Currently (or niost recently) In a Mixed Episode (see p. 365). 
B. There has previOUSly been at least one Major Depressive Episode (see p. 356). M ... , 
Episode (see p. 362), or Mixed Episode (see p. 365). 
C. The mood episodes In Criteria A and B are not better accounted for by Schlzoafl ." 
tive Disorder and are not superimposed on Schizophrenia. Schizoplveniform 0150,.1 •. , 
Delusional Disorder, or Psychotic Disorder Not Otherwise Specified. 
If the full criteria are currently met for a Mixed Episode, specify Its current clinical st •• ,,, and/or features: 
MIld. Moderate. s." .... WItIIout PsJchotlc FuturetllSev .... WIth PsJchotll 
Future. (see p. 41 S) 
With C.tatonlc Features (see p. 417) 
With Postpartum ORHt (see p. 422) 
If the full criteria are not currently met for a Mixed Episode, fP«/fy the current clin •• ,. I 
status of the Bipolar I Disorder and/or features of the most recent Mixed Episode: 
In Partial R_lnIon, In Full --lulon (see p. 416) 
With c.tatonlc Features (see p. 417) 
With Postpartum Onset (see p. 422) 
Specify: 
longitudinal Cou .... Specifiers (With and Without Intarepllode Recovery) (see p. 424) 
With Seasonal Pattam (applies only to the pattern of Major Depressive Episod~" ) (see p. 425) 







'''polar I Disorder 
Diagnostic criteria for 
296.5x Bipolar I Disorder, Most Recent Episode Depressed 
1\. Currently (or most recently) In a Major Depressive Episode (see p. 356). 
II. There has previOUSly been at least one Manic Episode (see p. 362) or Mixed Episode 
(see p. 365). 
C. The mood episodes in Criteria A and B are not better accounted for by Schlzoaffec-
tIve Disorder and are not superimposed on Schizophrenia, Schlzophreniform Disorder, 
Delusional Disorder, or Psychotic Disorder Not Otherwise Specified. 
If the full criteria are currently met for a Major Depressive Episode, specify its current 
• linkal status andlor fe.tures: 
Mild. MocIenIte. Sev .... WIthout PsJChotk Futunsl$ev_ WIth Psychotic 
Futures (see p. 411) 
Olronlc (see p. 417) 
With catatonic F.a~ (see p. 417) 
With Melancholic Features (see p. 419) 
With Atypical Features (see p. 420) 
With Postpartum Onset (see p. 422) 
If the full crIteria are not currently met for a Major Depressive Episode, specify the cur-
lent clinical status of the Bipolar I Disorder andlor features of the most recent Major De-
pressive Episode: 
In 'artlal R_luion, In Full R_lulon (see p. 411) 
Olronlc (see p. 417) 
With catatonic Features (see p. 417) 
With Melancholic F .. tures (see p. 419) 
With Atypical Feature. (see p. 420) 
With Postpartum Onset (see p. 422) 
Specify: 
longitudinal Cou.... Specifiers (WIth and Without IntarepllOde Recovery) 
(see p. 424) 
With Se.sonal Pattem (applies only to the pattern of Major Depressive Episodes) 
(see p. 425) 
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Diagnostic alterla for . 






Criteria, except fO( duration, ere currently (0( most recently) met for a M~ic ("'" 
p. 362), a Hypomllnic (see p. 368), a Mixed (see p. 365), 0( a M~or Oepresslve Epi" .1. 
(SHp.356). 
There hu previously been at Ie. one Manic Episode (see p. 362) or Mixed Epi" " ,. 
(seep. 365). 
The mood symptoms cause clinlc.lly 5ignlflCllnt distress or 1~lrment in soct.I, 0<' " 
PfiiOMl, 0( other impo~ areu of functioning. 
The mood symptoms iti Criteria A and • are not better KCounted fO( by 5chlzoafj, ·, 
tIve Disorder WId ere not superirnpoIed on 5chIzophrenl .. 5chlzopivenifOtm Dlsord," . 
DelusioNI Disorder, 0( Psychotic Disorder Not Otherwise Specified. 
The mood symptoms In Criteria A and B are not due to the direct physlologol effeol·. 
of a substence (e.g., a drug at abuse, a medication, 0( other trH~t) or a gene •.• ' 
medic.I condition (e.g., hyperthyroidism). 
Specify: 
Longitudinal COWM 5pKIflers (WIth and WIthout I~ "-try) 
(see p. 424) 
With s.-al ,.tum (apPIlu only to the pftttrn of Major Depressive Eplsode\/ 
(see~a . 
With Rapid Cycling (see p. 427) 
296.89 Bipolar II Disorder (Recurrent Major 
Depressive Episodes With Hypomanic Episodes) 
Diagnostic Features 
The essential feature of BipoLar U Disorder is a clinical course that is characterized by 
the occurrence of one or more Major Depressive Episodes (Criterion A) accompanie..1 
by at least one Hypomanic Episode (Criterion B). Hypomanic Episodes should not b.,. 
confused with the several days of euthymia that may follow remission of a Major De-
pressive Episode. The presence of a Manic or Mixed Episode precludes the diagnosj~ 
of Bipolar U Disorder (Criterion C). Episodes of Substance-Induced Mood Disorder 
(due to the direct physiological effects of a medication, other sOmatic treatments for 
depression, drugs of abuse, or toxin exposure) or of Mood Disorder Due to a General 
Medical Condition do not count toward a diagnosis of Bipolar U Disorder. ~ addi-
tion, the episodes must not be better accounted for by Schizoaffective Disorder and 
are not superimposed on Schizophrenia, Schizophreniform Disorder, Delusional Dis-
order, or Psychotic Disorder Not Otherwise Spedfit'd (Critf'""" n~ Th(' ~}'!!'.Ftc::-.$ 
. must cause clinically Significant distress or impairment in social, occupationa1, or oth-
."/6.89 Bipolar II Disorder (Recurrent Major Depressive Episodes , 
With HypomaniC Episodes) 3~3 
,I important areeJ of functioning (Criterion E). In lOII\e cases, the Hypomanic Epl-
~ ~ll'5 th,emIelves do not Clute 1mpairmtnt. lnatead, the impairment may result from 
II,,' Major Depresaive Episodes or from. chronic pattern of unpredictable mood epi-
• "lee and fluctuating unreliable interperaona1 or occupational functionbtg. 
Individuals with Bipolar n I,)isorder may not view the Hypomanic Episodes as 
1'.,lhologica1, although others may be troubled by the individual's erratic behavior. 
\ '11eIl individuals, particularly when in the midst of a Major Depressive Episode, do 
""I reca1l periods of hypomania without reminders from close friends or relatives. 
Information from other informants is often critical in establishing the diagnosis of 
Iii polar U Disorder. 
Specifiers 
l'he following specifiers for BipoLar n !,)isorder should be used to indicate the nature 
..f the current episode or, if the full criteria are not currently met for a Hypomanic or 
Major Depressive Episode, the nature of the most recent episode: 
Hypomanic. This specifier is used if the current (or most recent) episode is 
a Hypomanic Episode. 
Depreued. This specifier is used if the current (or most recent) episode is 
• Major Depressive Episode. 
U the full criteria are currently !net for a Major Depressive Episode, the following 
~pecifien may be used to describe the current clinical status of the episode and to de-
,;crlbe features of the current episode: 
Mild. Moderate, Severe Without Psychotic feature., Severe With Psychotic 
fe.twa (tee p. 411) 
Chronic (see p. 417) 
With Catatonic F .. twa (see p. 417) 
With Melancholic Featwa (see p. 419) 
With Atypical Features (see p. 420) 
With postpartum Ol\ltt (_ p. 422) 
U the full criteria are not currently met for a Hypomanic or Major Depressive Epi-
sode, the following specifiers may be used to describe the current clinical status of the 
Bipolar 11 Disorder and to describe features of the most recent Major Depressive Ep-
isode (only if it is the most recent type of mood episode): 
In partia111tJllwion, In fulllltJlliNion (see p. 411) 
Chronic: (see p. 417) 
With Catatonic featwa (tee p. 417) 
With Melancholic Fe.tures (see p. 419) 
With Atypical Features (see p. 420} 
With postpartum Onset (see p. 422) 









~ . . 
'I. .. Mood 0'·.· ·, 
Lcmsltudinal COIUH Specifi .... (With and Without Interepllode It.· •• ,. , 
(leep,Q4) 
With Seuonal Pattem (appliel only 10 the pattern of Major Oepn ..... " . 
lOdes) (lee p. 425) . 
With Rapid (:ydinl (lee p. Q7) 
Recording Procedures 
The diagnostic code for Bipolar D DiIorder is 296.89; nooe of the .pedfie/'!l." , . 
able. In recording the name of the diagnosis. lenni should be lilted in the f,.II. " 
order: . Bipolar D DiIorder. apecifiel1l indicating current or mOlt recent episck I. · ,. 
Hypomanic. Depreued). lleverlty speclfiera that apply 10 the current Major I ~I . 
live Episode (e.g .• Moderate). as many spedfiel1l describing featura IS appl~ I ,· 
current or most recent Major Depreaaive Episode (e.g .• With MeJancholic F,· .• I " , 
With POitpartum Onset). and as many spedfiel1las apply 10 the COW'Ie of l'P;' " .. 
(e.g .• With Seasonal Pattem); for example. 296.89 Bipolar n DiIorder. Oepret;o;o ·.1 
vere With Psychotic Features. With Melancholic Featura. With Seasonal Path', " 
Associated Features and Disorders 
AaMdatecI dHcrIptIve tutur. encI -.dill dflonlerl. Completed suicid.; I •• 
ally during Major Depressive EpilOdea) is a significant risk, occurring in 10').. I 
of pel1lOns with Bipolar n DiIorder. School truancy. school failure. OCCUpation.,ll, 
ure. or divorce may be associated with Bipolar n DiIorder. Associated mento.1 ," 
ordel'll include Substance AbUile or Dependence. Anorexia Nervosa. Bulimia Nt'n , . 
Attention-Deficit/Hyperactivity DiIorder. Panic Disorder. Social Phobia. an" I:. , 
derline Pel'llOnality DisOrder. 
~ated t.boratory findings. There appear to be no Iaboralory features thai ... . 
diagnostic of Bipolar n Disorder or that distinguish Major Oepreaalve Episodes f.II, . ,. 
in Bipolar 11 DiIorder from those in Major Depressive Disorder or Bipolar I Dis .... d, , 
AIIodated physical examination find .... encI .. _a! medical concIltJoM. \, 
age at onset for a first Hypomanic Episode after age 40 yeal1l should alert the elini, .... 
10 the possibility that the symptoms may be due 10 a general medical condiliull ,. , 
substance UIIe. Current or past hypothyroidism or laboralory evidence of mild 11 11 
roid hypofunction may be associated with Rapid Cycling (see p. Q7). In addition, I. \ 
perthyroidism may precipitate or worsen hypomanic symptoms in individuals \\III. 
a preexisting Mood Disorder. However. hyperthyroidism in other individuals d, . 
not typically caUile hypomanic symptOms. 
Specific Gender Features 
Bipolar D Disorder may be more common in women than in men. Gender appears I. ' 
be related to the number and type of Hypomanic and Major Depressive Episodl"!' " , 
~'.:~ ~!'.z :'.;:.~":; ... "f : ;, ...... ""u.: .eplSOQes equals or exceeds the number of Major LJ. · 
pressive Episodes. whereas in women Major Depressive Episodes predominate. 10, 
., :%.89 Bipolar II DI~rder (Recurrent Major Depressive Episodes \ 
W,th HYPOmanic Episodes) 
,I,lilion, Rapid Cycling (aee p. 427) is more common in women than in men· Some 
.. Ience suggests that mixed or depressive aymptoml during Hypomanic Episodes 
.",.v be more common in women IS well. although not.U studies are in agreement. 
I hilS. women may be at particular risk for depressive or intermixed mood symploms. 
.\ .. men with Bipolar 11 Disorder may be at increUed risk of developing subsequent 
. 1"Slldes In the immediate poetpartuDl period. 
I'levalence 
, ,>lnmunity studies suggest a lifetime prevalence of Bipolar U DiSOrder of approxi-
" •. ,Idy 0.5%. 
(Ourse 
1', .ughly fH/r-7f1'1e of the HypomaniC Episodes In Bipolar II Disorder occur immedi-
.,h.ly before or after a Major Depressive Episode. Hypomanic Episodes often precede 
,., follow the Major Depressive Episodes in a characteristic pattern for a particular 
1" r.iOI\. The number of lifetime episodes (both Hypomanic Episodes and Major De-
l'Il'llSive Episodes) tends to be higher for Bipolar n Disorder compared with Major 
I "pressive Disorder. Rec\lJTt!llt. The itlterval between episodes tends 10 decrelile as 
Ih,' individual ages. Approximately 5.y.,...15% of individuals with Bipolar n Disorder 
1.1.lye multiple (four or more) mood episodes (Hypomanic or Major Depressive) that 
,, 'cur within a given year. U this pattern is present. it is noted by the specifier With 
" •• pid Cycling (aee p . 427). A rapid-cycling pattern is aSSOCiated with a poorer prog-
'Millis. AlthOugh the majority of iJldividuaia with Bipolar n Disorder return to a fully 
Ioonctionallevel between episodes. approximately 15% continue 10 display mood Ia-
. I>ility and interpersonal or occupational difficulties. Psychotic symptoms do not DC-
, ur in HypomaniC Episodes. and they appear 10 be less frequent in the Major 
IIl'Pressl
ve 
Episodes in Bipolar n Disorder than is the case for Bipolar I Disorder. 
'i!lIne evidence is consistent with the notion that inarked changes in sleep-waite 
. ... l\edule such as occur during time zone changes or sleep deprivation may precipi-
1 •• le or exacerbate Hypomanic or Major Depressive Episodes. If a Manic or Mixed 
I,pisod
e 
develops in the Courle of Bipolar n Disorder. the diagnosis is changed to Bi· 
1'"lar I DiSOrder. OVer 5 yell'll. about 50/..-150/0 of individuals with Bipolar II Disorder 
will develop a Manic Episode. 
Familial Pattern 
Some studies have indicated that fil1lt-degree biological relatives of individuals with 
mpolar II Disorder have elevated rates of Bipolar n Disorder. Bipolar I Disorder. and 
Major Depressive Disorder compared with the general population. 
Differential Diagnosis 
Hypomanic and Major Depressive Episodes in Bipolar U lJlsoraer DlW;1 Po: .ii:,,;u-









• I .;. ,: ~t;; Mood I"·.·,, '" 
The diagnolis is Mood Disorder Due to a General Medical Condition fl" "1' 
that are judged to be the direct physiological co.naequence of a tpedfic sml·" .1 
leal condition (e.g., multiple .cleroeis, stroke, hypothyroidism) (Bee p. 40 I) II , 
termination is bued on the history, laboratory findinp, or physical examill.," · ' 
A Sub.lance-Induced Mood Dilorder is distinguished from Hypomanil ' ' " . , . 
Depressive Episodes that occur in Bipolar n Disorder by the fact that a .uil:;I,II" , 
a drug of abuse, a medication, or exposure to a toxin) is judged to be etioll" ~ " .01 
lated to the mood disturbance (see p. 405). SymptOlNlike thoee aeen in a I hi" ." 
Episode may be part of an intoxication with or withdrawal from • drug of ,II", . 
should be diagnoeed as a Substance-Induced Mood Disorder (e.g., a ma~" ,I, I 
live-like episode occurring only in the context of withdrawal from cocainl' 1\ " " i ' 
diagnoaed as Cocaine-Induced Mood Disorder, With Depreuive Features. \\", . , 
set During Withdrawal). Symptoms like thoee aeen ina Hypomanic Epilodl" " '" 
be precipitated by antidepreuant treatment such as medication, e1earoc"III' oi 
therapy, or light therapy. Such episodes may be disgnoeed as a Subatano.'·III.!' 
Mood Disorder (e.g., Amitriptyline-Induced Mood Disorder, With Manic 1'.'." , 
E1ectroconvuisive Therapy-Induced Mood Disorder, With Manic Fatu ... ... , 
would not count toward a diagnosis of Bipolar 0 Disorder. However, when II" 
stance use 9r medication is judged not to fully account for the episode (e.g .• II" ' . 
sode continues for a considerable period autonomously after the sub:;I,II'" 
discontinued), the episode would count toward a diagnosis of Bipolar II 01:;'11 ,1, , 
Bipolar II Disorder is distinguished from Major Depreuive Dilorder by II .. · I,' . 
time history of at least one Hypomanic Episode. Attention during the inteml" 
whether there is a history of euphoric or dysphoric hypomania is important ill ,,,,, . 
ing a differential diagnosis. Bipolar II Disorder is distinguished from Bipolar I I' .. 
order by the presence of one or more Manic or Mixed Episodes in the latter. WI"" . 
individual previously diagnosed with Bipolar D Disorder develops a Manic Ill' "" .. 
Episode, the diagnosis is changed to Bipolar I disorder. . 
In Cyclothymic Disorder, there are numerous periods of hypomanic syml" " " 
and numerous periods of depressive symptoms that do not meet symptom ur ,I ,,, . 
tion criteria for a Major Depressive Episode. Bipolar U Disorder is distinguislll'111o ' " 
Cyclothymic Disorder by the presence of one or more Major Depressive Episo "I. " 1 . 
a Major Depressive Episode occurs after the first 2 years of Cyclothymic Disorll", II " 
additional diagnosis of Bipolar II Disorder is given. 
Bipolar II Disorder must be distinguished from Paychotic Disorders to" •. 
Schizoaffective Disorder, Schizophrenia, and Delusional Disorder). Schizophn"" , 
Schizoaffective Disorder, and Delusional Disorder are all characterized by peril k I· . . , 
psychotic symptoms that occur in the absence of prominent mood symptoms. I "1,, , 
helpful considerations include the accompanying Iymptoms, previous courso' . . 11 ,, 1 
family history. 




?!:--, , ... ,~ ,., 
lIIA.gnosti
C 
crlterl. for 296.89 Blpo,.r .. Disorder 
PreH"" (or hlltOrY) of one or mort M.jor Depressive Episodes (set p. 356). 
Prese"" (or history) of at I •• st one HyporIIAnk Episode (set p. 368). 
I There haS never been • Manic Epi$Od. (set p. 362) or I Mixed Episode (see p, 365). 
II The mood symptoms in CrlUrla '" and B Ir. not betttI' account.d for by Sc;hizoaffec-
tive DiSOrder and Ire not superimposed on Sc;hizoptvenia, Sc;hlzophrenlform Disorder. 
Deluslons
l 
Disorder. or Psychotk Disorder Not ()therwl5t specified. 
The symptom' cause dlnkslly significant dlstreu or impairment In social. occup.tlon-
AI. or other important .r.as of funCtioning. 
'>jleCify current or most recent .pisod.: ~ If currently (or most rec.ntly) In • HypomaniC Epl$Ode (set p. 368) 
.~: If curr.ntly (or mc»t rec.ntly) In • Major Depressive EplsOd' (see 
p. 356) 
II the full criteria are currently met for s Mljor oepreulve Episode. specify Its curr.nt 
, 11,"dl statuS Indlor f .. tures: Mlld, ............ SeVeN WIthoUt .. ,c:hotk~V'" With .. ychOtIc 
f'elItUN' (set p. 411) NoW: Flfth-digit codes specified on p. 413 cannot be used 
here because the code for Blpol.r II Disorder Ilready USe5 the fifth digit. 
ChrOnic (see p. 417) 
With cautonlc feat\IN' (see p. 417) 
With MelMChoIIc f'elItUN' (see p. 419) 
WIth Atypical Feature' (set p. 420) 
WIth I'QS1partUift onset (see p. 422) 
If the full crlt.rli
lre 
not currently met for a HypomaniC or M.jor D.presslv
e 
Episode, 
' I','<ify the dinlcal status of the Bipolar" Disorder .ndlor f.stures of the most recent 
t,1,ljor Depreuive Episode (only if It Is the most rec.nt type of mood epi$Od.): 
In Partial Remlpion, In Full aemlulon (see p. 411) Note: flfth-dlg
lt 
codes 
spedfled on p. 413 cannot be used her. because the code for Bipolar II Disorder 
Ilr.ady uses the fifth digit. 
?, ChrOniC (set p. 417) 
With Catatonic FeatuNI (see p. 417) 
WIth MelllftChOllc fHtureI (see p. 419) 
With Atypical Features (see p. 420) 
i With P"'Pllrtum onset (se. p. 422) 
Specify. . t.ont
ltYdlnal 
(.oUI'M SpIidfI'" (WItt and WIthoUt anteNPIlOIIe RecOVery) 
(see p. 424) WIth SeIllOnll
I 
Pattern (Ipplles only to the pattern of Major Oepressive Episodes) 
(set p. 425) 




















Bu,.au of Forensk: Serv1ce8 
2220 Old Penhenlla" Road 
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• ,'t ' . , ",. . ... ,~.;,.::.. .... . .... ... ... .. 
A- ~ - ~ . I D. &. V I_~ _ 
LAB NO.: 24219 
NIL AGDJarca.sB 110.1 
"GnOYI 
SUSPECT: 
Garden City Police De~ent 
~I, Eric 
VICTIM: OOver, Norma JeaD-
STATE- OF IDAHO)-
) 8S. 
COUNTY OF· ADA .) 
Pamela- J. MarCWR, beinq first duly sworn, deposes and says the 
follow1Dg: 
1. That- I aJI a criminalist with the Idaho Bureau of Foransic 
Services and aJI qualified to perforJI the examination and draw 
conclusions of the type shown · on the attached report; 
2. '!'he Idaho Bureau of Forensic Services is part of the Idaho 
Departllent of Law Enforcement; 
3. That I conducted a scientific examination of evidence 
described in the attached report in the ordinary course and 
scope of my duties with the Bureau of Forenaic service.; -4. That the conclusion(s) expressed in this report ia/are correct 
to the best of my knowledqe; 
5. That the case identifyinq information reflected in this report 
CaJle fro. the evidence packaqinq, a cas. report, or another 
reliable source. 
That a true and accurate copy of this report is attached to this 
affidavit. 
Dated this ~ day of __ k .... :::::III:;·Ioo..L.,--______ , 1911 . 
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before 1Ie this 
~...--
c, state of Idaho 
irall: ,"3() '9f 
00644 ' 
DEPARTMENT OF LAW ENFORCEMENT 




2220 Old Penitentiary Road 
Boi •• , Idaho 83712-8249 
Telephone: (208) ·,334-2231 
Fax: (208) 334-2173 
24219 
MlL:- -" . 
--:-.~ .. ,-' -.--
--
',. -.. ~~ 
-..,..- -'. ' ':""'-' - -
uacro 1IlIQUU'fiJIQ &aLDUr-' . Garden- city· PoZ-ice Del:»ar'taliiiiii 
UCB:rnID DOlI. 







sax era. kit on Norma Oliver. 
DATE: 
Dan Be •• 




OUver, Norma Jean 
12-03-91 
COJICLV'%QII 
Rare spermatozoa obs.rvad on 
the vaginal swab. 
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ADA COUNT Y 
Register of Actions 
Case#: M0401584 
COURT 2 Magistrate 
ISSUING AGENCY M Meridian 
MUNICIPALITY ME Meridian City 
JUDGE 384 Thomas Watkins 
CASE REF H0400335 
PROSECUTOR A 215 Lamont C. Berecz 
VICTIM COORDINATOR A 062 Mandie Metier 
2/09/2004 Case Created 
7/12/2004 Reopen Case Previously Closed 
Defendant(s) : 
LE# 059733 
PAGE 1 Tel Oe 
1/04 
01 SEBASTIAN APRIL MAE 
Charge(s) : 
001 S 18-1401 BURGLARY Felony Disposed 2/23, 
002 S 18-2407 PETIT THEFT Misdemeanor Disposed 2/23 , 
~~~~,§~o~~~¥:~~2!~O-~~~d----------------------------------------------
2/09/2004 Video Rrraignment 2/09/2004 
2/09/2004 001 Charge Booked by ACSO 
2/09/2004 002 Additional Charge Filed 
2/09/2004 Video Arraignment Video Arraignment 2/09/2004 
2/09/2004 001 Charge Filea Cause Found 
2/09/2004 002 Charge Filed Cause Found 
2/09/2004 Video Arraignment 
2/09/2004 Order Appointing Public Defender 
2/09/2004 001 Bond Reauced or Amended to· $20000.00 
2/09/2004 Event Scheduled Preliminary Hearing 2/23/2004 
2/10/2004 Notice of Hearing 
2/10/2004 Motion for Bond Reduction 
2/10/2004 Defendant Request For Discovery 
2/23/2004 001 P/H Waived, Defendant Bound OverH0400228 0. 01 
2/23/2004 001 Count Bound To H0400228 D.01 C.001 
2/23/2004 001 Bond Transferred To H0400228 D.01 C.OOI 
2/23/2004 002 Count Bound To H0400228 0.01 C.002 
2/23/2004 Order Reduce Bond $5000 
02 TANNER STACEY LEE LE# 108756 FPC# 0038061 
Charge (s) : 
001 S 18-2403-1P THEFT PETIT Misdemeanor Disposed 7/15/~ 
002 S 18-2407 PETIT THEFT Misdemeanor Disposed 7/15/2 
~~~~~~5:-~~c~~:~~O~NT-----------------------------------~-----------------
2/09/2004 001 Charge Booked by ACSO 
2/09/2004 001 Finger Print Card# Added 0038061 
2/09/2004 002 Addltional Charge Filed 
2/09/2004 Video Arraignment 2/09[2004 
2/09/2004 001 Charge Filea Cause Found 
2/09/2004 002 Charge Filed Cause Found 
2/09/2004 Video Arraignment 
2/09/2004 Order AQPointing Public Defender 
2/09/2004 001 Bond Reauced or Amended to $5000.00 
2/09/2004 Event Scheduled Preliminary Hearing 2/23/2004 
2/10/2004 Notice of Hearing 
2/10/2004 Motion for Bond Reduction 
2/10/2004 Defendant Request For Discovery 
2/23/2004 001 Bond Reduced or Amended to $1000.00 
2/23/2004 Event Scheduled Preliminary Heqring 3/11/2003 
2/23/2004 Event Scheduled Arraignment 3/09/2004 
2/23/2004 002 Arrested on Warrant, Sequence# .00 
2/23/2004 Arrested on Warrant, Sequence# 
2/24/2004 Notice of Appear 
2/24/2004 Defendant Reguest For Discovery 
3/10/2004 Event ScheduTed Preliminary Hearing 3/11/2004 
3/11/2004 Event Scheduled Preliminary Hearing 3/16/2004 
3/11/2004 Letter from Sgt 
Rasmussen 
3/16/2004 001 P/H Waived, Defendant Bound OverH0400335 0.01 
3/16/2004 001 Count Bound To H0400335 D.01C.001 
3/16/2004 001 Bond Transferred To H0400335 D. 01 c. '001 
3/16/2004 002 Count Bound To H0400335 D.01 C.002 
3/25/2004 Finger Print Card# Sent to BCI 0100038D61 
7/08/2004 Notlce of Remand 
7/08/2004 Event Scheduled Preliminary Hearing 7/15/2004 
7/12/2004 001 Count Remanded From H0400335 D.Ol C.OOI 
7/12/2004 001 Bond Transferred From H0400335 0.01 C.001 
7/12/2004 002 Count Remanded From H0400335 D.01 C.002 






















A D A C 0 U N T Y PAGE 2 
Register of Actions 
Case#: M0401584 
Charge Amended From S 18-1401 F BURG 
To S lS-2403-1P M PET T 
Plea GG to Less Charge 
Final Judgment ( Order or Decree 
Sentenced to F1ne & Costs $313.50 
Sentenced to Reimburse P D $100.00 
Sentenced to Restitute $350.90 
Sentenced to Jail 365d 345d sp 14d cr 
Placed on Supervised Probation 2y 
Standard Terms 
Amended Complaint 
Rule 11 Plea Agreemt 
Fine Agreement Set 7/15/2004 
Charge Not File Cause Not Found 
Part1al Payment A1699478 $10.00 
Fine Agreement Revised 12/07/2005 
Partial Payment A1869233 $200.00 
Fines & Costs Modified Rest J & S 5/22/2006 
Affidavit Created Tracking ID:140372 6/20/20 06 














01 SEBASTIAN APRIL MAE 
A D A C 0 U N T Y 




ME 'Meridian City 
191 Ronald J Wilper 
M0401584 
A 101 SPEC PROS-Attorney 
A 062 Mandie Metier 






Charge (s) : 
001 S 18-1401 BURGLARY Felony Disposed 6/22 
002 S 18-2407 PETIT THEFT Misdemeanor Disposed 6/22 : 
003 S 20-227-B PROBATION VIOLATION Felony Disposed 10/24, 
~~I~~~§~~~~~~I:~~~~tt~;t-~~d-P~P~;;----------------------------------. 
2/23/2004 001 Defendant Transferred In MD401584 D.01 
2/23/2004 001 Count Bound From M0401584 D.01 C.OD1 
2/23/2004 001 Bond Transferred From M0401584 D.01 C.001 
2/23/2004 002 Count Bound From M0401584 D.01 C.002 
2/23/2004 Event Scheduled 0900 3/02/2004 
2/23/2004 001 Bond Reduced or Amended to $5000.00 
2/23/2004 003 Charge Created 
2/25/2004 Information and Papers Filed 
2/25/2004 Notice of Hearing 
2/25/2004 Motion for Bond Reduction 
3/02/2004 Arraignment 
3/02/2004 001 Not Guilty Plea 
3/02/2004 002 Not Guilty Plea 
3/02/2004 Jury Trial Set 5/05/2Q04 
3/02/2004 Event Scheduled Pre-Tr1.al Conference 4/27/2004 
3/04/2004 Notice of Jury Trial 
4/08/2004 State/City Request for Discovery 
4/08/2004 State/City Response to Disc. Req 
4/15/2004 Notice of Intent to Use IRE 







































State/City Response to Disc. Req/Addendum 
Pre-Trial Conference 
001 Change Plea to Guilty Before Tri 
Event Scheduled Sentencing Hearing 6/08/2004 
Plea Form 
Event Scheduled Sentencing Hearing 6/22/2004 
Sentence Hearing 
001 Retained .Jurisd1.ction 180 days 
001 Sentenced to ISCI 5y 84d cr 
002 Dismissed Before Trlal or Hearin 
Judgment of Convctn 
001 Exoneration of Bond 
Order to Transport 














Judgment Reconsidered S 18-1401 
Sentence Modified- Fines 
BURG 
Sentenced to Fine & Costs $88.50 
Sentence Modified- P D Fees 
Sentenced to Reimburse P D $250.00 
Sentenc€ Modified- Restitution 
Sentenced to Restitute $350.90 
Sentence Modified- Incarceration 
Sentenced to ISCI 5y 5y sp 84d cr 
Order Suspending Sentence 
& Order or Probat ion 
Partial Payment A1779816 104.00 
Partial Payment A1813815 52.00 










Fine Agreement Set 1/14/2005 
Partial Payment A1746480 ~52.00 
Partial Payment A1867494 100.00 
Fines & Costs Modified Rest J & S refund 5/22/2006 
Partial Payment A1881551 $107.55 
Final Payment ~1895758 $167.45 
Arraignment 9/19/2006 
003 Bond Set at $50000.00 
































Register of Actions 
Case#: H0400228 
Arraignment Arraignment 9/19/2006 
Order for pv 
Notice of Hearing 
PAGE 
Motion for Bond Reduction 
Defendant Request For Discovery 
Even~ ScheduIed Hearing 9/19/2006 
Arra~gnment 
Eve~t Scheduled Admit/Deny Hearing 9/26/2006 
MotJ.on for PV 
Admit/Deny Hearing 
Event Scheduled Aamit/Deny Hearing 10/10/2006 
Defendant Request For Discovery 
Sub of Counsell 
Barnum 
Petition for Apptmnt 
of Special Prosecutr 
Order for Appointment of 
Special Prosecutor 
State/City Response to Disc. Req 
Admiti'Deny Hearing 
Event Scheduled ~mit/Deny Hearing 10/17/2006 
Admit/Deny Hearing 
Event S~heduled Aamit/Deny Hearing 10/24/2006 
State/CJ.ty Response to Disc. Req 
Admiti'Deny Hearing 
Guil ty Plea -
Final Judgment, Order or Decree 
Sentenced to Jail 90d 48d cr 
Concurrent 
Placed on Probation 5y 
Standard Terms 
Order for Revoke of Proba-
tion & Reinstate 
, . , ! 
2 TC10e 
1/04 
STATEOF,~ . ... . } ' $,' 
<:OIJN'1Y OF /4DA ' . 
I. J. Oevd Na_.CIIn«1he Di&lriCI toun tne~ 
JudlClaU}is1hcioi tIleSIaI9 oIlds/lo. iIl.and lor Ihe~ 
01 Ada. do hereby f#tly ltIeIlne i.regoing is aIM and (0-
reet corti. of-\IIe .&1 011 III in N · oIfic&.' 1n ~ 














A D A C 0 U N T Y 
Register of Actions 
Case#: H0301398 
1 District 
B Boise City 
BO Boise City 
185 Joel b. Horton 
M0311644 
A 179 Erika K. Klein 
Created Bind Over M0311644 
01 DEEN MICHELLE VERNEDETH 
PAGE 1 TC10( 
1/0' 
Charge (s) : 
001 S 37-2732(c) POSSESSION OF A CONTROLLE Felony Disposed 1/14 
002 S 37-2734A DRUG PARAPHERNALIA POSSES Misdemeanor Disposed 12/03 , 
~~~~!'~~o~~~~I:~~~~Itt~~t-~~d-P~P~;~----------------------------------
11/.04/.2003 001 Defendant Transferred In M0311644 D.01 
11/.04/.2003 001 Count Bound From M0311644 D.01 C.001 
11/.04/.2003 001 Bond Transferred From M0311644 D.01 C.001 
11/.04/.2003 002 Count Bound From M0311644 D.01 C.()02 
11/.04/2003 002 Bond Transferred From M0311644 D.01 C.002 
11/.04/.2003 Event Scheduled 090011/12/2003 
11/.06/.2003 Information and Papers Filed 
11/.10/.2003 Notice of Hearing 
11/.10/.2003 Motion for Bond Reduction 
11/.12/.2003 Event Continued entry of plea 
11/.19/.2003 Event Continued entry of plea 
12/.03/.2003 Arraignment (Con1t) 
12/.03/.2003 001 Guilty Plea 
12/.03/2003 002 Dismissed Before Trial or Hearin 
12/.03/.2003 Event Scheduled Sentencing Hearing 1/14/2004 
12/.03/.2003 Order of Dismissal - Ct 2 
12/05/2003 Order for Sub. Abuse Eval. 
Provo Funds, Access 


























































Retained Jurisdlction 180 days 
Sentenced to Fine & Costs $1088.50 
Sentenced to Restitute $100.00 
Sentenced to ISCI 4y 95d cr 
Concurrent 
Judgment of Convict-
ion & Commitment 
Order to Transport 
Rider Hearing 6/30/2004 
Rider Hearing 
Judgment Reconsidered 
Judgment Reconsidered S 37-2732(c) 
Sentence Modified- Fines 
Sentenced to Fine & Costs $148.50 
Sentence Modified- P D Fees 
Sentenced to Reimburse P D $250.00 
Sentence Modified- Restitution 
Sentenced to Restitute $100.00 
Sentence Modified- Incarceration 
POSS 
Sentenced to ISCI 4y 4y sp 95d cr 
Sentence Modified- Probation 
Placed on Probation 4Y 
STD.TRMS,90D DISC JT 
PYSCH EVAL.100HRS CS 
Order SusQending Sentence 
& Order or Probation 
Fine Agreement Set 7/27/2004 
Partial Payment A1747791 152.00 
Partial Payment A1757897 52.00 
Partial Payment A1768649 52.00 
Partial Payment A1775325 52.00 
Partial Payment A1787992 ~100.00 
Partial Payment A1796360 100.00 
Final Payment A1806086 $1 2.50 
Notice or Hearing 
Event Scheduled Rearing 8/23/2006 
Hearing 
Order Placing Def. on 
Unsupervised Prob. 
& Ell.minating 
"Special Cona C(o) II 
from the Def. Jdmt 
006£>5 
Report: CJ3R024 
User: TCSMITKC ADA COUNTY 
Register of Actions 
Cas€#: H0301398 
PAGE 2 TC101 
1/0< 
session: Horton120303 .. 
• 
Session: Horton120303 
Session Date: 2003/12/03 
Judge: Horton, Joel D. 
Reporter: Schneider, Sheri 









Court interpreter(s) : 
Division: DC 
Session Time: 07:53 
Courtroom: CR507 
Pag 
. __ .. _._ .. __ ._- _ . .. _----- _. -_._--- - - -------_ ... _ .. . __ ....... - .- .. - .. .. . . . • .. --
Case ID: 0015 
Case Number : H0301398 
Plaintiff: 
Plaintiff Attorney: 
Defendant: DEEN, MICHELLE 
Additional audio and annotations can be found in case: 0026. 
Co-Defendant(s) : 
2003/12/03 
Pers . Attorney: 
State Attorney: Alidjana,Fafa 
Public Defender: Myshin, Amil 
09:45 : 32 - Operator 
Recording: 
09:45:32 - New case 
DEEN, MICHELLE 
09:45:36 - General: 
The defendant is present, in custody. 
09:45:45 - Public Defender: Myshin, Amil 
indicates a guilty plea to count I. 
09:46:23 - Judge: Horton, Joel D. 
will re-call the case. 
00667 
Session: Horton12~303 
09:48:52 - Operator 
Stop recording: 
Case 10: 0026 
Case Number: H0301398 
Plaintiff: 
Plaintiff Attorney: 
Defendant: DEEN, MICHELLE 
: ~ 
, . ~ ,1 
'....;~ 
PagE 
Previous audio and annotations can be found in case: 0015. 
CO-Defendant(s) : 
Pers. Attorney: 
State Attorney: Alidjana, Fafa 
Public Defender: Myshin, Amil 
10:15:31 - Operator 
Recording: 
10:15:31 - Recall 
DEEN, MICHELLE 
10:15:40 - General: 
The defendant is present, in custody. 
10:16:04 - Public Defender: Myshin, Amil 
indicates gg to Ct 1, dismiss Ct 2, State to rec. 7=2+5, con 
current with pv 
10:16:28 - Public Defender: Myshin, Amil 
in H0200584, rider in both cases. 
10:16:45 - Public Defender: Myshin, Amil 
indicates open fine, lab costs, no drug enhancement to be fi 
led. 
10:16:59 - State Attorney: Alidjana, Fafa 
indicates may seek pd pay. 
10:17:11 - State Attorney: Alidjana, Fafa 
indicates no new charges, appear at sentencing, cooperate wi 
th PSI. 
10:17:24 - Public Defender: Myshin, Amil 
accepts the conditions. 
10:17:34 - Public Defender: Myshin, Amil 
indicates Mr. Taber consents to the guilty plea. 
10:18:08 - General: 
The defendant is sworn and examined by the Court. 
10:25:47 - Judge: Horton, Joel D. 
accepts the guilty plea. 
10:25:58 - Judge: Horton, Joel D. 
dismisses Count II. 
10:26:07 - Judge: Horton, Joel D. 
00668 
Session: Horton120303 .~ 
-..;;;) . • 
orders a substance abuse evaluation. 
10:26:14 - Judge: Horton, Joel D. 
directs Mr. Myshin to submit the standard orders. 
10:26:21 - Judge: Horton, Joel D. 
sets sentencing for 1/14/04 @ 10:30 a.m. 






Session Date: 2003/11/19 
Judge: Horton, Joel D. 















Case ID: 0014 
Division: DC 
Session Time: 07:58 




Defendant: DEEN, MICHELLE 
Co-Defendant(s) : 
Pers. Attorney: 
State Attorney: Norton, Lynn 
Public Defender: Taber, Paul 
09:45:24 - Operator 
Recording: 
09:45:24 - New case 
DEEN, MICHELLE 
09:45:35 - General: 
The defendant is present, in custody. 




Ses~ion: Horton111903 . 
requests 1 week, the defendant has another case. 
09:45:56 - Public Defender: Taber, Paul 
requests 2 weeks. 
09:45:59 - State Attorney: Norton, Lynn 
no objection. 
09:46:01 - Judge: Horton, Joel o. 
continues to 12/3/03 @ 9:00am for eop. 




" 1>-Sessiorr: Hortonll1203 
Session Date: 2003/11/12 
Judge: Horton, Joel D. 
Reporter: Schneider, Sheri 












Case ID: 0015 
Division: DC 
Session Time: 08:14 




Defendant: DEEN, MICHELLE 
CO-Defendant(s) : 
Pers. Attorney: 
State Attorney: Klein, Erika 
Public Defender: Taber, Paul 
09:35:49 - Operator 
Recording: 
09:35:49 - New case 
DEEN, MICHELLE 
09:35:57 - General: 
The defendant is present, in custody. 
09:36:11 - Defendant: DEEN, MICHELLE 
waives formal reading. 





.. indicates true name. 
09:36:25 - Judge: Horton, Jpel D. 
reads the charges and possible penalties. 
09:36:47 - Defendant: DEEN, MICHELLE 
indicates she understands her rights. 
09:36:59 - Public Defender: Taber, Paul 
requests a delay, defendant has another case. 
09:37:15 - Judge: Horton, Joel D. 
continues to 11/19/03 @ 9:00am for eop. 
09:37:30 - Judge: Horton, Joel D. 
will take up bond next week. 
09:37:34 - Plaintiff: 
09:37:36 - Operator 
Stop recording: 
Pa~ 
~ Ses~:;'-~p: HortonOl1404 .. o 
Session: HortonOl1404 
Session Date: 2004/01/14 
Judge: Horton, Joel D. 











Court interpreter(s): . 
Case ID: 0040 
Division: DC 
Session Time: 08:12 




Defendant: DEEN, MICHELLE 
Co-Defendant(s) : 
Pers. Attorney: 
State Attorney: Alidjani, Fafa 
Public Defender: Taber, Paul 
12:51:09 - Operator 
Recording: 
12:51:09 - New case 
DEEN, MICHELLE 
12:51:17 - General: 
The defendant is present, in custody. 
12:51:27 - Judge: Horton, Joel D. 
reviews the file. 
12:51:47 - State Attorney: Alidjani, Fafa 
o . 
Courtroom: CR507 
indicates no additions, corrections or evidence. 
Pc 
... Sessi.on: Horton011404 ... ~ .. o 
12:51:54 - Public Defender: Taber, Paul 
indicates no additions, corrections or evidence. 
12:52:06 - State Attorney: Alidjani, Fafa 
recommends 7=2+5, and a rider. 
12:53:50 - State Attorney: Alidjani, Fafa 
recommends $100 lab costs. 
12:54:00 - Public Defender: Taber, Paul 
12:56:37 - Public Defender: Taber, Paul 
recommends probation with drug treatment. 
12:56:58 - Public Defender: Taber, paul 
recommends an underlying sentence of 1+4=5. 
12:57:49 - Defendant: DEEN, MICHELLE 
speaks on her own behalf. 
12:58:07 - Public Defender: Taber, Paul 
indicates no legal cause why the Court may not proceed. 
12:58:17 - Judge: Horton, Joel D. 
13:02:20 - Judge: Horton, Joel D. 
sentences to 4=1+3, $1000 fine, court costs, credit for 95 d 
ays. 
13:02:37 - Judge: Horton, Joel D. 
$100 restitution, retains jurisdiction for 180 days. 
13:02:48 - Judge: Horton, Joel D. 
recommends all substance abuse treatment and educational pro 
gramming. 
13:02:57 - Judge: Horton, Joel D. 
gives the appeal rights. 
13:03:07 - Judge: Horton, Joel D. 
directs concurrent with Judge Wetherell's case. 
13:03:15 - Judge: Horton, Joel D. 
remands . into custody. 




Session Date: 2004/06/30 
Judge: Horton, Joel D. 















Case ID: 0034 
Division: DC 
Session Time: 07:54 
Case Number: H0301398 
Plaintiff: 
Plaintiff Attorney: 
Defendant: DEEN, MICHELLE 
Pag 
Courtroom: CR507 




State Attorney: Alidjani, Fafa 
Public Defender: Taber, Paul 
11:48:41 - Operator 
Recording: 
11:48:41 - New case 
DEEN, MICHELLE 
11:49:16 - General: 
The defendant is present, in custody. 
Sess;ion: Horton063004 ,. 
11:49:32 - Judge: Horton, Joel D. 
reviews the file. 
11:49:44 - State Attorney: Alidjani, Fafa 
11:49:55 - Public Defender: Taber, Paul 
11:49:56 - General: 
Counsel indicate no evidence. 
11:50:01 - State Attorney: Alidjani, Fafa 
recommends strict status if placed on probation. 
11:51:06 - Public Defender: Taber, Paul 
recommends probation. 
11:51:22 - Defendant: DEEN, MICHELLE 
speaks on her own behalf. 
11:51:52 - Judge: Horton, Joel D. 
will place the defendant on probation. 
11:53:26 - Judge: Horton, Joel D. 
places on probation for 4 years, directs standard terms, plu 
s special 
11:53:39 - Judge: Horton, Joel D. 
conditions. 
11:55:11 - Judge: Horton, Joel D. 
directs to obtain a psycholgical evaluation and follow all r 
ecommendations. 
12:00:21 - Judge: Horton, Joel D. 
will call another case while the defendant reviews the order 
12:01:23 - Operator 
Stop recording: 
Case ID: 0037 
Case Number: H0301398 
Plaintiff: 
Plaintiff Attorney: 
Defendant: DEEN, MICHELLE 
Pa~ 
Previous audio and annotations can be found in case: 0034. 
Co-Defendant(s) : 
Pers. Attorney: 
State Attorney: Alidjani, Fafa 
Public Defender: Taber, Paul 
12:08:51 - Operator 
Recording: 
12:08:51 - Recall 
DEEN, MICHELLE 
12:08:59 - Defendant: DEEN, MICHELLE 
006'77 
Session: Horton~63~04 . t._ Pag 
indicates she understands and accepts the conditions of prob 
ation. 
12:09:11 - Judge: Horton, Joel D. 
gives the appeal rights. 
12:09:37 - Judge: Horton, Joel D. 
signs an order of release. 
12:09:40 - Judge: Horton, Joel D. 
directs to report to probation within 24 hours of release. 
12:10:14 - Operator 
Stop recording: 
STATE OF IONtO . } SS. 
COUNT\' ~ M)A , 
I, J. David NIMImI. Oerk d II.Ie 0Ima Coull a !he FOIdI . 
JudioaI Disfu d the SIaIe d Idaho. in and lor the CoIdy 
d Ada. do lilreby C8ItIy:IhIit.1h6 Iwegoing is lirue Mel .. 
racI «lIlY d '!fie -OIigNI 001lle in this alb. In ... 
whereo!. 1-hIW&~ ~ ~ and-8flilled IllY '* 







Session Date: 2006/08/23 
Judge: Horton, Joel D. 
Reporter: Starr, Vanessa 













Case 10: 0036 
o 
Division: DC 
Session Time: 07:58 




Defendant: DEEN, MICHELLE 
CO-Defendant(s) : 
Pers. Attorney: 
State Attorney: Medema, Johnathan 
Public Defender: Simonaitis, David 
15:59:38 - Operator 
Recording: 
15:59:38 - New case 
DEEN, MICHELLE 
15:59:52 - General: 
The defendant is present, on probation. 
15:59:57 - Public Defender: Simonaitis, David 
calls MICHELLE DEEN, sworn by the clerk. 
Pas 






16:00:19 - Public Defender: Simonaitis, David 
begins direct examination. 
16:02:13 - State Attorney: Medema, Johnathan 
begins cross-examination. 
16:03:19 - Public Defender: Sirnonaitis, David 
nothing further. 
16:03:21 - Judge: Horton, Joel D. 
questions the defendant. 
1~:03:42 - General: 
The defendant steps down. 
16:03:48 - Public Defender: Simonaitis, David 
indicates no further witnesses. 
16:03:54 - State Attorney: Medema, Johnathan 
indicates no witnesses. 
16:04:05 - Public Defender: Sirnonaitis, David 
requests the Court terminate probation. 
16: 04 :23 - Public Defender: .Sirnonaitis, David 
requests unsupervised probation at a minimum. 
16:04:31 - State Attorney: Medema, Johnathan 
responds and recommends unsupervised probation. 
16:05:28 - Public Defender: Simonaitis, David 
nothing further. 
16:05:33 - Public Defender: Simonaitis, David 
16:05:34 - Judge: Horton, Joel D. 
directs Mr. Simonaitis to prepare an order. 
16:05:40 - Judge: Horton, Joel D. 
will not terminate probation at this time. 
16:05:47 - Judge: Horton, Joel D. 
transfers the defendant to unsupervised probation, will not 
have to pay a 
16:06:01 - Judge: Horton, Joel D. 
fee. 
16:06:09 - Judge: Horton, Joel D. 
eliminates special condition C-5 of the Court's order of pro 
bation. 
16:06:35 - Judge: Horton, Joel D. 
encourages the defendant to complete her GED. 
















Reqister of Actions 
Case#: M0203902 
2 Magistrate 
A Aa.a County 
AD Ada County 
394 Kevin Swain 
H0200S84 
A 204 Melissa N. Moody 
Created 
LE# 149374 
PAGE 1 TC1( 
1/( 
01 DEEN MICHELLE 
Charge (s) : 
001 S 37-2732 CONTROLLED SUBSTANCE VIOL Felony Disposed 5/.0: 
002 S 37-2734A DRUG PARAPHERNALIA POSSES Misdemeanor Disposed 5/0: 
~~J.t~'~~o~~~~I~~~2!~TOP~~~d---------~-----------------------------------
4/11/2002 001 Charge Created 
4/11/2002 002 Charge Created 
4/17/2002 001 Charge Filed Cause Found 4/.17/.2002 
4/17/2002 002 Charge Filed Cause Found 4/17/2002 
4/17/2002 Warrant Created M0203902.01-01 4/17/2D02 
4/17/2002 Warrant Issued M0203902.01-01 4/17/2D02 
4/18/2002 002 Arrested on Warrant, sequence! .01 
4/18/2002 Arrested on Warrant, Sequence 4/19/2002 
4/18/2002 002 Arrested on Warrant, Sequence .01 
4/18/2002 Arrested on Warrant, Sequence# 4/19/2002 
4/18/2002 002 Arrested on Warrant, Sequence# .01 
4/18/2002 Arrested on Warrant, Sequence# 4/19/2002 
4/19/2002 Warrant Return Filed 
4/19/2002 Video Arraignment Video Arraignment 4/19/2002 
4/19/2002 Video Arraignment 
4/19/2002 Order Appointing Public Defender 
4/19/2002 001 Bond Reauced or Amended to $5000.00 
4/19/2002 Event Scheduled Preliminary Hearing 5/03/20'02 
4/23/2002 Notice of Hearing 
4/23/2002 Defendant RequesE For Discovery 
4/23/2002 Motion for Bond Reduction 
5/03/2002 001 P/H Waived, Defendant Bound OverH0200S84 D.01 
5/03/2002 001 Count Bound To H0200S84 D.01 C.001 
5/03/2002 001 Bond Transferred To H0200S84 D.01 C.001 
5/03/2002 002 Count Bound To H0200S84 D.01 C.002 














Register of Actions 
Case#: H0200584 
1 District 
A Ada County 
AD Ada County 
137 Mike Wetherell 
M0203902 
A 151 Kendal McDevitt 
Created Bind Over M0203902 
01 DEEN MICHELLE VERNEDETH 
PAGE 1 TCIO( 
1/0.: 
Charge (s) : 
001 S 37-2732 CONTROLLED SUBSTANCE VIOL Felony Disposed 5/16 . 
002 S 37-2734A DRUG PARAPHERNALIA POSSES Misdemeanor Disposed 6/20 , 
003 S 20-227-B PROBATION VIOLATION Felony Disposed 1/15, 
~~J.~~~~~o~~~~I~~~~Itt~~t-~~d-P~P~~~---------- - --------- - ------------ - . 
5/03/2002 001 Defendant Transferred In M0203902 D.01 
5/03/2002 001 Count Bound From M0203902 D.01 C.001 
5/03/2002 001 Bond Transferred From M0203902 D.01 C.001 
5/03/2002 002 Count Bound From M0203902 D. 01 C.002 
5/03/2002 002 Bond Transferred From M0203902 0.01 C.OD2 
5/03/2002 Event Scheduled 0900 5/16/2002 
5/03/2002 003 Charge Created 
5/06/2002 Information and Papers Filed 
5/16/2002 Arraignment 
5/16/2002 001 Guilty Plea 
5/16/2002 Event Scheduled Sentencing Hearing 6/20/2002 
6/20/2002 Sentence Hearing 
6/20/2002 001 Final Judgment, Order or Decree 
6/20/2002 001 Sentenced to Flne & Costs $88.50 
6/20/2002 001 Sentenced to Reimburse P D $100.00 

















002 Dismissed Before Trial or Hearin 
Temp Probation Or 
Judgmt of Conviction 
& Order of Probation 
001 Partial Payment A1465318 $25.00 
001 Fine .Agreement Set 8/21/2002 
Arralgnment 10/30/2003 
Arraignment Arraignment 10/30/2003 
Affidavit & order 
for Agent's PV 
Bond set 35-l...000. 
Motion for !:IV 
Motion for Bond Reduction 
Notice of Hearing 
Event Scheduled Hearing 10/30/2003 
Defendant Request For Discovery 
Motion for Interlock 
Fund~ng 
Arralgnment 
Continued For Plea 
003 Bond Set at $.1000.00 
Arraignment (Con't) 













003 Guilty Plea 
Event Scheduled Sentencing Hearing 1/15/2004 
Sentence Hearing 
















Order of Revocation of 
Prob & Impos of Sent 
Order to Transport 
Rider Hearing 6/30/2004 
Rider Hearing 
Judgment Reconsidered 
Judgment Reconsidered S 37-2732 
Sencence Modified- Probation 
Placed on Probation 3y 
STD Terms 
CONT SUB 
Order Su~nding Sentence 
& Reinstating Prob 
















Register of Actions 
Case#: H0200584 
Fine,AQreement Set 7/27/2004 
Part1aI Payment A1696688 152.00 
Partial Payment A1705~64 52.50 
Partial Payment A1716018 52.00 
Partial Payment A1724364 52.00 
Partial Pa~ent A1734620 65.00 
Receipt V01ded A1734620 wrg amount 
Final Payment A1734621 $65.00 
Motion to Amend Judgment 
Order RE:Motion to Amend 
Judgment 
RE:Request for Prob 
Cond Relief 
PAGE 2 TCIC 
1/0 
session: CareyOS1602 Pc 
".. . l .... ,'~ 
Session: Carey051602 
Session date: 2002/05/16 
Judge: Carey, George D. 
Reporter: Omsberg, Nicole 
Division: DC 
Session time: 08:35 






Bennet ts ., Jan 
Gunn, George 
Klein, Erica 
Public Defender(s) : 
Botimer, Steve 
DeAngelo, Mike 






Case ID: 0008 
2002/05/16 
Case Number: H0200584 
@Plaintiff@: 
@Plaintiff Attorney@: 
Defendant: Deen, Michelle 
Co-Defendants: 
Pers. Attorney: 
State Attorney: Gunn, George 
Public Defender: DeAngelo, Mike 
09:20:18 - Operator 
Recording: 
09:20:19 - New case 
Deen, Michelle 
09:20:38 - Judge: Carey, George D. 
Def. present in CUSTODY for Arr. Info served. 
09:20:54 - Judge: Carey, George D. 
Advises of charges, penaltiesl. 
09:21:02 - Defendant: Deen, Michelle 
True Name, Waives 
09:21:10 - Public Defender: DeAngelo, Mike 
GG ct I, dism II, rec 5(1+4) susp, cap at 120 d, fine and re 
st and PD reim 
09:21:35 - Public Defender: DeAngelo, Mike 
open, def. free to ask less. 
00685 
Session: Carey051602 
09:22:03 - Judge: Carey, George D. 
Def. sworn and questioned by Ct. 
09:23:57 - Judge: Carey, George D. 
Questions, Accepts- SH-6/20 at 2:30 
09:24:37 - Operator 
Stop recording: 
~Session: ~rey~62002 
" . .. 
Session: Carey062002 
Session date: 2002/06/20 
Judge: Carey, George D. 





Bennetts. I Jan 
Klein, Erika 
McDevitt, Kendal 
Public Defender(s) : 
Botimer, Steve 
Cahill, Gus 






Case ID: 0050 
Division: DC 
Session time: 08:20 




Defendant: Deen, Michelle 
CO-Defendants: 
Pers. Attorney: 
State Attorney: McDevitt, Kendal 
Public Defender: DeAngelo, Michael 
15:17:16 - Operator 
Recording: 
15:17:17 - New case 
Deen, Michelle 
15:17:49 - Judge: Carey, George D. 
Pc 
Court Room: CR507 
00687 
.Sess.l.on: "Carey{)62{){)2 
.J .. ,. 
Ct calls casei def present in cust w/counesl 
15:18:32 - State Attorney: McDevitt, Kendal 
Comments/recommends 1yfixedi 4yrs .indeti susp'd w/12{)d jail 
15:20:39 - Public Defender: DeAngelo, Michael 
Comments/recommends probe 
15:24:20 - Defendant: Deen, Michelle 
Addresses the Court. 
15:24:33 - Judge: Carey, George D. 
No legal cause. 
15:24:39 - Judge: Carey, George D. 
Ct finds def gg of poss; 3yrsi 1fixed 2 ind susp all but 63d 
i 63d crt 
15:25:21 - Judge: Carey, George D. 
Ct places def on 3yrs probi 45 NA meetings w/in 1st 60d ther 
eafter 2wk 
15:26:45 - Judge: Carey, George D. 
Statutory costs; PD fees $100; 25 a month 1st payment due 60 
d 
15:28:15 - Judge: Carey, George D. 
Appeal rights. 
15:28:28 - Operator 
Stop recording: 
Pag 




ADA COUNTY PUBLIC DEFENDER 
Attorneys for Defendant 
RECEI 
DEC 032003 
ADA COUNTY CLERK 
200 West Front Street, Suite 1107 
Boise, Idaho 83702 
Telephone: (208) 287-7400 
Facs~ile: (208) 287-7409 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 












Criminal No. H0301398 
ORDER FOR SUBSTANCE ABUSE 
EVALUATION, PROVIDING FONDS, 
& ACCESS TO DEFENDANT 
----------------------------) 
WHEREAS, on the 3rd day of December, 2003, the above named 
Defendant, MICHELLE V. DEEN, appeared before this Court, with 
counsel, the Ada County Public Defender's office, and entered a 
plea of guilty to I: POSSESSION OF A CONTROLLED SUBSTANCE, 
FELONY, I.C. §37-2732(c) of the Information. 
ORDER FOR SUBSTANCE ABUSE EVALUA'lION-, 
. PROVIDING FONDT, , ACCKSS--TO DEFENDANT; Pag'.-l--
00689 
,. • .. 
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED, ADJUDGED, AND DECREED, pursuant to 
I.C. §37-2738(2), Defendant shall undergo a substance abuse 
evaluation to be performed at the Ada County Jail. 
Said evaluation shall be performed by a facility approved 
by the Idaho Department of Health and Welfare and shall be 
chosen by the Fourth Judicial District Court. Said evaluation 
shall be completed by ~t:'/K!/y/~rctt1#1f 
The Clerk of this Court shall serve a copy hereof upon the 
above evaluator, the Ada County Trial Court Administrator, the 
Ada County Sheriff, the Ada County Prosecutor, and the Ada 
County Public Defender forthwith. 
Upon completion, said evaluation shall is to be filed in 
triplicate with the Clerk of the District Court, or his deputy, 
before sentencing of Defendant: January 14, 2004. The Clerk 
shall provide copies of the evaluation to the prosecutor and the 
public defender. 
Defendant having met the criteria under I.C. §19-851(c), IT 
IS FURTHER ORDERED, pursuant to I.C. §18-8010, moneys from the 
Interlock Fund, if funds are available, shall be used to pay for 
the substance abuse evaluation of Defendant. 
IT IS ALSO ORDERED, that the Ada County Sheriff allow the 
above-named evaluator and/or his/her staff entry into the Ada 
ORDER FOR SUBSTAN~- ABUSE EVALUATION, _ ... _ .... __ ..... ___ ... 
PROVIDING FUNDS, & ACCESS TO DEFENDANT, Page 2 
00690 
.... . 
·' . • 
County Jail for a substance abuse evaluation of Defendant at any 
and all reasonable times, and that the Ada County Sheriff 
provide a private area for said evaluation(s) and all reasonable 
facilities to the above named evaluator and/or his/her staff to 
complete the evaluation(s) of Defe~dant. 
FURTHER, Defendant is subject to making restitution to or 
reimbursing Ada County for moneys used to pay for the 
evaluation. 
DATED, this r day of _~~~....I.,..lre....:.."';..;...J_;_r- _____ , 2003. 
~ORDER FOR SUBSTANCE ABUSE EVALUATION, 
"---PROVIDING FUNDS, , ACCESS TO DEFENDANT~ag. 3 
00691 
NO.:....-__ ==-=~ __ 
FIlED A'. tJO 
A. ... ~_---"P.M. 7. 
JAN 
ByI-.L-~~~~;;"";"--­
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. Case No. H0301398 


















On the 14th day of January, 2004, before the Honorable Joel D. Horton, District Judge, 
personally appeared Fafa Alidjani, Deputy Prosecuting Attorney of the County of Ada, State of 
Idaho, and the defendant with her attorney, Paul Taber. 
This being the time fixed for pronouncing judgment in this matter; said defendant was duly 
informed by the Court of the nature of the Infonnation filed against her for the crimes of: 
I. POSSESSION OF A CONTROLLED SUBSTANCE, FELONY, I.C. § 37-2732(c) and II. 
POSSESSION OF DRUG PARAPHERNALIA, MISD., I.C. § 37-2734A, committed on or about 
the 11 th day of October, 2003; of her arraignment on November 12, 2003, at which time the 
defendant appeared in person and with counsel and was advised of the charge and the possible 
penalties and was further advis~~_of the applicable~o!!~tLtl1ti(mal an(i~tat1!!ory rights. Thereafter, 
JUDGMENT OF CONVICTION AND COMMITMENT - Page 1 00692 
on December 3, 2003, the defendant entered a plea of "guilty" to: I. POSSESSION OF A 
CONTROLLED SUBSTANCE, FELONY, I.C. § 37-2732(c); which plea was accepted 
following examination of the defendant under oath and waiver of all applicable rights. Count II 
was dismissed pursuant to plea negotiations. Sentencing was continued for preparation of a 
presentence report, which was completed and reviewed by the Court and counsel. 
The Court asked whether the defendant had witnesses or evidence to present in a hearing in 
mitigation of punishment; heard statements from counsel; and gave defendant an opportunity to 
make a statement. 
The defendant was then asked if she had any legal cause to show why judgment should not 
. be pronounced against her to which she replied that she had none. And no sufficient cause being 
shown or appearing to the Court, thereupon the Court renders its judgment: that whereas 
MICHELLE VERNEDETH DEEN, having been duly convicted in this Court for the crime of: 
I. POSSESSION OF A CONTROLLED SUBSTANCE, FELONY, I.C. § 37-2732(c); 
IT IS THEREFORE ORDERED, ADJUDGED AND DECREED that the defendant, 
MICHELLE VERNEDETH DEEN, is guilty of the crime of: I. POSSESSION OF A 
CONTROLLED SUBSTANCE, FELONY, I.C. § 37-2732(c) and that she be sentenced to the 
custody of the State Board of Correction of the State of Idaho for an aggregate term of four (4) 
years, to be served as follows: a minimum period of confinement of one (1) year, followed by a 
subsequent indeterminate period of custody not to exceed three (3) years; with credit for ninety-
five (95) days served in prejudgment incarceration as provided by § 18-309, Idaho Code. 
The Court will retain jurisdiction for one hundred eighty (180) days under I.C. § 19-
2602( 4}. The Court recommends that the defendant receive any/alleducational programming 
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and substance abuse treatment available on the retained jurisdiction program. 
This sentence shall run concurrent with the sentence imposed by Judge Wetherell in Ada 
County Case No. H02oo584. 
IT IS FURTHER ADJUDGED that pursuant to Idaho Code, the defendant be, and hereby is, 
assessed and Ordered to pay the following fines, fees and costs: 
1. Court costs in the amount of$17.50 (I.C. § 31-3201A(b), lC. § 31-4602); and 
2. County Administrative Surcharge Fee in the amount of $10.00 (lC. § 31-4502); 
and 
3. ISTARS technology fee in the amount of $5.00 (I.C. § 31-3201(5»; and 
4. Victim's Compensation Fund Fees in the amount of$50.oo (I.C. § 72-1025); and 
5. P.O.S.T. fees in the amount of$6.oo (I.C. § 31-3201B); and 
6. A fine in the amount of $ 1,000.00; and 
7. Restitution in the amount of$100.00 for law enforcement costs incurred. (lC. § 37-
2732(k». 
The defendant was then remanded to the custody of the Sheriff of Ada County, to be 
delivered FORTHWITH by him into the custody of the Director of the State Board of Correction 
of the State of Idaho. 
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that the Clerk deliver a certified copy of this Judgment and 
Commitment to the said Sheriff, which shall serve as the commitment of the defendant. 
DATED this 14th day of January, 2004. 
STATEOF IDAHO }. 
COUNTY OF ADA SS. 
-...... , 
I. J. David Navarro. Clerk of !he l>ishict Courr of !he todit 
JudlC:ai Distnct of lhe SIBle of kiaho. in and lor !he Couny 
01 Ma. do hereby certify that the foregoing IS a true and 00f' 
-~~"";":"--------:(:':':ect~C(l~pY~ilT":r Ihe~origir.al O~ j~e in iIlls Office. In wiIrfeM; 
wllac<lOl.i.JrtU'e1ler • 'my llaOOarid alfIlIe;j my_ 
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CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
~ 
I hereby certifY that on the ~ day of ~. 20 A I mailed (~ed) a 
true and correct copy of the within instrument to: 
ADA COUNTY PROSECUTOR 
INTERDEPARTMENTAL MAll.. 
ADA COUNTY PUBUC DEFENDER 
INTERDEPARTMENTAL MAll.. 
ADA COUNTY JAIL 
DELIVERED THROUGH CLERK'S OFFICE 
CENTRAL RECORDS 
DEPARTMENT OF CORRECTION 
1299 N ORCHARD SUITE 110 
BOISE ID 83706 
PSI DEPARTMENT 
INTERDEPARTMENTAL MAll.. 
J. DAVID NAVARRO 
Clerk of the District Court 
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RECEIVED 
A.M .......... '"'"-"-_. 
A -.' .. + . ~.~ ,-;~ .. j;,!.! Clark 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICiAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, 
PlaintitI: 
VS. 




Case No. H0301398 
ORDER SUSPENDING SENTENCE 
AND ORDER OF PROBATION 
WHEREAS, on the 14th day of January 2004, the defendant, Michelle Vemedeth Deen, 
was convicted in the District Court of the Fourth Judicial District in and for the County of Ada of 
the crime of Count I: Possession ofa Controlled Substance, Felony, I.C. § 37-2732(c), and 
committed to the custody of the State Board of Correction for an aggregate term of four (4) years 
to be served as follows: a minimum period of confinement of one (1) year followed by a 
subSeQuent indetenninate period of custody not to exceed three ~ears; 
AND WHEREAS The Court retained jurisdiction for 180 days to suspend execution of 
Judgment pursuant to I.e. § 19-2601(4). 
AND WHEREAS, the said District Court, having ascertained the desirability of 
suspending execution of the judgment and placing the defendant on probation for the balance of 
said sentence; 
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IT IS HEREBY ORDERED, ADJUDGED AND DECREED, That the said sentence be 
suspended and the defendant, Michelle Vemedeth Deen, be placed on probation for a four (4) 
year period, effective the date of this order, upon the following conditions, to-wit: 
A. That the probation is granted to and accepted by the probationer, subject to all its 
terms and conditions and with the understanding that the Court may at any time, in case of the 
violation of the terms of the probation, cause the probationer to be returned to the Court, revoke 
the probation and order the defendant returned to the custody of the State Board of Correction to 
serve the sentence originally imposed. 
B. That the probationer shall be under the legal custody and control of the Director of 
Probation and Parole of the State of Idaho and the District Court and subject to the rules of 
probation as prescribed by the Board of Correction; and the District Court. 
C. Special conditions, to-wit: 
~ l'j'\ \t 1. Defendant shall not violate any law or ordinance of the United States or 
any city, state or county therein, wherein a fine or bond forfeiture of more than $100.00 or 
a jail term could be imposed as a penalty. 
~ ~ \J 2. Defendant shall pay any unpaid obligations previously ordered, including 
a fine in the amount of$ 1 ,000, with $1,000 suspended; restitution in the amount of$lOO; 
reimburse Ada County for public defender fees in the amount of$250, and pay costs of 
probation supervision in an amount not to exceed the maximum allowable by Idaho Code 
§ 20-225. Payments are to be made in monthly installments arranged with the probation 
officer. 
\\\~ ~ 3. Defendant shall enroll in and meaningfully participate in any and all 
programs of rehabilitation recommended by her probation of'Iicer, including but not 
limited to: mental health counseling, obtain a psychological evaluation, a cognitive self-
change program, vocational rehabilitation, financial counseling, anger management, 
counseling for victims of domestic violence, and substance abuse treatment, including 
inpatient, ifrequested. In addition, defendant is to take all medication prescribed at the 
rate it is prescribed. 
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~ Q\tI- 4. During the entire tenn of her probation, said defendant shall maintain 
steady employment, be actively seeking employment, participate in vocational 
rehabilitation full time, be looking for work on full time basis, or a combination thereof, 
as approved by her probation officer. . 
~ 1'tH S. Defendant is to obtain her G.E.D. or H.S.E. (High School Equivalency) 
within 3 years. 
~ 1\ II 6. Defendant shall not purchase, carry or have in her possession any 
firearm( s) or other weapons. 
~~ If 7. Defendant agrees to waive her Fourth Amendment rights applying to 
search and seizure as provided by the Fourth Amendment of the Constitution, and to 
submit to a search by her probation officer or law enforcement officer of her person, 
residence, vehicle or other property upon request of such probation officer or law 
enforcement officer. . 
~ <nJf 8. Defendant shall not operate any motor vehicle unless she has a valid 
driver's license and the vehicle she is operating is licensed and properly insured. 
1):)1) 6\'.... 9. Defendant shall not purch~e, possess or consume any alcoholic 
beverages while on probation. 
~ ~ 10. Defendant shall not purchase, possess or consume any drug or narcotic 
unless specifically prescribed by a medical doctor. 
~~ 11. Defendant shall not frequent establishments where alcohol is the main 
source of income. 
~ O)'~ 12. Defendant shall not associate with individuals specified by her probation 
officer. 
~ ~ 13. Defendant agrees to tests of her blood, breath or urine or other chemical 
tests for the detection of alcohol and/or drugs at the request of her probation officer, to be 
administered at defendant's own expense. In addition, defendant is to submit to any field 
sobriety evaluations requested by a law enforcement officer and shall submit to any test 
of her blood, breath or urine offered by a law enforcement officer for D.U,!. detection. 
~ ~ 14. Upon request of her probation officer, defendant agrees to submit to 
polygraph examinations administered by qualified examiners and limited in scope to 
those matters which are calculated to determine whether defendant is complying with the 
lawful conditions of probatiQJL 
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~ en ~ 15. Defendant shall submit a monthly financiallbudget report to her 
probation officer and provide verification of expenses/income when requested. 
~ @tt 16. Defendant shall not have a checking account or any credit card(s) unless 
specifically approved by her probation officer. In addition, defendant shall not incur any 
new indebtedness unless specifically approved by her probation officer. 
~ <]11\1- 17. Defendant may be required to serve an additional 90 days in the Ada 
-ounty Jail at the discretion of her probation officer and upon approval of this Court. 
~ ~ 18. Defendant shall perform 100 hours of community service and pay the 
sixty (60) cent workman's compensation fee for each hour of service. Community service 
is to be completed within 3 years. 
mf D. That the probationer, ifplaced on probation to a destination outside the State of 
Idaho, or leaves the confines of the State ofIdaho with or without permission of the Director of 
Probation and Parole does hereby waive extradition to the State of Idaho and also agrees that the 
said probationer will not contest any effort by any State to return the probationer to the State of 
Idaho. 
Court. 
This probation shall expire at midnight on June 29, 2008, unless further ordered by the 
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This is to certify that I have read or had read to me and fully understand and accept ail the 
conditions, regulations and restrictions under which I am being granted probation. I will abide by 
and conform to them strictly and fully understand that my failure to do so may result in the 
revocation of my probation and commitment to the Board of Correction to serve the sentence 
originally imposed. 
tvrU~l-J~~lV\ 
Probationer s Signature 
Date of Acceptance 
WITNESSED: 
d!t!.~ ELD.H RTON 
District Judge 
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CERTIFICATE OF MAlLING 
& . 
I hereby certify that on the d.1l-'(iay of July 2004, I mailed (served) a true and correct 
copy of the within instrument to: 
ADA COUNTY PROSECUTOR 
INTERDEP ARTMENT AL MAll... 
PROBATION AND PAROLE 
INTERDEPARTMENTAL MAll... 
ADA COUNTY PUBUC DEFENDER 
INTERDEPARTMENTAL MAlL 
DEPARTMENT OF CORRECTION 
CENTRAL RECORDS 
1299 N ORCHARD SUITE 110 
BOISE ID 83706 
J. DA VID NAVARRO 
Clerk of the District Court 
i By.,' ~1J1J&//LuJ ~ty Court Clerk 
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COMMUNITY CORRECTIONS 
A GREEMENT OF SUPERVlSlON 
I. LA WS AND COOPERA TJON: I shall respecl and obey alllaWl and comply with a n lawful requesl 
2. 
3. 
RESIDENCE: J sh:"A~anJ!e residence wilhoul firsl oblaininl wrilten permission from my 
supervising offaca. -:::t..l..J.U ..... .  J-I'-
REPORTS: J will submil a trulhful. wrillen";E~o my supervisinl offIcer. as requesled and shall 
repo" in person on dales and limes specifled~ 
TRA VEL: ) will nol leave Ihe Siale or Ihe assij!ncd districl wilhoUI fusl o\I..iining permission hom 
my supervisinl! offlca. My asslj!ned districl i~ . ~~~ 
EMPLOYMENT: J shall K.ek and mainlain employment. or a pJo!!Ulm approved by my supecvuing 
offlCCf. shall nol Ch.a~loymem or pJol!ram wilhoul fusl oblainin!! wrinen permission from my 
supc.rvisin& off.CCI. ~ .... _~~... 
(). SEARCH: J agee and consent 10 the search of mypcnon. aUlomobile. real prOpenY, and any othcI 
property .. any time and al any place by any Arcna of the DiviSionof~mUnity Conections 
I. 
and waive my constitutional rilhl 10 be flee flom such sc.an:taes. ~ 
W'EAPONSICONTJUJJAND: ) shall nOi pwchase. carry. or hI'\.: in possession Of control any 
(uutm. ammunilion. uplosives or 0100 ~pons. FiJ~lipons. and conlJ4Iband sciz.ed will tx 
forfeiled 10 the Depanrnem oi Concction for disposal. ~~_o-1-~;:.....o 
[. CONTROL1..ED SUBSTANCES: J shaJl DOl use or ~ an) controlled subsunces unless 
lawfully prescn1>ed by a licen. .. c,d physician. 1 apee 10 submit 10 test for controlled subsunccs or 
~~~~.~UCS1ed by my supervising officer or any a,cna of the Division of 
. ~~D 9. RESTITUTION:) shall pay restilution and o~ fees as ordered in the sum of S . 
Pa~U will be m.a.ck at the nle of s.5JJ per mouth bc,muinl on the q. 1J- yof 
~~ ~ipl for all payment! will be $ubmined to my offlOCf within thirty (30) daY' of 
10. COSTOFSUPERVISJON: ) will comply with JdahoCode 20-225. which authori2.CS a COSIof 
supervision fcc.. -0)S> 
SpEQAL INSTRUCJ10NS: 
I. ComP'y wjth c:ourt ordens) 
~---------------------------------------------------------
3. __ -------------------------------------------------------
J' have read. or have had Jead 10 me. the above agr~ment. J understand and acccpc the conditions of 
lupcrvision under which J have been released. J ap«Jo abide by and conform 10 them and understand 
thai my failwe 10 do so may result in the revocalion or my erobation or parok. 
STATE OF IDAHO } ss. 
Dale Accepted 
COUNTY OF ADA 
I. J. David Navarro. Clerk of Ihe Distnc! Court altha F'OOIII 
------------~JGrmdl!'1,"'::T~!"''''I<'IS'' ... fc.... t ' t*'il'"'lie.-!'S!uWr.hooo of looilo. In and for tile Cou~ 
Witness d Ada. do hcr,;.,hy cer:l!y that tile 1or~'lIlg IS a true and 00f-
- . ",,;! c(ljJ'! ol-me wqir1al on tile in ir.IS ofl~.;$. If: wi!T185 
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~ Inadequate anaesthesia in lethal injection for execution 
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Anaesthesia during lethal injection is essential to minimise suffering and to maintain public acceptance of the 
practice. Lethal injection is usually done by sequential administration of thiopental. pancuronium. and potassium 
chloride. Protocol information from Texas and Virginia showed that executioners had no anaesthesia training. drugs 
were administered remotely with DO monitoring for anaesthesia. data were not recorded and no peer-review was 
done. Toxicology reports from Arizona. Georgia. North Carolina. and South Carolina showed that post-mortem 
concentrations of thiopental in the blood were lower than that required for surgery in 43 of 49 executed inmates 
(88%); 21 (43%) inmates had concentrations consistent with awareness. Methods oflethal injection anaesthesia are 
ftawed and some inmates might experience awareness and suffering during execution. 
Since 1976. when the death penalty was reinstated. 
959 people have been executed in the USA I Lethal 
injection has eclipsed all other methods of execution 
because of public perception that the process is relatively 
humane and does not violate the Eighth Amendment 
prohibition against cruel and unusual punishment US 
courts recognise -evolving standards of decency that 
mark the progress of a maturing socie~. and prohibit 
punishments that -involve the unnecessary and wanton 
infliction ofpain-. -involve torture or a lingering death-. 
or do not accord with -the dignity of man-.1 
Lethal injection usually consists of sequential 
administration of sodium thiopental for anaesthesia. 
pancuronium bromide to induce paralysis. and finally 
potassium chloride to cause death! Without anaesthesia. 
the condemned person would experience asphyxiation. a 
severe burning sensation, massive muscle cramping. 
and finally cardiac arrest Thus. adequate anesthesia is 
necessary both to mitigate the suffering of the 
condemned and to preserve public opinion that lethal 
injection is a near-painless death. By contrast with its 
medical applications. however. anaesthesia in execution 
has not been subjected to clinical trials. governmental 
regulation. extensive training of practitioners. 
standardisation. or the supervision of peer·review and 
medicolegal liability. Furthermore. the American 
Medical Association and American Nurses Association 
strictly oppose participation of their members in 
executions. We postulated that anaesthesia methods in 
lethal injection might be inadequate. 
To assess anaesthesia methods. we sought protocol 
information from the states of Texas and Virginia. where 
45·4% of executions are done. by a combination of 
statutory records requests to the Texas Department of 
Criminal Justice and the Virginia Department of 
Corrections. along with personal interviews and swom 
testimony of corrections officials involved in executions. 
We noted that: neither state had a record of the creation 
of its protocol (Texas Department of Criminal Justice 
Assistant General Counsel. January and February. 2004; 
and Virginia Department of Corrections Director of 
Communications. December. 2003; written communica-
tions); executioners-typically one to three emergency 
medical technicians or medical corpsmen-had no 
training in anaesthesia (Virginia Department of 
Corrections Director of Communications. written 
communication; and personal interview of a former 
senior Texas corrections official who witnessed 
219 Texas executions: hereafter -personal intemew-);" 
after placement of one or two intravenous Jines. 
executioners stepped behind a wall or curtain and 
remotely administered drugs to the conscious inmate 
(personal interview);' no direct observation. physical 
examination. or electronic monitoring took place for 
anaesthesia (personal interview);' and there was no data 
collection. documentation of anaesthesia. or post-
procedure peer review (Virginia Department of 
Corrections Director of Communications, written 
communication; and personal interview). No assessment 
of depth of anaesthesia or loss of consciousness was 
done; apparently anaesthesia is assumed because a 
relatively large quantity of thiopental is specified (usually 
2 g) compared with the typical c1inica1 induction dose of 
3-5 mg/kg. immediately followed by 1-1·5 mg/kg per 
min for maintenance; this dose equates to 270-450 mg 
for induction and 90-135 mg/min maintenance for a 200 
lbman. 
The assumption that 2 g thiopental assures anaesthesia 
is overly simplistic. however. First. technical difficulties 
or procedural errors by poorly trained executioners might 
hinder administration of the total dose. Second. if 
thiopental anaesthesia were maintained at standard 
infusion rates, the total dose for a 10-min procedure in a 
100 kg man would be 1·3-2·0 g. Thus the dose used is 
not excessive for the average time from injection to death 
(8·4 min. SD 4· 7) and might be inadequate if the process 
took longer.' Third. a person anticipating execution 
would be fearful. anxious. and hyperadrenergic, and 
would need a higher dose of thiopental than would a 
premedicated surgical patient Fourth. inmates with 
histories of chronic substance misuse problems might 
have high tolerance to sedative hypnotics and would need 
increased doses of anaesthetic. 
Because no documentation of anaesthesia in the 
execution chamber existed. the only available' objective 
data were postmortem concentrations of thiopental. 
Texas and Virginia refused to provide such data. but we 
obtained autopsy toxicology reSults from 49 executions in 
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Arizona. Georgia. North Carolina. and South Carolina. 
Toxicology reports were generated by MedTox 
Laboratories (St Paul. MN) for Arizona and are available 
in Beardslee versus Woodford. No C-04-S381 (Northern 
District of California. 20(4). Data from the Division of 
Forensic Sciences Georgia Bureau of Investigation are 
available in State versus Nance. Superior Court 
Indictment No 95-B-2461 .. 4. North Carolina reports were 
obtained directly from the Office of the Chief Medical 
Examiner. South Carolina Law Enforcement Division 
Toxicology Department reports were obtained by 
attorney David Barron. Kentucky Department of Public 
Advocacy Capital Post-Conviction Unit (personal 
communication) and are available in Hill versus Ozmint. 
No 2:04-0489-18AJ (District of South Carolina. 20(4). 
Although the protocols of all four states are similar to 
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l'""ln1: Individual postofllOltem thiopental concentrations in blood by 
state 
lines sh_ medians. Note diffelellt scales. GA sampled sevetaI sites in five 
inclividwls; the highest values art shown. GA values were reported as plus or 
minus 25"-. A1. and se did not report site of blood sampling. Ne results were 
sci! from a single site. including subclavian litef)'. jugular vein. femoral vein. or 
vena cava. 
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F"IgUN 2: PWmber of executed inmates with postofllOltem thiopental 
concentrations within nnge for indiQted dinicaI endpoint 
RarIges are 95"- el of the (pSI) for the stimui. 
50 
thiopental is used. concentrations of the drug in the 
blood ranged from only trace amounts to 370 mg/L 
(median 15·5 mg/L; figure 1). Thiopental concentrations 
did not fall with increased time between execution and 
blood sample collection (data not shown). consistent 
with data showing that thiopental is quite stable in stored 
human plasma.' 
Extrapolation of antemortem depth of anaesthesia 
from post-mortem blood thiopental concentrations is 
admittedly problematic. To estimate concentrations of 
thiopental in the brain from concentrations in the blood 
in life. details of the rate and duration of drug 
administration are needed. Unfortunately. such details 
are usually not specified in lethal injection protocols. 
Furthermore. no data about post-mortem distribution of 
thiopental are available. However. a large range of blood 
concentrations resulted from nearly identical protocols 
across and within individual states-from 8·2 mg/L to 
370 mg/L in North Carolina for the same sampling site 
(subclavian artery) and similar collection times (same 
day or next day. respectively). This finding suggests 
substantial variations in either the autopsy or 
anaesthesia methods. Contrasting the expertise of state 
medical examiners with the relatively unskilled 
executioners, however, would strongly suggest that the 
variation is probably due to differences in drug 
administration in individual executions. 
If post-mortem thiopental concentrations are taken as 
a surrogate marker of concentrations in the blood during 
life. most of the executed inmates had concentrations 
that would not be expected to produce a surgical plane of 
anaesthesia. and 21 (43%) had concentrations consistent 
with consciousness (figure 2). In a careful study in which 
actual serum thiopental concentrations were measured 
against clinical endpoints. the steady state serum 






muscle response (CpSO) after intubation was defined as 
78·8 mg/L (SD 2·9).7 The CpSO for movement after 
trapezius muscle squeeze, a stimulus equivalent to skin 
incision, was 38·9 mg/L (3·3). Remarkably, 43 of the 
49 inmates had blood thiopental concentrations below 
this level. Most worryingly, 21 inmates had 
concentrations less than the CpSO for repression of 
movement in response to a vocal command. In view of 
these data, we suggest that it is possible that some of 
these inmates were fully aware during their executions. 
We certainly cannot conclude that these inmates were 
unconscious and insensate. However, with no 
monitoring and with use of the paralytic agent, any 
suffering of the inmate would be undetectable. 
With little public dialogue about protocols for killing 
Our data suggest that anaesthesia methods in lethal 
injection in the USA are flawed. Failures in protocol 
design, implementation, monitoring and review might 
have led to the unnecessary suffering of at least some of 
those executed. Because participation of doctors in 
protocol design or execution is ethically prohibited, 
adequate anaesthesia cannot be certain. Therefore, to 
prevent unnecessary cruelty and suffering, cessation and 
public review oflethal injections is warranted. 
Contributors 
L G Koniaris and J P Sheldon concei\'l!d th~ study. J P Sheldon coll«ted 
th~ protocol ioformation. J P Sheldon and T A ZimJnerS coH«ted th~ 
toxicology data. 0 A Lubarsky. L G Koniaris. and T A Zimmers aSSHSed 
the protocol infonnation and toxicology data. All authors participated in 
th~ writing and editing of the manusaipt. L G Koniaris and 
T A Zimmers contributed equally to the work. 
human beings, it is pertinent to consider recommenda- Conflictofintereststa1l!ment 
tions from animal euthanasia protocols. The American JS is an attorney who represents inmates sentenced to death. None of 
Veterinary Medical Association (AVMA) panel on the other authon has a conftict ofinteIest. 
euthanasia specifically prohibits the use of pentobarbital Acknowledgments 
with a neuromuscular blocking agent to kill animals,' Tb.ere was no special source of funding for this study. 
References and 19 states, including Texas, have expressly or 
implicitly prohibited the use of neuromuscular blocking 
agents in animal euthanasia because of the risk of 2 
unrecognised consciousness.' Furthermore, A VMA 3 
specifies that Mit is of utmost importance that personnel 
performing this technique are trained and • 
knowledgeable in anaesthetic techniques, and are 
competent in assessing anaesthetic depth appropriate for 
administration of potassium chloride intravenously. 5 
Administration of potassium chloride intravenously 6 
requires animals to be in a surgical plane of anesthesia 
characterized by loss of consciousness, loss of reflex 
muscle response, and loss of response to noxious 7 
stimuli-" The absence of training and monitoring. and 
1 Death Penalty Jnformation Center. http://www.deathpenaityinfo. 
orgJexecutions.php (accessed March 17. 2005). 
the remote administration of drugs, coupled with 
eyewitness reports of muscle responses during 8 
execution, suggest that the current practice of lethal 
injection for execution fails to meet veterinary 
standards.' 
Beardslee 11$ Woodford. 395 F.ld 1064. 1070 & n.8 (9th Cir 2005). 
Denno D. When 1egisIatures delegate death: the troubling paradox 
behind state uses of electrocution and 1ethal inj«tion and what it 
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PATIENI' . ... ; , PHYSICIAN DATi OF ~ 
• NOBMA JBD. ,- J..A~ VICDWf, II.D.' 12'."'91: 
4 
:tOBNT:tP:tCA'!rICM. '1"bte 17-year-old, Who had. reported sexUal', ..... ult. 
between 1 ••• and 3 ••• 'AM Tuesdal'. nov. 36, hourtl 'ago. "1"b1.. pat-tent state., 
that she was choked around the ~eck and rendered almost unconac10Wl and 
that subsequent lythe assatlant performed., oral, vag1na,l anc:tanal 
1ntercours.on her. The pattent had last menstrual period 11/2.~ The 
patient atateaabe vaa threatened with • hammer and waa told sbe w~ld be 
Jd.lled l~ ahe dld not cooperate. She showered, tiMS· tW9, ,ur1n&ted, ~h~ec:l' 
her clotbes end bruehed her teeth tlmes one.Sh. ~ever had VD ~ til. peat, 
DO birth control, volunt'ary coltus laet 11/13 and ~ 11/28. ,'!he pe.~l.nt 
beabeen 1n good bealth. saD BAS NO rmuq ALLBRGIJ8. The, 1n1tlA1_ spec1men., 









· BP 118/7', teap,99.'·, pul •• '2, resp1~~1ona ~ •• welght 
96 lbe, ' . . 0.·· .. ... 
She 1s awake and oriented .. ' 
Tbe pat1ent bas -aome tenderneeai ai.nimal bruis1ng on the 
left cheek of her face., , . 
She baa d1acomfort to palpation .1,n and. aboutth. frOntal' 
-part . off~ ber neck, without a.t\J' choke' .ark •• ' Alao, 
d18coafort to palpation 1n the back oe the Dec:Jc. ' 
She baa tendemea. to palpat1onof the !lUscl •• of the'mld 
beck, Wh1cb are quite 'tense end tender, V1:th ftO external I 
Blgn o~ bruising .. ' . A ,few contu81ons wblch look fre.h on 
both e lboWa •. . . I 
She had di8co~ort 1n her -hanc1s aa well. X cou,l~ !l~t see 
any sign ot external injurY_ " 
Clear Pit". . I 
seart tone. nonaal. 
Ben1gn., I 
Jibtternal gen1us1l. clear. 'l'bere was 8011e tandeme.. 81 
tbe lower part of the vaginal or1tlce, bQt DO evldence o' 
any tearlng. There was evidence of brula1n9 just, lna1d 
the analcan&l. No evidence ot any bleedlng there.' ft 
vagina was, clear. The cerv1lt w.a '-closed and clear ar1 












.' • • 'II 
,', ' 
.' • , I 
• BIU:2e462 23 
'0 
••• * .' 
"vaq~iial 'orifice only, bUt no. other 'problem. ~ 
, , Digital rectal exam 'not perfonaect. ' , 
I ' , 
, , 
Specimens taken were tho.e requeatec:l ,by ",the nurse, per, ProtocQl. 
, J?reparat 10DII for spera fro. tbe vAg1na, a GC froa vagina end rectua and 
spera specimen. :trOll, the rectUli were all taken, 'and the appropriate 
addit10nal specimens were taken, as per- ~heprotocol, inclUding a pregnanCy 
t •• t 'and • vom... '%be, patient, will be·' followed-up tben by the detective 
,,111 be referred tQ rapecr1.is. ' • 
I'DIAL Dl:AGNOS:t8. SBXUAL ASSAULT BY BISTCeX 
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" 
" GREG B. BOWER " ' 
• 
, " Ada ,County prose~ting Attorney' 
602 West' Idaho Street 
'Boise, Idaho" 83702-5954 
,T.lephon~:(208) J83~1237 -
. 
IN THE DIS~IC'l" COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DIS'l'RIC'l' 
OF THE sTATE OF IDAHO, IN ,AND FOR. 'l'HE COtnrl'Y ,O~. ADA 
, THE STATE OF IQAHO', 
Plaint~ff, 
-va-
















PERSONALLY APPEARED before •• this ______ :day,ot December, 
1.991, Jay P. Rosenthal, Deputy Prosecuting· Attorney, 'in the County 
of Ada,. State of Idaho, who, being first dU;ly sworn, !=omplains and, 
says that ERIC VIRGIL HALL, on or about 'December 3, ,1991, in the 
County of Ada, State of Idaho, did coiBmitthe crime(s) 'of: RAPE, 
FELONY, I.C. 518-6101, ~OCOUNTS; as follows: 
COURT 'X 
That the defendant, ERIC VIRGIL HALL, on or about the 3rd day, of 
COIIPIAIlft' , Page 1 05781' ' 
.. 
00729 . 
/ .' , . 
t .. ' 
~ceJliber, 1991, , 'in - the' Count.y· . of ' Ada, State of -Idaho I. did:. 
, ' '" , . '. - . 
a"ccompl1sh' an ··-A(:t..·.·.of·.vaginal ... ~ex.ual . interco!J.rse ,w.ith a' female 
o. • ......... , ...... .:p ..... ~.............. ~ " a... I'!". ...... .:,." .... ,' ...t'~ ... ":...-..... ". \.- .- • 
. -.. 
c, and- thea.for.ementioned . act was . person, .... Norma Jean -, 
.' . 
accomplished where Norma Jean was under the age of eighteen . .. .. 
years, to-wit: of the age of 17 years and/or·the victta resisted 
_ but ber resistan~e was overcome' bY force' or fear' in that the 
......... 
~ef~ndant choked. her, ~iedh~r up and gagged her. 
COtJlfl'. I I . 
, That the defendant;., .ERIC VIRGIL HALL, on or about the 3rd day of 
December I. 1,91,' in the Cqunty. of 'Ada, S~ate o~ Idaho, d.1d 
accomplish an act of anal sexual intercourse with a female person,· 
.... ;.... . , ' 
'. ftorma' . Je.an 
• . wher~:'~o'rqaaJean : 
r, and the aforementioned act' was accQmplished 
was under the age of' eighteen years, 
to-wit: of the age o.f 17 years andlor the v·icti.· resist~d .but: 'her 
resistance w.s overcome by ,force· or fear,' in that the defendant 
. 
choked her, 'tied. her up and gagged'· her. 
All of wh.1ch .i.contrary to the form, force and effect of the' 
statute in such case and against the peace and dignity of the 
. 
State of· Idaho. 
'- 05782 






. '. II I' . .,..~' , .' .' . ". '.' 
Said COlI\Plalnanttherefore prays that a Warrant issue for the 
• ,t ,. • ~, 
,: arre.st of the defendant(s) and ,that ERIC'VIRGIL ~ may be d~alt 
I 





J14Y ~. Rosenthal .: . 
Deputy'Prosecuting'~ttorney 
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Gard,e~ city Police Department 
Hall, Eric 
.~ ~QrmaJ~ 
STAR OF :IDAHO) 
, ) ss. 
COUNTY OF ADA ) 
.. 




Paael. J. Jlarcua" being ~irst du_ly sworn, deposes and says the 
~ollowing': 
1. That X aJI. criminalist with the :Idaho Bureau .o~ Forensic 
services and a:a qualified to' perform the, examination and draw 
'conclusions ,o~ the type shown on' the attached report;' , 
o • • • • • • . . .... ~ . ' , 
. '. 2 ~ . Thli Idaho Bureau of Forensic Servic~s' is part o~ the :Idaho. 
I "Department of Law Enforcement; '. 
3. That X conducted a scientific examination of :avidence 
desCribed in the attached report in the'ordinary.course and 
scope of .y duties with the Bureau o~Forensic Services; 
4. That the conelusion(s) expressed in this report is/are correct 
to the best of ..., knowledge;-
5. That the case' identifying information refl~cted in this report 
came frcma.the evidenee,packaging, a case'report, or another 
reliable source. . 
That a true and accurate copy o~ ~is report is attached to this 
af~idavit. 
Dated this ~ day of __ ~~~.~,~ ______ ~ _______ , 19~1 • 
'.<;?~'Q~ 
Pamela' J .' X#CUlIl 
crim~nalist 
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to ,before me this-¥-....... ~~y of flu.a",h1rc' 19 iL. 







. ,' DEPARTMENT OF LAW ENFORCEMENT 
w ..... _HI 
, ,URDU 01' FORENBXC BnVxeBa 
• I • . 
'0 Headquarters Laboratory 
2220 Old Penitentiar.rRQad 
," 
Boi.e, Idaho 83712-8249 , ' 
Telephone: (208) 334~2231· .. 
Fax: (208) 334-2173': 
, 24219 
. , 
~L ' . 
Garden city Police Department 
Dan· Bes.' 
Garden ,city Police Department 
12-05-91 
Diana Pisber ' 
HaD, Erie . 








aax crime kit on· Norma 4. 'Rare. 'spermatozoa 
,'the vaginal swab. 
observed on 
. I • • 
. . . 
. '
\Z~~ Pamela J .. ~ . 
criDinaliat ' . : ' . 
DATI: 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH 
. ' "" 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO •.. .. ·:pf AND FOR THE." 
HON. ALAN H. SCHWARTZMAN 
DISTRICT JUDGE 




STATE OF IDAHO, 
v. 
ERICK VIRGIL HALL, :.;' 
Defendant. 
Appearances: Tape No. F-730 47 thru 95 
Julianne Meehan 
Deputy Prosecuting Attorney Counsel 
. : ~;'. ~'"f-: ~:;_" . • 
! J.'.l.: Aail Myshin 
', : ;':~"';Deputy Public 
"~~~:;~ :~~",! . ,"< .". 
ti:" ~TIME SET FOR IN CUS:TOI~IM 
47 
. . i; . 'fj .. ~:i.··:: : ~ ' . . " .~ . ~ .•. . - ~ 
Defendant was present with C uYuaa 
The Court reviewed· the C:~se. Counsel ': ~~ve their · " ' 
sentencing/disposition recommendations and the Court 
defendant of his rights of allocution and appeal. '·r- ' -;"C~:~': ' 
Court then imposed a Judgment of conviction in HCR18591 and 
sentenced the defendant to aq-!ggregate term of five years, with 
one year fixed, credit for L{#O days served. The state may prepare 
a civil judgment of restitution for an amount not to. exceed 
$2,422.00 
As to HCR17804, the Court revoked defendant's probation and imposed 
sentence as follows: an aggregate term of three years, with one 
year fixed, credit for 425 days served. 
As to HCR18094, the Court revoked defendant's probation and imposed 
sentence as follows: an aggregate term of three years, with one 
year fixed, credit for 425 days served. The State may prepare a 
civiLjudgment of restitutio-Dfor $1,8.65,57. __ 
00737 
. ' " -I • • 
• 
t. 4) 
Court costs are waived in all cases due to 
All sentences are to run concurrently with 
0095 Finish. 
. . ~',:- .,: .. , . ~ 
' , ~:. :',~." 
;. ... . \ : r" ._ . . .~~?~.~.~ ... 
~·~~~t::~··· · ... .. : .: .:'·, :i · : '~'~~ ~ " . ~ . . ~ .r:.· 
, • . i 
....• 
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Ada County Public Defender's Office 
Amil Myshin, Deputy Public Defender 
, 200 W. Front Street, Suite 1107 
Boise, ID 83702 
Re: State ofID vs. Erick Virgil Hall 
FSD Case No. 20030284 
Dea,r Mr. Myshin: 
MAY 1 0 200ft 
ADA COUNTY 
PUBLIC DEFENDERS 
I have had the opportunity to review the following reports which you have provided: 
- Autopsy Report - Ada County Coroner's Office dated October 7, 2000 (16) pages ' 
Serology Report- ID State Police Forensic Services dated October 5, 2000 (1 page) 
Serology Report - ID State Police Forensic 'Services dated October 17, 2000 (1 page) 
Serology Report - ID State Police Forensic Services dated November 3,2000 (2 pages) 
- DNA Report - ill State Police Forensic Services dated November 3, 2000 (2 pages) 
- Report of Laboratory Examination - Cellmark Diagnostics dated December 6, 2000 (5 
pages) 
- Report of Laboratory Examination - Cellmark Diagnostics dated December' 6, 2000; 
Amended Apri128, 2003 (5 pages) 
Report of Laboratory Examination - Cellmark Diagnostics dated March 27, 2003 (4 pages) 
- Report of Laboratory Examination - Cellmark Diagnostics dated March 27, 2003; Amended 
Apri128, 2003 (4 pages) 
- . Letter dated November 21,2000 from Kathryn Colombo (Cellmark Analyst) to Carla Finis 
of the ID State Police Forensic Services containing "preliminary and unofficial 
information". 
Assorted Boise Police Department reports 
The above listed reports document the analysis of evidence related to the rape and murder ofLynn 
Henneman. 
My impressions based upon a review of the reports are as follows: 
~.!~ , 
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Case Name: State ofID VS. Erick Virgil Ha: 
FSD Case No.: 2003028< 
e The vlctim was found floating in the Boise River. She had been missing for approximately 12 days. 
e. 
e 
The bo·dy was unclothed with a mesh type nylon shirt around her left wrist and a dark shirt or sweater 
encircling her neck. The cause of death was determined to be ligature strangulation. Items collected 
from the victim's body at autopsy included: 
Fingernails 
- Anal swabs and smears 
Vaginal swabs and smears 
Oral swabs and smears 
- Pulled head hair 
Pulled pubic hair 
- Femoral vein blood 
Screening of additional evidence items for the presence of blood is documented in the Serology 
Reports issued by the ID State Police Forensic Services dated October S, 2000; October 17, 2000 and 
November 3, 2000. Blood was ~dicated by a positive presumptive test for blood on the following 
items: . 
Item 1: Three rocks with suspected blood drips - human blood was not detected 
- Item 7: Two swabs from the greenbelt - positive for human blood 
Item 8A: Bath towel from Inn America - positive for human blood (based on recovery of 
humanDNA) . 
No bench notes regarding the screening of items for blood or semen were received from the ID State 
Police Bureau of Forensic Services.· . 
DNA analysis was performed on one of the swabs from the greenbelt, on a stain from the towel and on 
the reference blood sample from Lynn Henneman. DNA extracted from these samples was amplified 
for the DQAl and Polymarker loci (LDL~ GYP A, HBGG, D7S8 and GC). Different types were 
obtained for all three samples; therefore, Lynn Henneman is eliminated as the source of tile DNA on 
the swab from the greenbelt and on the stain from the towel 
The Report of Laboratory Examination dated December 6, 2000 (Amended April 28, 2003) issued by 








Vaginal swab (1) 
Vaginal swab (1) 
Vaginal slide (1) 
Reference bloodstain from Lynn Henneman 
Reference buccal swab from Walter Us 
Reference buccal swab from Christian P. Johnson 
Pulled head hairs from Lynn Henneman 
Forensic Analytical 
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Case Name: State ofID vs. Erick Virgil Hal 
FSD Case No.: 200302~ 
Both of the vaginal swabs and a swabbing of the stained vaginal smear slide were pooled for 
extraction. Microscopic examination of a portion of the vaginal extract revealed the presence of 
spermatozoa. DNA was extracted from the vaginal samples using a differential extraction process. 
The differential extraction process physically separates the sperm cells (which have a much tougher 
cell wall) from the non-sperm cells (such as those which line the vaginal canal, mouth or reCtum), 
resulting in two separate DNA extracts. Sufficient DNA was obtained from both fractions to conduct 
genetic marker typing. Although the samples received from Cellmark were consumed for extraction, 
there should be sufficient extracted DNA remaining for independent reanalysis. Also~ there may be 
additional vaginal samples in the sexual assault kit which were retained by the Idaho laboratory or 
police agency. 
DNA extracted from the vaginal samples was amplified for the DQAI, Polymarker, Profiler Plus and 
Cofiler loci. In all, genetic information from a total of 20 genetic markers was obtaine4- No typing 
resUlts were obtained for the reference bloodstain or pulled head hairs from Lynn Henneman. This is 
likely the result of degradation of the DNA due to decomposition. The ID State Police Bureau of 
Forensic Services had previously obtained DQAl andPolymarker typing results for Ms. HeDnem~'s 
blood sample. 
DNA from a female contributor was detected in the non-sperm fraction of the vaginal samples. No 
male DNA was detected. Lynn Henneman cannot be eliminated as the source of the DNA in the non- ' 
sperm fraction of her vaginal samples based on a comparison to the reported DQAIlPolymarker 
results. Walter Us, Christian P. Johnson and Erick Virgil Hall are all eliminated as contributocs to this 
sample. 
A mixture of DNA from at least two contributors was detected in the sperm fraction of the vaginal 
samples. The major contributor is a male. With one exception, all minor types -could be due to 
carryover of DNA from the ~on-sperm fraction into the sperm fraction. The one exception is a minor 
Oow-Ievel) type 13 at the D5S818 locus which could not have originated from the female contributor to 
the non-sperm fraction or from the sperm donor. The amended reports reflect that the possibility 
exists that more than two donors are contributing to the sperm fraction of the vaginal samples. This 
fmding, however, does not affect the interpretation-of the major male contributor. ' 
A known reference sample from Erick Virgil Hall was typed by Cellmark approximately 2 ~ years 
after the vaginal sample testing was completed. The types obtained for 1vfr. Hall's reference sample 
matched the types obtained for the sperm contributor to the vaginal samples at all 14 loci. Appropriate 
and conservative statistic calculations were performed to estimate the frequency of occurrence of the 
profile in African American, Caucasian and Hispanic databases. The calculations provide strong 
evidence that 1vfr. Hall is the source of the semen on the vaginal samples from Lynn Henneman. It 
should also be noted that the sperm donor's DQA1 1P0lymark er types do not match the types obtained 
from the swab from the greenbelt or the towel. 
In all cases the positive and negative controls yielded the appropriate typing results. In summary, I 
have found that the analysis conducted by Cellmark Diagnostics was thorough and that the reports 
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DNA Laboratory Supervisor 
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REPORT OF LABORATORY EXAMINATION 
March Z/, 2003 
Ms. Rachel Cutler 
lab Manager 
Amended April 28, 2003 
.. Idaho State Police ·Forensics · 
• :
700 S. Stratford Drive 
Meri~ 1083680 
Re: Cellmark Case No. FOOl491 
ISP FS Case No.: M2OOO2635 
. Agency Case No.: 2000-2996 
. ..' 
EXJiJBIlS:· . 
Polymerase chain reaction (PCR) testing was perfoI'J1led on thefoDowing item which . 
. . was received for analysis on March 21, 2003: . 
Item' Descriptio!) 
1M One of two swabs in envelope l~beUed " •.. Eric Virgil Hanu." 
A DNA extract isolated from the item listed above was tested using the AmpFlSTR 
ProfllerPius™ and the AmpFlSfR COfiler™ PCR Amplification Kits1." The short 
tandem repeat (SfR) loci tested, the types obtained for the sample listed above, and the 
types obtained for the cOQlbined vaginal swabs and slide listed in the Report of 
Laboratory EXamination d~ted Decem~ 6, 2000, are listed in the attached ~bles. . . ' . . 
CONQ..USJONS: 
Combined vaginal swabs and slide (non~spetm fraction); 
• The DNA obtained from the non.sperm fraction of the combined vaginal swabs and 
------.. -- slide_is from a female. Eric Virgn ~all is excluded as the soux:ce of theDNA i~.ht.ained 
from this sample. - . . . -- ' . 
-------- --
- ------ - :0-- . -. . , 
10219 
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A .. 'f!!<rlll~ by rm Affl'M Nj s~ IIfC," ~~ '''''"''''''' Accr«llloriola IoMI 
.- .• --" ' ''' , thf~llk. '" . ,f) 
I • Report for Cellmark Case No.F001491 March 'Zl, 2003 . 
PageTwo . 
Amnuled April 28, 2003 
Combined vaginal swabs and slide (sperm framon); 
The data indicate that DNA hom more than one individual was obtained from the 
sperm fraction of the combined vaginal swabs and slid~ The DNA obtained hom this 
sample contains DNA from' a male. The primary DNA proIne obtained hom this 
sample matches the DNJ\ prome obtained from the swab la~ed Eric Virgil HaD. 
The approximate frequencies in the Airlcan American" Caucasian" and Hispank 
populations of the DNA profile conunon to the combined vaginal swabs and slide arid 








DNA Analyst IV . 
FregueD£Y' 
1 in 320 X l~ ume1ated individuall · 
1 in 49 X 1()1s ume1ated individuaJa 
1 .in 440 X lOIS ume1ated individUal. 
A~'£ 
Lewis O. Maddox, Ph.D. 
Laboratory Director .' 
ITesting is peziOJDled pursu~t to licensing arrangements with Roche Molecular Systems, Inc. and 
Applied BiosysteJns. . 
. -If e;xpert witnesses are n~ded for depositions or court testimony, please notify us by. 
telephone at 301-515-6125 at least four weeks in advance. . '. ' ... 
For information regarding discovery policieS and fees, please address all inquiries to the 
D~overy Coor~inator af 800/872·5227 (fax; 301/428-4871), or refer to the web site of 
·CeJlmark Diagnostics (www.cellmark-Jabs.com). . . . . . . 
• CCi Detective Dave Smith -·-----------Boise police Department 
7200B~~~lDnvee-~--~--~~ __________ ~ ____ ~ ____ __ 
Boise, 10 8370f 
~---------
1--___________ 10220 
------------ 00746 ~ 
RoIuItilor Cellmlrt ca. No.: F001~11 
Date: 03/'D/2003 
Table Ho.: . 1 
PageNo.: . . 3 
Amended 011 A.prlJ 18. 100J . AlLILISDITICTED-PRO~PLUS 
NSP-1IOIHpII1D ...... 
. SF - .... f'nIcda. 
... llmayDOtbepoaiblllD ........... ONA .................. ~ .......... ....... 
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MOLLY 1. HUSKEY, I.S.B. # 4843 
State Appellate Public Defender 
State ofIdaho 
MARK. 1. ACKLEY, I.S.B. # 6330 
PAULA M. SWENSEN, I.S.B. # 6722 
Deputy State Appellate Public Defenders 
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Petitioner, 
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CASE NO. SPOTOSOOISS 
AFFIDAVIT OF 
AMBER LYNN FOX 
Amber Fox, being first duly sworn, deposes and says: 
1. I was never contacted or interviewed by the prosecution or the defense in this 
matter. Had I been contacted and asked to testify, I would have stated the 
following: 
2. Until I married in May 2004, my name was Amber Lynn Peterson. 
3. I first met Erick Virgil Hall when he got out of prison in or around December 
1999. I finished work for the day and my friend and roommate at the time, 
Jennifer Demunbrun, told me she wanted to introduce me to her Uncle, Erick who 
was going to be staying with us for a while. 
~~t: ;· 
AFFIDAVIT OF AMBER LYNN FOX " It~ '00.-150 ' 
, •. - ,i . _.: 
4. Jennifer and I went to our residence at the time, 3824 Pershing Drive in Boise, 
where I met Erick. He was very nice, and we became friends. 
S. I was going through a difficult time in my life, because I had been using 
methamphetamine. When I moved in with Jennifer, her children were present aDd 
I did not use around them. Erick told me he did not like meth, was highly against 
using it, and ifhe ever saw me using he would make sure I got in trouble for it 
6. Erick's mood and affect always appeared to me to be very nice, polite, cordial, 
and soft spoken. Erick never became angry around me, and he did not seem to 
have a temper. 
7. Erick made numerous efforts to help people out with their problems and 
concerns. On one occasion, someone needed some gas for their car, so Erick gave 
them some gasoline. Erick was mechanically minded, and I believe he worked on 
Jennifer's vehicle for her a few times. 
8. My friendship with Erick evolved into a physical relationship. We both slept 
downstairs in the house, and one night we decided to start having consensual sex. 
We had sex a few times over the course of about a month. Erick was always 
gentle with me, and never engaged in any kind of rough or abusive behavior, 
choking, or any other violent or bizarre behavior. 
9. In late 1999 or early 2000, Erick began dating another woman. Erick and I 
stopped our physical relationship, but remained friends. 
10. In early 2000, I lost contact with Erick when I moved out and Erick spent less 
time at Jennifer's house. 




11 ~ I have feelings of care and concern for Erick, and I do not want him to get the 
death penalty. Erick's death would cause me emotional trauma and have a 
negative impact on my life. 
DATED this 2 day of June, 2006. 
I, 1Jt?ti4 ~'7c $14....u , a notary public, do hereby certify that on this 
_ day of June, 2006, ersonally appeared before 
me AtYSeJL= fDt. • who, being by me first duly sworn, declared 
that she is the til ~ mentioned person and that she signed the foregoing document and 
that the s . . contained are true. 
~~ lot .. 
~ ~OTA.~ 
10 J~J20 " 
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State Appellate Public Defender 
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PAULA M. SWENSEN, 1.S.B. # 6722 
Deputy State Appellate Public Defenders 
3647 Lake Harbor Lane 
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ERICK VIRGIL HALL, 
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STATE OF IDAHO, ) 
)ss 
County of Ada. ) 
CASE NO. SPOT0500155 
AFFIDAVIT OF 
TIMOTHY N. TURLEY 
Timothy N. Turley, being first duly sworn, deposes and says: 
I. All matters set forth in this affidavit are based upon personal knowledge unless 
otherwise noted. 
2. I was never contacted or interviewed by the police or Prosecution pertaining to 
Erick Virgil Hall or this case. 
Affidavit of Timothy N. Turley 1 
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3. I was interviewed by a female member of Erick's defense team. Roseanne, in 
August 2004 and again in September 2004. During those interviews, I shared 
much of the infonnation with Roseanne that is contained within this affidavit 
4. Roseanne told me that I would testify on Erick's behalf during his trial. She went 
over the testimony with me that I planned to give. I was transported to the Ada 
County Courthouse, but was not called to testify. I was never given a reason why 
I did not testify. To this day, I continue to feel very bitter about not being called 
by Amil Myshin and D.C. Carr, because I believe my testimony about Erick's 
character and how he saved my life could have made a difference in the jury's 
verdict. 
5. Had I been called to testify, I would have stated the following: 
6. I have known Erick Virgil Hall for nearly twenty years. I met him around 1987 or 
1988. Erick had moved to Idaho from Washington, and he needed a place to live. 
He moved in with my cousin, Rick Giambo. 
7. In 1989, I was arrested for burglary. Erick helped me at that time by attending all 
of my hearings, and selling my van so that I could post bail. 
Affidavit of Timothy N. Turley 2 
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8. Erick and I became good friends. As our friendship progressed Erick came to be 
accepted and loved by all of my family members. My daughters still talk about 
their Uncle Erick. I consider him to be my brother; a member of my family. On 
numerous occasions when I've been in jail or prison, Erick has checked on my 
mother, sister, and children to ensure they were safe and give them any assistance 
they needed. 
9. Erick and I each had a difficult childhood, but we didn't dwell on it. We decided 
that nobody around us was going to go hungry. When you grow up hungry, it 
makes you want to make sure that nobody around you has an empty belly. 
10. One one occasion when we were staying with Rick Giambo and Wendy Levy, 
Erick woke me up at 3am and asked me to help him deliver something. He said, 
"Santa Claus is here.» When I went downstairs, I saw three crates full of frozen 
meat I helped him deliver the meat to several homes and stock their refrigerators 
and freezers. Erick said he didn't care if he got caught, because what mattered 
was that the children were taken care of, and there was food on the table. 
11. On August 9, 1990, my wife Antoinette was pregnant and her water broke. Erick 
was staying with us at the time, and he drove my wife and I to the hospital. He 
stayed in the delivery room with Antoinette for the birth, while I was taken to a 
detox center at Port of Hope. Erick is the godfather of one of my children, and 
one of the few men I considered worthy to hold her when she was a baby_ 
Affidavit of Timothy N. Turley 3 
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12. In the summer of 2000, Erick happened to show up at my house. I had been out 
of prison for a few months, and was having a very difficult time. I had been 
planning to kill myself that day, and had a gun. I was in the process of putting the 
gun up to my head and in my mouth. Erick ran over to me and knocked the gun 
out of my mouth. He picked me up, took me out to his car, and drove around with 
me for several hours. He gave me food, cigarettes, and talked to me until I got to 
the point where I could think again and figure out what to do. A week or two 
after that I left Idaho and moved to a different state to try to put my life back 
together. 
13. Those of us who know Erick well and care about him see what an advocate he is 
for the underdog. Erick had a trailer and would let anyone stay there who needed 
a helping hand. He made sure they were fed and had a roof over their head. 
14. I never feared Erick or saw him behave in a violent manner. I was always the 
hothead in a given situation and charged in headfirst. Erick was always the one to 
pull me back and calm me down. Erick never raged. 
15. Erick knew that I was heavy into drugs, and lowe part of my sobriety to him. He 
has held me in his arms while I came down from a heroin binge. There aren't 
many people who will sit with you when you're drug-sick, but Erick did that for 
Affidavit of Timothy N. Turley 4 
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me. He frequently gave me a hard time for getting high and told me that drugs 
were killing me. I wish I had listened to him sooner. 
16. If I could take Erick's place on the lethal injection table and spare his life, I 
would It's not right for the state to take his life. Erick's execution would have a 
profoundly negative emotional impact on me and many members of my family. 
To lose my brother would be like losing part of myself. 




I, 111 ;l4te1 ~ SIH-w , a notary public, do hereby certify that on this 30aay 
of Novem r, 2006, personally appeared before me 
TiMDti;t N. TtJ(t/~ , who, being by me first duly sworn, declared that 
he is the a ve mention person and that he SIgned the foregomg document and that the 
statements therein contained are true. 
My commission expires J /) I-t I WI \ 
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CASE NO. SPOT0500155 
AFFIDAVIT OF 
LAURA TURLEY 
Laura Turley, being first duly sworn, deposes and says: 
1. All matters set forth in this affidavit are based upon personal knowledge unless 
otherwise noted. 
AFFIDAVIT OF LAURA TURLEY 
00760 
1 
2. I was not contacted or interviewed by the Prosecution or the defense pertaining to 
this case. 
3. Had 1 been called todo so, 1 would have testified about the following: 
4. I met Erick Virgil Hall approximately sixteen years ago, in or around 1990. 
Erick came to my house with my ex-husband's cousin, Tim Turley, for a few 
hours. Erick and Tim drove to the house in a van, and the van wouldn't start, so 
Erick was working on it out in the driveway. Erick was using a wrench on the 
battery, and the electricity was making his hair frizz out and stand on end. Erick 
jokingly told me, '1 get a charge out of it,' and we stood out there laughing for 
about an hour. Erick has always had the ability to make me laugh. 
S. 1 lost contact with Erick not long after that, and was re-introduced to him through 
Tim Turley's ex-wife Antoinette in 1993. Erick was in prison at the time, and we 
became pen pals. After writing for a short time, we began speaking on the 
telephone. For a period of about four months, Erick and I spoke on the telephone 
two or three times a day. 
6. During this time in 1993, Erick was my Rock of Gibraltar. He was an always 
steady, always positive, and really important part of my life. I was going through 
a divorce at the time, and I was also pregnant. I talked with Erick about all of the 
challenges I was facing in my life, vented my frustrations with him, and he was a 
compassionate, supportive, and sympathetic ear. 
7. I did notice, however, that when I tried to engage Erick in conversations about his 
life growing up, he didn' t want to talk about those aspects of his past. 
AFFIDAVIT OF LAURA TURLEY 
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8. When I was in labor in the hospital in November 1993, I received a telephone call 
from Erick. He had called my roommate from prison, found out I was in the 
hospital having the baby, and called the hospital to speak with and encourage me. 
Erick made me laugh, although the labor made me feel like I was being tom to 
pieces. Erick became the godfather of my youngest daughter, Kryshauna, who 
was born that day. 
9. I lost contact with Erick not long after that, and did not see him again until we met 
coincidentally at a community event after Erick was released from prison. 
10. In the late 1990s, I took Kryshauna to a barbeque at Julia Davis park. The 
barbeque was a regularly occurring event, perhaps weekly, and was sponsored by 
a local church. I saw Erick there on several occasions, usually with his girlfriend, 
whose name I do not recall. Erick was always friendly, approachable, and he 
played with Kryshauna. Erick and I spoke on those occasions, but not in-depth. 
11. Erick is a very giving person. Some of my acquaintances told me they ran into 
Erick from time to time, and I am aware that Erick was letting people stay with 
him in his mobile home at the Flying H Trailer Park. 
12. Erick is a very caring person. He has always had something positive to say about 
people. All of my memories of Erick are positive, and I have never seen him 
engage in any sort of frightening or violent behavior. 
13. I left Boise and went back east for several years. In February 2005, I returned to 
Boise to visit family and saw a story on the news regarding Erick's conviction. 
The crimes Erick was convicted for are totally out of character based on my 
experiences and interactions with Erick. 
AFFIDAVIT OF LAURA TURLEY 
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14. I have feelings of care and concern for Erick and his execution would cause a 
devastating negative impact on my life. I do not want Erick to get the death 
penalty. 
DATED this .~ day ofJuly, 2006. 
»~ 'j t <L~ .!~=> ...)~ LaUT urley' ~ 
I. IV) iql'\\!.L- J AJo SWl <.J • a notary public. do hereby certify that on this 3~ay 
of July. 2006, pe nally appeared before me U\ull..~ TV~ , 
who, being by me first duly sworn, declared that he is the above m tlOned person and 
that he signed the foregoing document and that the statements therein contained are true. 
Residing in on.e 
My commission expires /D/I.J/Wlj .-, 
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CASE NO. SPOT0500155 
AFFIDAVIT OF 
RICKGIAMBO 
Rick Giambo, being first duly sworn, deposes and says: 
1. All matters set forth in this affidavit are based upon personal knowledge unless 
otherwise noted. 
2. I was not contacted or interviewed by the Prosecution pertaining to this case. 
3. I was interviewed by the Defense prior to Erick Virgil Hall's conviction and 
sentencing, but I was not called to testify by the Defense. Had I been called to do 
so, I would have testified about the following: 
AFFIDAVIT OF RICK GIAMBO 
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4. I met Erick in or around the smnmer of 1988 or 1989 when I lived at 3905 Alpine 
Street. Apartment 84, in Boise. At that time, my wife Wendy and I took youth off 
the streets and gave them a place to live and a chance to be part of a family. Erick 
was approximately 17 or 18 years old, and he lived with us and spent time with 
our family. Erick became part of our family and referred to me as his 'brother' 
and to Wendy as his 'sister.' 
5. Erick's education, employment, and social skills were limited~ and he had low 
self-esteem. However he was an excellent artist, a good worker, and was playful 
and protective of my children. My developmentally disabled daughter Christina 
had anger issues, but she dearly loved Erick. 
6. On numerous occasions, Erick was responsible for babysitting and caring for 
three or all four of our children by himself. Erick has never behaved in a violent 
manner with any members of my family. My children refer to Erick as 'Uncle 
Erick.' 
7. Erick helped with household chores, cooking, cleaning, and taking clothes to the 
laundromat. On one occasion, Erick walked into the apartment carrying a couple 
of grocery sacks full of food. I later learned Erick stole the food for my family. 
8. I believe that Erick had moments in which he experienced lapses in memory or 
brief losses of memory. Erick would pause and have a blank look in his eyes. 
When he re-oriented, he would play it off and act like he had understood the 





9. When I moved to a mobile home at 4304 Adams Street in Garden City in 1991, 
Erick came to stay with my family and slept in a camp trailer we parked at our 
house. Charles Barton. who lived nearby, also stayed with us periodically 
10. One night in December 1991, Erick introduced me to a woman named Norma 
Jean Oliver. Ms. Oliver was reserved and shy at first, but after about an hour I 
saw her sitting on a couch with Erick, hugging him around the waist and nuzzling 
his ear. She was smiling and laughing. Over the course of the day or two that 
Ms. Oliver was on our property, Ms. Oliver accompanied Erick everywhere he 
went Mr. Barton and other members of my family may have also witnessed these 
behaviors by Ms. Oliver. 
11. That night, I slept in a room of the trailer home with an open window that was 
less than five feet from the camper trailer where Erick and Ms. Oliver were 
staying. My children had turned up the heat, so I opened the window. I did not 
hear anything from the camper trailer that night 
12. I am familiar with Ms. Oliver's allegation that she was raped in a shed on the 
property. I had an old steel shed which measured 7'x 8', and which was packed 
completely full with items I was storing at the time. There was absolutely no 
room whatsoever for a person to lay down in the shed, and the shed door was 
wired shut to keep the items inside secure. 
13. The following morning, I saw Erick and Ms. Oliver holding hands and walking 
together. When they were in my trailer home, Erick made coffee and added a lot 
of sugar to his cup. 
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14. Although I was able to see Ms. Oliver from a distance of only a few feet, I saw no 
marks, scratches, bruises, or injuries of any kind on Ms. Oliver's face, neck, 
shoulders, arms, hands, or anywhere else on her body. 
15. Within a few days, the police came to my home and arrested Erick Hall for raping 
Ms. Oliver. Erick told me he met Ms. Oliver at Mountain Billiards, and that they 
had gone to another club, Morts, then back to Mountain Billiards. Erick told me 
he did not know how old Ms. Oliver was, but said she had been able to get into 
both clubs without any difficulties. 
16. The rape allegations were completely out of character for Erick, and I do not 
believe he raped Ms. Oliver. I believe she falsely accused him of rape when he 
learned she was a runaway and asked her to leave our home. 
17. I have seen Erick intervene in situations involving domestic violence toward 
women and put a stop to the hostilities. I have also seen Erick come to the aid of 
people Who were intoxicated and show great compassion for them. He never 
turned his back on anyone who needed help. He came to their aid instead. 
18. I tried to explain to Erick that he should fight the rape charges, but he did not 
seem to understand what the State was going to do to him and said that he would 
not fight the charges because he slept with Ms. Oliver. 
19. I suspect that when Erick went to prison, he was abused by other prisoners 
because rapists and child molesters are on the bottom of the social hierarchy for 
incarcerated inmates. 




20. I was interviewed by the Defense on October 10, 2004. I gave them much of the 
same information as reported in this affidavit and told them I would be willing to 






I, (h'-C HAfL t:e1 ,5"~ , a notary public, do hereby certify that on this 5"~y 
of July, 2006, nally appeared before me ~ Kiu(.. GI\M60 , 
who, being by uly sworn, declared that he is e above mentioned person and 
that he sign tlti ocument and that the statements therein contained are true. 
Residing . ~lre :J-f) 
I 
My commission expires to/'ll-to I I 




MOLLY 1. HUSKEY, I.S.B. # 4843 
State Appellate Public Defender 
State ofIdaho 
MARK J. ACKLEY, 1.S.B. # 6330 
PAULA M. SWENSEN, 1.S.B. # 6722 
Deputy State Appellate Public Defenders 
3647 Lake Harbor Lane 
Boise, Idaho 83703 
(208) 334-2712 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 












CASE NO. SPOT0500155 
AFFIDAVIT OF 
JENNIFER DEMUNBRUN 




County of Ada. ) 
Jennifer Demunbrun, being first duly sworn, deposes and says: 
1. All matters set forth in this affidavit are based upon personal knowledge unless 
otherwise noted. 
2. I went with my mother, Wendy Levy when she was interviewed by the 
Prosecution prior to Erick Virgil Hall's conviction and sentencing. There was a 
female and two males who were asking questions. They asked my mother if 
Erick ever hit anyone or brought any strange women to the house. My mother 
said Erick never raised a hand to anyone in the house and had brought girlfriends 
to the house. The prosecution didn't ask me any questions, but told me I would 
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be interviewed to confirm what my mother said. and that I would probably receive 
a subpoena. I was never contacted by the prosecution, and I did not receive a 
subpoena. 
3. I was interviewed multiple times by the defense team. A woman named 
Roseanne came to my house at 10841 W. Tidewater Court in Boise, and 
interviewed me. I believe I spoke with her alone. One interview occurred on 
September 22, 2004, and r told Roseanne I wanted to testify on Erick's behalf I 
believe Roseanne told me I could testify, but I never received a subpoena or was 
called to testify. I would have testified about the following events at Erick Hall's 
trial in had been asked to do so: 
4. I was born on January 1, 1978. I met Erick Virgil Hall when I was approximately 
, I lived at 3905 Alpine Street in a Boise apartment 
complex called Alpine Manor. Erick came to live with us, and he took care of my 
brother Sean, my sisters Corrie and Christina, and me when my mother was 
working and my stepfather, Rick Giambo, was away from the house stealing 
money and doing drugs. 
5. I began referring to Erick as my 'Uncle,' because he is about seven years older 
than me, and I believe Erick may be related to our family through his grandfather, 
Virgil Hall. 
6. Erick was a great babysitter. He was gentle, he never raised his voice toward us, 
he never hit us, and he did not neglect us or leave us alone. Erick treated us as 
though we were his children. He took us to the park to feed the ducks, cooked 
meals for us, and if we were sick he would encourage us to eat or take our 
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medicine. Erick never behaved in a violent manner with any members of my 
family. 
7. On one occasion when my stepfather stole money the family had set aside for 
food, my cousin Carl and Erick stole meat from a freezer for the family to be able 
to eat. On other occasions, Erick stole money by breaking into vending machines. 
Through these misguided but apparently well-intentioned acts, it was clear to me 
that Erick wanted to provide for my family although he lacked the skills and 
understanding about how to do so. Erick was shy, never stood up for himself and 
lacked confidence in himself. 
8. Our family moved to Garden City around 1991. and we were living at 4304 
Adams Street. Erick came to live with us and slept in a camp trailer on our 
property. One night in December 1991, Erick brought Norma Jean Oliver to my 
mother's house, and introduced us to her. Norma Jean was wearing a jean jacket, 
white shirt, and blue jeans. She had blonde hair. Erick was drunk, and told us he 
had just come from Mountain Billiards, and that Norma Jean Oliver had been 
buying him beers. Norma Jean was hanging onto Erick's arm, and Erick told us 
Norma Jean had nowhere to go. He had never brought a woman into our home 
prior to this incident. 
9. Norma Jean was carrying a duffel bag, which made me suspicious. I believed that 
there was something wrong with her based on how she was acting, and told her to 
leave. I told Erick I thought Norma Jean Oliver was an underage runaway who 
would steal from us. Erick told me she was 21, and that she had been buying him 
drinks. 
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10. I assumed Norma Jean had left the property. The next morning around 11 :OOam, 
Nonna Jean knocked on the door of the mobile home, and I answered the door. 
She appeared to have the same clothing on as she was wearing from the day 
before, and I saw no cuts, scratches, markings, bruises, or injuries of any kind on 
her body. Norma Jean said she needed to get her things out of the camper where 
she had apparently spent the night. I walked with her to the trailer, and she went 
inside for a few minutes, retrieved her duffel bag, and left immediately. She did 
not act upset or concerned, but she did appear to be in a hurry. 
11. Within a day, the police came to the property. The first time the police came, 
Erick was not there. The police searched the trailer, and allegedly found Norma 
Jean's bra, ripped jeans, and other items. 
12. The property also had a shed, which was where Rick Giambo kept his drugs and 
tools. I believe the shed was locked. The police did not search the shed. 
13. When Erick came home, he was arrested by the police and went to jail. I was not 
interviewed by the police about Norma Jean Oliver. If there had been a trial, I 
would have testified that I saw Norma Jean Oliver without any injuries the 
morning after she was alleged to have been raped by Erick. 1 would also have 
testified that 1 believe Norma Jean Oliver planted the evidence that the police 
found in the camp trailer. 
14. I knew the bartender at Mountain Billiards, Bobby Scott Wanier, and think he is 
my stepfather's cousin. I believe that if Erick had had a trial, Bobby Scott Warner 
would have testified that Norma Jean Oliver had fake identification and bought 
Erick beer. 
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15. Erick was very mechanically talented with his hands. He rebuilt bicycles for our 
family, and he drew pictures for us. I completely trust Erick. In 1993, when I 
became pregnant, Erick was the first person I told about the pregnancy. My 
daughter, Syringa Lizama, loves Winnie the Pooh and Tigger so Erick would 
draw pictures of them for her. She loved the pictures and slept with them under 
her pillow. The pictures were high enough quality to have been framed, but 
unfortunately they were lost when we moved to Garden Valley. 
16. Around the year 2000, I gave my mother custody of my daughter and sent my son 
William Tran to be with his father. I was out of control on drugs and did not want 
any responsibilities. It was Erick who convinced me to stop using drugs and turn 
my life around. Erick made sure I didn't go anywhere without him, checked that I 
had receipts for things I purchased so I wasn't spending money on drugs, made 
my drug-using friends leave when they came around the house, made me throw 
away their telephone numbers, and kept me clean. Ultimately, I moved back in 
with my husband. 
17. I have a medical condition that causes ulcers on my tonsils, and sometimes they 
become inflamed and I cannot eat or drink. When this happens I have become 
hospitalized on several occasions. I had a similar episode sometime in 2000 or 
2001, and Erick spent time with me and took care of me. Erick woke me up to 
eat, to drink water, to take medicine, and he watched my children for me. 
18. When Erick first got out of prison in November 1999, I took him to register as a 
sex offender at the Boise Police Station on Barrister. Erick was homeless, and he 
used our address. I did this on two or three occasions. I also paid the $10 fee for 
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the registrations. On one occasion when I took Erick to register, the police told 
him that he could not register because he did not have an address. Erick was 
unable to use my address at that time because I had moved back in with my 
husband, and he did not want Erick to use that address. 
19. After Erick's arrest in 2003, Garden City Police officer Rick Allen came to my 
house with a number of police officers. They asked me if Erick had ever been 
violent with me or with my children. I told them Erick had never been physically 
violent, and had been verbal on one occasion. The police told me Erick had raped 
and killed two women, that there was DNA, and that there was a 40 billion to one 
chance that it was not Erick. 
20. My best friend, Amber, dated Erick and was intimate with him. I asked Amber if 
Erick had ever forced her to have sex or choked her during sex and she said no, 
Erick was very gentle. 
21. When I went to see Erick in jail and in prison, he acted like a completely different 
person. He had a wild look in his eyes that reminded me of a caged animal. Erick 
wrote me letters talking about committing suicide. 
22. Erick tried really hard to improve his life, but he lacked the skills to organize 
himself, structure events in his life, or plan into the future. He just acted on 
impulse and in the moment. On several occasions he told me he ate out of the 
garbage can at a McDonald's restaurant. 
23. I was interviewed by the defense on September 22,2004. I gave Roseanne much 
of the same information as reported in this affidavit, but was never called to 
testify at Erick's trial or sentencing. 
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24. I love Erick and I do not want him to get the death penalty. 
25. Erick's death would devastate my family, especially my children and I. Erick was 
a big part of my children's lives, and they talk about him all the time and how 
much they miss him. 
DATED this J day of September, 2006. 
n~¥~~4~ "rei 15em run 
SUBSCRIJSD~~n1lW:)ftj~lfore me this 71: day of September, 2006. 
Residing 1 t?ol~ IJ;~ 
I 
My commission expires IDJ4 J lb If 
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ORIGINA 
MOLLY J. HUSKEY 
State Appellate Public Defender 
State of Idaho 
I.S.B. # 4843 
MARK J. ACKLEY, LS.B. # 6330 
PAULA M. SWENSEN, LS.B. # 6722 
Deputy State Appellate Public Defenders 
3647 Lake Harbor Lane 
Boise, Idaho 83703 
(208) 334-2712 
NO . _---.::n~-,._:_:;::_?-
A.M. ___ F_~~ . g 'j K 
JAN - 8 2007 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 
ERICK VIRGIL HALL, 
Petitioner, 
v. 












CASE NO. SPOT0500155 
NOTICE OF FILING OF 
INDEX OF EXHIBITS TO 
AMENDED PETITION FOR 
POST-CONVICTION RELIEF 
(CAPITAL CASE) 
COMES NOW ERICK VIRGIL HALL, by and through his attorneys at the 
Office of the State Appellate Public Defender and files the following document: Index of 
Exhibits to Amended Petition for Post-Conviction Relief. 
The Index of Exhibits is current through January 8, 2007, and includes exhibits 
filed contemporaneously herewith. 
Dated this 8th day of January, 2007. 
PAULA M. SWENSEN 
Deputy State Appellate Public Defender 
NOTICE OF FILING OF INDEX OF EXHIBITS TO AMENDED 
PETITION FOR POST -CONVICTION RELIEF 
1 
007'78 
CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
?M I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this o-Gay of January, 2007 a true and correct copy 
of the foregoing document, NOTICE OF FILING OF INDEX OF EXHIDITS TO 
AMENDED PETITION FOR POST-CONVICTION RELIEF, was mailed, postage 
prepaid, to the following: 
ERICK VIRGIL HALL 
INMATE # 33835 
IMSI 
POBOX 51 
BOISE ID 83707 
ROGER BOURNE 
ADA COUNTY PROSECUTOR'S 
OFFICE 
200 W. FRONT, SUITE 3191 








"I.. Hand Delivery 
)()jl \m~~ Uc~\t1L 
BARBARA THOMAS 
Administrative Assistant 
NOTICE OF FILING OF INDEX OF EXHIDITS TO AMENDED 




















Hall v. State, SPOT0500155 
Index of Exhibits to 
Amended Petition for Post-Conviction Relief 
As of January 8, 2007 
Description of Exhibit When Filed 
ABA Guidelines for the Appointment and Performance 4/17/06, exhibit to 
of Defense Counsel in Death Penalty Cases, Revised Amended Petition 
Edition, February 2003 (bound separately) 
Garden City Police Department, General Report by 4/17/06, exhibit to 
Detective Hess, dated December 4, 1991, regarding Amended Petition 
alleged rape of Norma Jean Oliver 
State v. Erick Hall, Indictment, Ada County Case No. 4/17/06, exhibit to 
91-99, filed December 19,1991 Amended Petition 
State v. Erick Hall, Amended Information/Indictment, 4/17/06, exhibit to 
Ada County Case No.HCRI8591, filed April 23, 1991 Amended Petition 
State v. Erick Hall, Order Regarding Dismissal of 4/17/06, exhibit to 
Probation Violation Allegations (Count ll), Ada Amended Petition 
County Case No. 18094, dated April 23, 1992 
State v. Michelle Deen, Commitment, Ada County 4/17/06, exhibit to 
Case No. H0200584, Commitment and Cover Sheet Amended Petition 
with Handwritten Note regarding deal 
Mfidavit of Wendy Levy, dated AprilS, 2006 4117/06, exhibit to 
Amended Petition 
Affidavit of Greg Hampikian, Ph.D., dated April 14, 4/17/06, exhibit to 
2006 Amended Petition 
Boise Police Department! Ada County Sheriff, 4117/06, exhibit to 
Supplemental Report, regarding interviews of Lisa Amended Petition 
Lewis and Peggy Jean Hill 
Garden City Police Department, report by Detective 4/17/06, exhibit to 
Stephen Bartlett, dated October 24, 2000, regarding Amended Petition 
Patrick Hoffert suicide 
Affidavit of Lisa Lewis, dated February 10,2006 4117/06, exhibit to 
Amended Petition 
Affidavit of Peggy Jean Hill, dated February 10,2006 4/17/06, exhibit to 
Amended Petition 
Idaho Department of Corrections, Offender 4/17/06, exhibit to 
Classification information Amended Petition 
Idaho Department of Corrections, Directive regarding 4/17/06, exhibit to 
policy Amended Petition 
Affidavit of Evelyn Denise Dunaway, dated April 14, 4/17/06, exhibit to 
2006 Amended Petition 
00780 . 
Exh. Description of Exhibit When Filed 
No. 
16 CDs containing interview of Norma Jean Oliver, 4/17/06, exhibit to 
conducted in West Virginia on April 8, 2006, by Amended Petition 
Sharon Callis 
17 St. Alphonsus Hospital, report of Dr. Vickman, dated 4/17/06, exhibit to 
December 4, 1991, regarding alleged rape of Norma Amended Petition 
Jean Oliver 
18 State v. April Sebastian, Register of Actions, Order 4117/06, exhibit to 
Suspending Sentence and Order of Probation, and Amended Petition 
Court Minutes from 11130104, Ada County Case No. 
H0400228 
19 State v. April Sebastian, Register of Actions, Ada 4/17/06, exhibit to 
County Case No. M9513860 Amended Petition 
20 State v. April Sebastian, Register of Actions, Ada 4/17/06, exhibit to 
County Case No. M9703840 Amended Petition 
21 State v. Erick Hall, Complaint, Ada County Case No. 4/17/06, exhibit to 
M0303573 Amended Petition 
22 DVD and transcripts ofKTVB news coverage ofLynn 4/17/06, exhibit to 
Henneman and Cheryl Hanlon homicides Amended Petition 
23 Idaho Statesman articles (bound separately) 4/17/06, exhibit to 
Amended Petition 
24 Affidavit of Dr. Sally S. Aiken, dated April 14, 2006 4117/06, exhibit to 
Amended Petition 
25 Affidavit of Gayle Ihringer, dated April 1 0, 2006 4/17/06, exhibit to 
Amended Petition 
26 Affidavit of Dr. James Merikangas, dated April 13, 4/17/06, exhibit to 
2006 Amended Petition 
27 Affidavit of Deanna Jean (McCracken) Horman, dated 4/17/06, exhibit to 
April 10, 2006 Amended Petition 
28 Affidavit of Jean Hall McCracken, dated April 9, 2006 4/17/06, exhibit to 
Amended Petition 
29 Affidavit of John August Thompson, dated April 9, 4/17/06, exhibit to 
2006 Amended Petition 
30 Affidavit of Frank ("Frankie") Alvin Charles 4117/06, exhibit to 
McCracken, dated April 9, 2006 Amended Petition 
31 Affidavit of Kimberly A. Bacon, dated April 9, 2006 4/17/06, exhibit to 
Amended Petition 
32 Affidavit of Kenneth S. Douglas, dated April 9, 2006 4/17/06, exhibit to 
Amended Petition 
33 State v. Michelle Deen, Register of Actions, Ada 4/17/06, exhibit to 
County Case No. H0301398 Amended Petition 
34 Boise Police Department, Report by Patrolman 4117/06, exhibit to 
Hofmann, dated August 17,2001, regarding Michelle Amended Petition 
Deen 
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Exh. Description of Exhibit When Filed 
No. 
35 Declaration of David A. Lane, dated April 16,2006 4/17/06, exhibit to 
Amended Petition 
36A ACLU News Article regarding Timothy McNeese, 118/07, 4th Addendum 
dated September 15, 1999 (inadvertently omitted 
from exhibits to 
Amended Petition) 
36B Findings of Fact, Conclusions of Law, Memorandum 1/8/07, 4th Addendum 
Decision and Order Relating to Plaintiff's Motion for (inadvertently omitted 
Sanctions, filed September 13, 1999, District ofIdaho from exhibits to 
Case No. CIV 91-0299-S-LMB, imposing sanctions Amended Petition) 
against Deputy Attorney Generals Stephanie Altig and 
Timothy McNeese 
36C Gomez v. Vernon, 255 F.3d 1188 (9th Cir. 2001), 118/07, 4th Addendum 
upholding imposition of sanctions against Deputy (inadvertently omitted 
Attorney Generals Stephanie Altig and Timothy from exhibits to 
McNeese Amended Petition) 
37 Affidavit of Frank Owen McCracken, Sr., dated April 6/30/06, 3ra Addendum 
7,2006 
38 Affidavit of Tiffaney Leandra Conner, dated April 8, 6/30/06, 3ra Addendum 
2006 
39 Affidavit of Shawnra McCracken Hemming, dated 6/30/06, 3r<1 Addendum 
April 7, 2006 
40 Affidavit of Tamara McCracken, dated April 7, 2006 6/30/06, 3m Addendum 
41 Affidavit of Dr. James Merikangas, dated June 5, 2006, Filed 6/12/06 
with correction to original affidavit 
42 DSM IV-TR, description of Bipolar Disorder 1/8/07, 4th Addendum 
43 Idaho State Police evidence receipts, affidavit and 1/8/07, 4th Addendum 
report dated December 6, 1991, regarding results of sex 
crimes kit on Norma Jean Oliver 
44 Trial counsel's copies of pictures introduced at trial as 1/8/07, 4th Addendum 
State's Exhibits 141-142, 145-148 
45 State v. April Sebastian, Register of Actions, Ada 1/8/07, 4th Addendum 
County Case No. M040 1584 (bound over to Case No. 
H0400228) 
46 State v. Michelle Deen, Register of Actions; Order for 1/8/07, 4th Addendum 
Substance Abuse Evaluation, Providing Funds, & 
Access to Defendant; Judgment of Conviction and 
Commitment; Order Suspending Sentence and Order of 
Probation; Ada County Case No. H0301398, showing 
representation by Ami I Myshin 
47 State v. Michelle Deen, Registers of Actions and Court 118/07, 4th Addendum 
Minutes, Ada County Case No. Case No. 
H02005841M0203902, showing representation by both 
Amil Myshin and D.C. Carr 
00782 
Exh. Description of Exhibit When Filed 
No. 
48 State v. Rebecca McCusker, Register of Actions, Ada 118/07, 4th Addendum 
County Case No. M0406765, child endangennent 
charges filed in 1994 
49 State v. Brian McCusker, Register of Actions, Ada 1/8/07, 4th Addendum 
County Case No. M0404198, child endangennent 
charges filed in 1994 
50 "Inadequate anesthesia in lethal injection for 1/8/07, 4th Addendum 
execution," The Lancet, 2005:365: 1412-14 
51 State v. Erick Hall, transcript of grand jury 1/8/07, 4th Addendum 
proceedings, Ada County Grand Jury Case No. 18591 
(FILED UNDERSEAL) 
52 State v. Erick Hall, Ada County Case No. H0300624, 118/07, 4th Addendum 
discovery documents found in trial counsels' files, 
including report of Dr. Vickman, with hand-written 
discovery numbers in lower right comers 
53 State v. Erick Hall, Court Minutes, Ada County Case 118/07, 4th Addendum 
No. HCR18591118094117804, showing sentence of 5 
years, with one year fixed on Case No. HCR18591 
54 Forensic Analytical, letter to Ada County Public 1/8/07, 4th Addendum 
Defender, dated May 4, 2004 
55 Cellmark, amended report, dated April 28, 2003 1/8/07, 4th Addendum 
56 Affidavit of Amber Lynn (peterson) Fox, dated June 7, 1/8/07, 4th Addendum 
2006 
57 Affidavit of Timothy Turley, dated November 30,2006 1/8/07, 4th Addendum 
58 Affidavit of Laura Turley, dated July 3,2006 1/8/07, 4th Addendum 
59 Affidavit of Rick Giambo, dated July 5, 2006 1/8/07, 4th Addendum 
60 Affidavit of Jennifer Demunbrun, dated September 7, 1/8/07, 4th Addendum 
2006 
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MOLLY J. HUSKEY 
State Appellate Public Defender 
State of Idaho 
LS.B. # 4843 
MARK J. ACKLEY, LS.B. # 6330 
PAULA M. SWENSEN, I.S.B. # 6722 
Deputy State Appellate Public Defenders 
3647 Lake Harbor Lane 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 
ERICK VIRGIL HALL, 
Petitioner, 
v. 












CASE NO. SPOT0500155 
NOTICE OF FILING OF 
TABLE OF CONTENTS TO 
AMENDED PETITION FOR 
POST-CONVICTION RELIEF 
(CAPITAL CASE) 
COMES NOW ERICK VIRGIL HALL, by and through his attorneys at the 
Office of the State Appellate Public Defender and files the following document: Table of 
Contents to Amended Petition for Post-Conviction Relief. 
Dated this 8th day of January, 2007. 
PAULA M. SWENSEN 
Deputy State Appellate Public Defender 
NOTICE OF FILING OF TABLE OF CONTENTS TO AMENDED 
PETITION FOR POST -CONVICTION RELIEF 
1 
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CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this S.cl~ay of January, 2007 a true and correct copy 
of the foregoing document, NOTICE OF FILING OF TABLE OF CONTENTS TO 
AMENDED PETITION FOR POST -CONVICTION RELIEF, was mailed, postage 
prepaid, to the following: 
ERICK VIRGIL HALL 
INMATE # 33835 
IMSI 
POBOX51 
BOISE ID 83707 
ROGER BOURNE 
ADA COUNTY PROSECUTOR'S 
OFFICE 
200 W. FRONT, SUITE 3191 








I Hand Delivery 
~il \YlJtLl. 0~JJ \1£1 ~ 
BARBARA THOMAS 
Administrative Assistant 
NOTICE OF FILING OF TABLE OF CONTENTS TO AMENDED 
PETITION FOR POST -CONVICTION RELIEF 
2 
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ERICK VIRGIL HALL v. STATE OF IDAHO 
Ada County Case No. SPOT0500155 
TABLE OF CONTENTS TO 
AMENDED PETITION FOR POST CONVICTION RELIEF 
I. BACKGROUND (I.C.R. 57(a)(1) through (a)(6» ............................................................. 2 
II. ILLEGAL RESTRAINT OF LffiERTY ............................................................................ .3 
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